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IV II~tt',~row~ the .send m~or ,~htlug of asech of the bu~ am 
. IIinm~ .e~r~I IrsCI~ a bear near the ddldra' edlarenitotbe~oaL This. 
ud,  lt'~ near problem playground. '~'nis is a bad bear apparently ~ too eid 
smqace ' with several area bee.au~ the bush Is to climb t r~ wlgch other 
.818h~ps~ most of which thickri~ht up tuthe yard' sightinp naid a boar bus 
l i ra  be i  at St. Anthony's area," expkina Steve. done in tlm recast pwt(-tba 
Sdmi pinygroumL Bear s l i~inl i  have clued lut  si~btin~ had a hear up a 
'P/~day ~ at about Bell to think there might be tree.), _~, .  ,~  ,,~ . . . .  • 
The bears that are comlmg 
Usto mm m~ht p~lbly be 
victim to another bear's, 
dominatiou. 
H the younger bear 
no ground in hU or~.  
area at'will relooato, ana 
wander while locking for 
molher spot asys Bell. The I'IJp,m. iII IeI1OiiIyIi]] ~WO omnivoras. (bears), Last week ti~ ~ was 
was put out ~n CKTK radio taunts8 the sdmol area. spotted at the back of the older might not be able to 
K/Umat for eonacrvation An old bear was spotted by yard. ThbsoarePrldaybud holdbissroundasittmmnat 
Steve Bell to attend - Steve after an extensive the bear between the sehcol relocate. 
Town is the most secure 
Shodago * " " ' ' " ' +  I I l l l g l l  droppinp from the childrm The problems are not 
around tbe@erinietre of the ms,h-people in town have 
at Mills ' .. , 1~ problmn is too scrious touchy situation. Do~s let 
. " ' ' " '~ " to Just keep chasin~ the free at night raid the trap 
A i I i ou i l inun I l~at  approvalffom tbeKitimat- animalIaway, asysBeiL A wMckBellhes set for the proMrmattheUnIversltyofBrII~lhColumblaleaveum WI l t~ I I~D.q~ ,~ l l l J~ l -un~'~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,..... m~= ..,, t . . . .  w~lueatiau Ruildlm~ on their way to June 1 ccogcegat/on students pending two yemm at six off-empus eu..ta! 
Memorial Houpltni Stiklueli~loualDlsiriotfor i ivetreptumhemastinthe u~u . . . . .  a . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " rl and ,.., e..u .... , ,.,.~;* ,h,~ e~.~mmv ~ ev received thelr Bachelor of gaLudng waotinal teachlng espe Ice.  .. 
i I pa i lmt to l Io t l t  p l l  of about $I0,000 Ichoul yard to hopefully .~'YT.~."_~_'___',T_~T:.,~ '~:==-~,=.a- wh~e ~6,,,r i ,~tare. VlctarJim, aanflve Unlvenlty4evd comes before cemmg m me ,~.~ 
publk~, but haepltat ad- worth of l ine. capture and relocate the urn nu~ so sm~ . -~ ~ . . . .  ~- . . . . . . . .  P 8 ' • Ed MeMIIInn of eamp~ for flail two ycori of work. About II0 asuve 
I InI itratlon . claims the The r~ioaal district has black wablem makers, washed out as welL of Morrlceto~, B.C., near Smlthers . . . .  p am,. , . .  ~,#,.,mo,,~ M ham New Aivanuh in the Nmel RlverVallev: Caroline Burros, of inclhu are ca'ra l ly  enrolled in the NITE progr 
sUmtim is in the proe~ of some JurlIdictlon over Ind ieaUI  are that I ~ . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - -  - . . . .  Information Services -leture 
be/hi rectified, basi/tek within the dlldriet bear is ded~ato~ not aN'aid ni~htLugs orother, should be M-_-_-et in the @u~ Charlotte Islnu~J; UOre~ly CUSp- .~m,  v • , 
YwIeCoaan, apatioutni MaoKIsie said hmpltal of people, possibly the. transmRtedtotheRCMPar . . . .  s " 
tho hospital since last peramnd bad spoken with yomiger one spoiled by Vml lmwkasd  Is + 5 I ~ ,, w . , - -  - - - -  ' - - - *  - . . .  o. . . . . . _ . . . .  Tourist dollars 
nihw pallets bu~ been she bud mmpinlnad to the 
~k~sq~ ~ ~ ~  ~/ lu  m~ a~t  eth ~ cesium be inJ--ed from to SP~Aofflcinls. - " . a a Am s 
m, natural ag, or a bad win- " IV ,- , gO on SilO On dInO zsr I  
~bemroplseed. horobJeetivasinvo/eingthe taring. Both are provi~ to ' " • q~I Iharte~ of ~ win, 'complaint was I~  ~ to t ~ ~  clauilerous to /~0~ ~ Two Yellowhead Trade the provinoa along with a :Both l.~..al people and .As~atiou, S.l~mO.rs o,f tl~, 
, ,  " ~, " Dollars will be available at Yellowhead Logo. The visitors wlu want to .k, .ecp a ..corn toy tour~.ro~.oa.d~l~ 
I by a ~ in see laundry faeflltles i]r~w o ~  ~l ld~ most Imstneases from Me reverse slde of (me of ,the I bm'  of each years I ns  ~ eat!re suppty an ua~ 
laundry machinery in astablisbedinTerreee. Sunday morning at aha~ j u , # ~  u,u,~w.,, Bride to Prtnce_Rupert by ~..i~boam_.~.e. ias !~. .~ asae .p~in. i.kindofasu~.en~; ~e imu~Y~m~aommet~ 
K i t la t ,  where Mills lt~/tion of rollonal 7:lSa.m.aboarwasspatte0 . ,.,,., FrldayJune~3rd, 1978 and mttmat, unm..~..amn.m Tna uolmr m..am.unipmm~ ~sI~?~_~-.-_-_-__--~.-- = 
hMaffailamMryisdme inundryfacilitiesbwamean in the parkin8 lot of the " l~r~iw.~r~aO will I in circulation commemorating metweatY nemammamoameauasez s~e ,~ U~.~._u~._ wm__d~ 
AMbinni admlniM~tor i / i l ya tSkceunv lew PubnesafetyBullding. The j .  ~;~g • ~t . ,~ , ,  ItllLabuurDnySeiRember fifth AnniVersary of the its .dated tra da value, m _mree t~ytome.x.~zow~u . 
~ I , I ,  BroreMacKIlde, lo~ prior to relooatlng that animal posed no great II" 4th,lnT& .. District of Kitimat. The to_..urmt..region . . 'G . . .  Trave~,..AU~.. um.tor.u~.~ 
the b0~/inl ~ b0II asnlorelthISC~gI~unltlk'am woblem and Immediately l~v 'cee$  ~e ~,, , ,m ~,,,e been oU~ co',, ta eta.inS a A l~o~ . m ~aw-  ~. .w,~.~.m,m.::.,. 
I o f  abe ~ and ita proMmt looatlan oa the walked up lfaisla until it u ,~ey  v minted " : to rigid "Pointa of lntorest.Serlas" that the ma.Jority of .doll, s..an.u.mpam.a.....matnmw, ox..me 
Jumped the embankment . 1Oat z~~ved. , ,~ . "  . . . .~ I  . pmdhdkappoared into the D- - - -~" - - '  specifleatimsanddmignso along the Yeilowhoad and wfllbe~vouassouyemnoy ~uam .w~ ~ r , ,mea,y  
J~{~[ I / ,U  that heir value as conector's dapictsMoricetownCanyoa., i w l~o roco~mm.., metr me. v~meI nasmeasas mr 
• I ' I .~  items will incroase over the The ooim are mmm m mmro~mem.o~ ,u m,,ea~e~, sa!e m. tu.mre years at ':Be , , , , i , .  ~ - - - - - - ~  ~7"- -~.L . . ' -  . . . .  ~. years, Thacemnousldeof diameior, weiahlS,5.gr.a.= tu .tow~--istre~tan ,.~ .w~ co ue.c.~r'sprmas: f24K 
intotuwn? Bdlnaye, ltceuld [~[~r£[~w~£• bothdollamhassnoutlinec~ andaremadeofpm~., m.ckei._ accept mem aspaymencmr. _ A m~ma n_um~r_o_,,__ 
The MI~ Directors "Big with the forthcemi~ "B.~' ~ be from their _ ' Re on "G"  sec- Th will be unclrcmated goom or sorvlCas. So.to plecm ~mu pu~..-, .v~. 
Baud" eo~pinted a r~o_~. Band" dancee.. ~ dominating unture. ,  r~rv ,~r~ o ~T°~tlt('~r~°~anouUine of an~Yomeeaoasedin.ldastic....Last yoartaIan~ou~ ~ I/soree~vd]Icelbeebet~rst2e. rmr  tue 
with c~c at . msu ruled ~o ponr m~m~ T~ . "  one  m .ns mmant ~oa ~ ' ~  ~ ~o~e a~. , ,  tu 
~.M, LWTImatre, foralHmg_..throughout the ;Pacific wldch holds one bear as .~a~r  I ' I I I I  I nn  SUM v e s l v l l S I  6 
at a ~ la te  in cenahmcflm. Northwest. . ~ me uetio~ of land. 
refused assess , . . . .  
'CanadlanAlCa~:"~: Celiulose:E~ ~!:~d:/IBEW':4ha : '}have  wd~Id be takenPlckst"aeflm1agalnst the "' ''!  =IIireh M: u,mu .... * 
.!The ¢~edo~in ~k='  8econdar~ Band, undor the 
vaeatlon to leave as shop early to avoid dlsan-" 
pointmmt due to the ex- souvenirs ~ gre~u!.tles. Basted hi/iN ~demands of the According to the  B.C. 
YeUowhead' 16 . Travel ~tors .  - .  
j ' ' Pacific Northwest MuiIe Festival, and the Stage Band 
dlrseflan of Mr. Jim Ryua, will he having their final received a First Place In thls competition. 
coneert,~msday, June l3, at the R.E.M. LceThoatre ..The'youngmusldansJmkreeectlyreLurnedfcoma Totem pole 
beainningat8:30p.m. Thelrseinotioas wUlren~ from 'short rip .to Alaska where they performed in P.etor- 
Jms, pertormed by the Stop Band. to Claukal MuMo, shag. i d 
, .i.mrformed by the Ceacert Band. At this time the ..Amangothor activiticeare fand.raisingendeavoars. 
Purple Ba~d, co .m~ of studea~J from.Te|rrace'| . . . .  'l~ese include the B!.~ Band Dance, held near.Chrb~ ra se on 
dmlentory sch~oli, will eke be plsyl~ a few sekc- " mu, the unommceau|an, theYamaha'//chet SaleS, ~.ll.. , 
. er .she, ..,.; eu ' " - 'a 'e  omu.s  • 
,.The Caledanin Band has bean involved In rainy . .Lair year the hand spImred the Bobby Hale's Big 
a~eed to re~u~ access, to companies if they "nlllstl 
Pacific Northern Gas themselvco" withPNG. "' " 
management rather than " Refusal to' allow PNG 
face .picketing by anion management into the plants 
"employecsof the g.as com-. will make it impouible for 
pony. the company to get accurate 
A Labour Relations Board readings on weekly gas 
hearing was held Friday' consumption within the 
when the companies and'plants ' 
PNG's union, the In- 
terantimal Brotherhood of The union is a l~  t r~ to 
Electrical Workers (mEW), get the 15 sawmills between 
signed the agreement Prince Rupert andFort St. 
following threats by the James to agree to the same 
averse aot/vUins thb year. They have on Nverel 
ee~ialoas,porfwmed at the school-far Remembrance 
D~'  ceremonies, Pep Rallies-the Stage Band ,al~o 
perfarmed m the Talent Day held hilt December. 
Other band en~gemeets Included the Christmu 
Coaem'l, hacking Caledmda'l Drema Production of 
"DUCHY, Doctor", the Maned Band Coocert-whleh 
dN involved Prince Rupert and Klthna t Senior Bands- 
.IdporformanceI at vmdoas elemmtory schools in 
Ten'ace. The Band is also a regl .far participant of the 
Band and thin year they sponsored the Anchorage 
youth Orchcetrn. Varlom other out-of-town bau~ 
have been hosted also. 
• .Al~ou~h the Band his been involved in numerous 
aetivltias this yelw, hopefully there will be many more 
next year! With centinned public support,, no doubt 
nextyear wH! be as. if not more, eventful than thin 
year, and mly rceultin more opparto, nitles re band 
travel. 
x 
":-, WHATEVER HAVENED TO MARY JANE? 
• .All' editorial in l~t  Thursday;s Prince Rupert over a 22-mile area between the city and where 
"DaflyNews" asks that ClUestion, :referri~, to herbody was found, on a side road off HighwaY 
the nude body of Mary Jane Hill, discoverea on 16 near the Green River. '" 
Highway 16, 22 miles East of Prince Rupert .on There were no sigm of struggle or violence on 
March ~th~, , . her body but it was completely nude and traces 
Acor.onei" s inquest ts being held to determine of hummi semen were found on vaginal swabs 
SKIDEGATE, B.C. (CP) 
-- 'A roar from about 1,500 
Spectators greeted the 
rasing of ~tl~ first totem pole 
inmore than 100 yeers in this 
Queen CharlotteIslands 
village during the weekend. 
The delicate]y.carv~117.4- 
metre totem was raised 
Saturday near the 
Skldgegate longhouse, of- 
ficially openedStmday sa 
museum The lon~heme is 
the first to be built on the 
~ean Charlottes in more 
than 100 years. 
Haida carver Bill Reid, 
now based in Vancouver, 
created the totem. 
I t s  been a lifelong dream 
of mine to come bank to the 
wbo'eaused her death  and why. . .  " tested. , . .isis,. ds and ..draft u~n__t~_ 
&cco~IIng to the edltoHak ,: ' i ~ , . .  
"The bizarre tale that,has :emerged t ree  
i .ony  at the in.qu.eet seems to be.f~,etl I~  
eoatcndictions ana.,me events .~eaomg ~,m 
daa~ may be difficult to uncover..... :~' 
Mm'Y Jane was an Indian woman Who 10ol~ed 
~m'e  than her 33 years . .b~, us~_ ~ a r0ugh ~ fe 
~flclals knew her  from repe~tea ann trequen 
visits due to alcohol and beat i~ incidents. 
• Her punts, and purse' w .ere_dlsc.~.e~l ..under 
the sidewalk behind t~. om soym..~om e, a. 
known hangout for winos, a ec_.0Xo ~_co  Jocm 
RGdp. A 1~ vial !~_0n~ing m. ~. .  ']..ane ~m° 
ineempty  wine bottles were touna m me sa 
lecaflon... - . ,  / ,. 
So the picture of a hard kn. eeks i l~  emerges 
but acoord~ to R C~P urine a~ ~v.u~ m,  
therewas notmeeof  alcohol in heF body . t 
• Ae44~.lm of h~r elofl~tn~we~L'e f0~Ild spreao OU 
' nd heritage of the art forms, , It was a cold. day when she was found-a ...~,,- ,,-, . . . . . . .  ,he 
mired her clomes to l lave been o lscaraea it she .pole," Reid told the crowd of 
we~e,eonscinus. . . . . . . .  , ~. ..... : . na'tive Indians and non- 
A New Westminster 'pathologist" ~'~'-"~:~"~ti~e~:'~" ,~.. ,C ~.:;. ~ ", wuu I~x" AS he finished a brief" 
fo/'med theautopsy said there were tiny spo!s on speech, Haida Gary 
her body-surface but.they d idnot  formr any  Edenshaw, who assisted 
specific injury pattern, ' ' Reid wi~ the pole, did the' 
• Sear  tissue on the brain indicated a history.of traditional carver's dance around the pole'as it sat m 
epilepsy of a grand real-nature. Cause Of death, the ground. 
subject to receipt of a toxocolugy, report, has Earlier, the !2 hcredltary 
been ~ attributed to pneumonia brought on by chiefs of "the Queen 
Charlottes, in full head- 
ex i t .  u re  and complicated by epile.psy, dresses and button blankets 
The inquest will continue once.the toxocology and wlt~ tnikinz stlek~ in 
report has been received, In the meantime, .~od,o~rad~Id0v~,~e vn~ 
RCMP claim they, only yesterday, ..eonmc.tea. ~"t~e ~"~e""~ ......... 
sus~ twhoma be able to, maamem to me . . . . . . . .  ' • - pe~ Y. . , . . . .  mar  me ~on~nouse was 
person who de~mted Mary Jane s ~oay on me o~medSunday, a tradi.tlonnl 
side road. potlatch, was heM.  , 
point. 
On Monday, Poiale Lumber 
in Terrace accepted IBEW 
request. 
@ 
' usini.station$'. I + 
..wllBam stnrby, civic W0olwor~ Shoppt-g Man, 
~8i rmu fa' the'Terrace JJ~ck Cook School, the Red 
Branch 18~0'0f Jhe,;Loyal 'and Wldto store on Apr  
Order o f  Moose 1has an- Avenue. Thamblil 
oomced a change in the GreceHes, Bank of Com- 
procedure this year fro" the meres, B and G Groceries 
Annual March of Dimes and 8keena Breadcastors 
CempaI~ olfloo in Terrace. 
• •Instead of dear.to-door ..For a report an "what the 
canvassina, collection hexes Mareh of Dimes ac- 
for Mtrch of Dime con- complishes and the need for 
tributJom a~ heing'sot up at pubUc support, see arUele oa 
the f ~ g  ,dStims":- toftay'i FAItoHsl Page (P. 
Terreee Co-Op ~' Store,' 4). 
An Alcan player takes U,e geme with his heed while a running Kitsmant Village player 
observce the helSht of the ptoy. More on page |. 
• # 
I 
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2-4-D planned for use in Okanagan Lake 
• ' • 
can cause  cancer ,  U .S . . sc ient i s t  
VANCOUVER (G'PI--The causing chemical defoliant, Dr. Melvin Reuher, who conducted ofFDA studies of which used a concentration were thesame as those of the appealing a decieion by the 
herbicide S,4-D, which has asclentlst, whohasreviewed was to speak today in ~.,4.D for a U.S." senate of five parts a million of ~-,4- statistician who compiled provincislPestic/deContrel 
bern proposed ha' use in 2,4-D studies cosducted by Penticton, B.C., at a public, subcommittee, that the D on rats in the lowest the results but did not author Board to grant 28 permits 
Okanagan Lake system to the United States Food and inquiry into the proposed use herbicide is definitely dosage, appeared to show the report, be said. authorizing the use of 2,4-D 
enmbatEurasiunmilf0~.l, isa DrngAdminlstratien(FDA), of 2,4-D, said he has con- carcinogenic, that 2,4-D produced can- Reuber, who has also in Okanagan Lake this 
carcinogenic 
The coalition has told the 
seven.member appeal board 
that mechanical harvesting 
of Eurasian milfoil is 
preferable tothe use of 2,4-D. 
or cancer- antd Sunday. clucled, from a review he Reuher said the studies, cereus tumors In the worked with the U.S. en- summer. 
animals, vironmental protection . -  x . . . . . .  ~ -= , ~ :c ~ee~-  , ~ .o , , .~ , . - - ,>~- . , ,o  .:.,o :--.~-~ 
• Battling Da i s  Bar re t t  against While the ~opoeal of the agency on carcinogenic I~et,~e~, , ,~ ,e , "~ '~,o  o - /y" l , ' ? . .o - : - I  "-4 V , provlnciql water 'in- chemicals and currently is ~ ~ _ ~ . ~ - ' / , ~ . ~  ~ 
vestigation branoh is to use with the Frederick Cancer ~ / ~ ~ J  el-an'p 2,4-0 ata level 0f.001 parts a Research Centre in nuoloar Ion ~ -  in specific areas of Frederick, Md., StqWeated ' . . . . . . .  • " the lake. Reubcr said if the that the authors of the FDA A mint bath was once const,~ered good for the nerves. 
Mechanical and • Allieo 
Workers. The unkm ecte the 
evidence of an Ontario Royal 
commission welch fennd at 
least 81 uranium miners 
have died of lung cancer at 
Elliot Lake. O~L 
who announced June 8 that "Tmere are other types of 
his government has ap- power we shoul0 move to," 
proved a $130 million urn.- he said,nurgfag his audience 
nhlm mineand mill in norm- read the book Stash is 
western Saskatchewan, The BeauWul by the late E. F. 
mine is expected to return - Schumacker, a British 
frum ;1.5 billion to $3 billion economcat who advocated 
the use of small-scale ,The Registered Nurses 
TRAIL, B.C. (CP) - -  
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett, calling both 
military and civilian 
development of atomic 
energy "nuts," said 
Saturday a provincial New 
Democratic Government 
would ban uranium 
in Bflt[ch Columbia. '. 
"Anybody who ia com- 
mitted to the eate.qtun of 
nuclear weapons or nuclear 
power is nuts," ha told a 
party.~msored ' meeting. 
Barrett said he disallread 
on the nuclear issue with 
N1)P Prosier ~ Allen 
Blakenev of S~kntchewun, 
technology. ---- Association of B.C. also has 
'A proposed $37 million called for a judicial inquiry 
uranium mine backed by 
Denison' Mines Ltd. of into the safety of uranium 
Toronto at Birch Ifland near miningatBirch Island, while 
Clearwater, B.C., was OP- the B.C. Medical Asoucintioa 
has called for a moratorium 
posed last December by two until "a full,, open and im- 
B.C. mining unions--the 
United Steelworkers of * partial judicial inquiry" is 
America and the Canadian held. 
Association • of Industrial , • 
in royalties to that province 
over the next i3 years. 
"I am unalt~ably opposed 
to any radioactive material 
in the province c~ 
British Columbia," said 
Barrett, who spent the 
weekend touring the East 
and West Kootenays. 
Barrett called nuclear 
power "a snare, adelusion, a
masoive waste of money." 
21 desd 340 injured 
Japanese earthquake worst in '78 
op~ator on the Z0th floor of a 
new, office building in I 
downtown Tokyo. 
I 
A cook in a restaurant cn 
the same floor reported: "At 
first we felt an up and down 
motion and that made us 
worried because we thought 
the epicentre could be some 
place close. Then all of a 
sudden' the jolts started 
moving the building from , 
side to side. We had to hang 
on to the cutting tables and 
dam-posts. 
The Richter scale is a 
measure of ground motion as. 
recorded on seismographs. 
Every increase of one 
number meanf a ~eofeld 
increase in magnitude. A 
reading of 7.S is  an ear- 
thquake 10 times stronger 
than one of 8.5. 
An earthquake of seven 
the scale is considered a
major quake capable of 
widespread heavy damage. 
The San Francisco ear- 
.thquake' of 1906, which oc- 
curred before the ~.ale, was 
devised, has been estima6ed 
at 7.9. 
island. The first wave to bit 
the coast, about 30 minutes 
after the first lateafternocu 
tremor, measured less than 
seven inches. It was followed 
by other small waves 
causing no damage. 
The Central 
Meteorological Agency said 
the eplecntro f the quake 
was beneath the Pacific 
Ocean off Mlysgi Vrofec- 
ture. It reported a weak 
tremor followed by a much 
stronger shock l~ine minutes 
later that registered about 
• 7.5 on the Richter scale at the 
epicentre. 
The Seismological In- 
I stituts at Upl~ala, Sweden, 
• recorded the strongest 
tremor at eight on the 
.Richter scale. The institute 
said itwas the most powe~fal 
quake it had detected around 
the world this year. n 
AIRCRAFT, GROUNDED 
• A i rc ra f t  at, Tokyo's 
Haneda Airport were 
grounded while workers  
izlspoctod ranways. 
"I felt like I was getting 
• seasick," •said a telephone 
centred In a populated 
area. 
In MlyaRi .it "was str~g 
enough to crack walls and 
knock over stone lanterns. In 
many other places, including 
Tokyo, it shook houses and 
toppled vases. 
FIRES REPORTED 
In Sendal, a city with .a 
popul~tiea of ~4,000, at least 
two house • fires, later 
brought under control, ~'ere, 
rqx)ried, and an electrical 
blackout knocked out street 
-~ignak and tied up traffic. 
Telephone service was dis- 
rupted in some areas of 
Tokyo and officials said 
some water mains may have
ham broken in the capitol.
Bottles and cam fell from 
shelves in stores and homes. 
Commuter trains and sub- 
ways were halted in Tokyo 
and other areas, and some 
runs of the ~00.kilometre-an- 
hour bullet trains also were 
suspended. 
A tidal wave wining ~van 
issued and lat~' lifted for the 
Pacific coast of northeast 
Ronshu, .,. Japan's main
Resouing birds from oil sli0k- 
TOKYO (AP) --  An us-. 
dereca carthquake stronger 
than any recorded in the 
world so far this year rocked 
ceatml and northern Japan 
today, frilling 21 persoas and 
r~p~ 340 others, 
pan's Pacific coast, hit 
hardest at Mtyagi Pre~ec, 
tore, about 388 Idlomelres 
north of Tokyo, At least two 
persons were killed by 
falling telophme poles and 
two were crushed to death in 
a house under comiruetiea 
in Sendal, the pre~ctuml 
"ca~/tol, police said., 
Authorities aid the quake 
wrecked 140 houses, knocked 
dawn utility pules and top- 
pled furoflrethronghout the 
womthit area. They reported 
roads cut at 52 locations, 
nine wreckednbridges, 17
landslides, two destroyed 
dikes, and breako in 
~eld~Oe llnss in S7 placns. 
Smmelo~sto re~Lstered 
the m.mgmt tremor at right 
on~,~he Richter scale-- 
de.stating .POWer ff it bad 
may be dangerous to their health 
, remove the oil, Adams said. 
He said that unlike other 
treatment centres which 
feed the birds dead fish from 
trays, he provides live fish in 
the holding pool which the 
birds must catch them- 
selves. He also tries to get 
the birds, back in their en- 
viromaent as soon as pos- 
sible. 
' Tm not 'interested in 
making pots out of them," he 
said. "if they won't catch the 
fish, they can starve," 
'PORT MOODY, B.C. (CP) 
- Well-meaning citizens 
cho attempt o rescue oil. 
dicked birds on. their own 
o/ten do more damage than 
good, Don Adams, manager 
o~ the Victoria branch of the 
Society, for Prevention "of 
Cruelty to' Animals, said 
Saturday. • 
. Adams, who has developed 
some innovative methods of 
eapturin8 and cleaning oHM 
birds, spoke at a workshop 
designed to train a squad of 
which da~unge'ieathers and
make It dangerous for res- 
cuers because of their 
• 'flammability. 
"Even one drop of oil on or 
below the waterline can kill a 
waterfowl by opening a hole 
in ire waterl~cofing," he  
said. "This results in 
Ab~hcrn~a." 
ms has designed a
technique for catching oil- 
soaked birds, which often 
exhaust themselves by 
trying to avoid capture, 
contamidated is almost 
impossible, to catch in 
deylight." 
En route tu a treatment 
c~mtre, he said, the bird. i s .  
then  placed in a small 
cardboard box which helps it 
retain body heat. Its beak is 
toped shut o prevent i from 
preening itself because the 
oil causes dehydration. 
The bird is then given 
three gentle serubbings in 
warm water and soap a lc~ 
the grain of the feathers to 
herbicide is carcinogenic at 
one level it is earcinogmic at
others. 
"The basle couclmlon is 
that ff something is car- 
elnogmlc at any level It is 
carcinogenic at aU levels," 
he said. "The reason we de 
animal studies is to" find out 
if chemicals are ear- 
cinogenlc, and if they're car; 
cinogenie to animals they're 
going to be carcinogenic to 
humans." • ' 
Reubor, in a telephone 
interview from Pe~Ucten, 
said his review of the FDA 
report, conducted for 
Senator Ted Kennedy's 
report were possibly 
in'essured into finding that 
2,4.D was not harmful. 
He said the chemical in- 
dnstry has millions of dollars 
invested in ~.,4-D and other 
herbicides and that a con- 
clnsive f lnd i~that  they 
were carcinogenic Would 
force the government o 
order them withdrawn from 
the market. He said he 
definitely fell pressure when 
conducting his review of 2,4- 
D~f carcinogenic chemicals 
• are already present in 
Okansgan Lake, which he 
said was likely, the use of 2,4- 
subcommittee on admin- D in the lake could increase 
istrative procedures and their amount o a dangerous 
practices, d/sagread with the level. 
findings'of the authorf of the Reuber was scheduled to 
report, who did not believe appear as a witness at the 
2,4.D was carcinogenic~ . public inquiry in wld.ch the 
SAME CONCLUSION South Okanagan En- 
His conclusions, however, vironmental Coalition is 
Accmdi  to otw 
cush)mers, it's the 
best deal thrown. 
Test He. today at 
~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1t.8 
- &15.6571 or 635.4325 





Wall. .Matic+ . . . . .  .. . :.!~ :- . , :  ,: 
Sits inches from the wall. 
Gently touch the Leisure 
Lever, ;. it glides out 
automatically! 
Reclines effortlessly to an • 
infinite number of positions, 
Features Pontiac's exclusive 
safety-glide bar and 
adjustable footrest! 
- ld up and it automatically 
volunteers torush to 0/I spills CONFUSE BIRD ~ ' ,~ 
• where waterfowl risk death The procedure involves a ~ ,.,S back inches from the 
m~ of 1,o0o-watt quartz I - - - _-_ _ I . ' Choose from many bydmwning, starvaflanand lights and a mufferless Z ' . /~ ,  /~r f fT f 'Y ]~ 'P '7~' IF '~~ p J[" c01d. 
"Almost anyboclx can get generator mounted on a i /~d 'm~ • I I , J~  r~,  ! , . .  I ,  "ics and colors to suit 
rid of ~e obvious outer, rower. " • ~ . . . . . . . .  • tr needs, Your choice of 
damage," he said, "but it's "The idea la that the lights. ! ~ I f lT IM|T I IAMR 0Lflm [ 
the internal damage that are so bright and Ltle / . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  . l ing... Early American, 
kills the bird." gsneratur so loud the bird is I Fkst PrizJ, = Tr'm In Im*tard im I 
Adams said that even too confused to do anything y . . . .  ~ ~  - =_ :=~ . . . . .  I ~itional or Contemporary. 
ea.canmakemlmkes, eacept sit there and wait m , ancona i.mo . szou.oo I 4 7 's9 citing the use of o11- ycuplcki tup,"bosald.  I =_ - . . _ ___ . . _ _ . - - _ .  . . . . .  E . . . . . .  1 l .  
EVERYONE [ 
NEEDSTREES Fathers Day Speoiais 
-01oar 0oastai I '  
Red 0edar . 
(; -Ready to stain" 
• ~ -6ft, Sootions 
LG " inoI.-.End 
and!Oontre 
• 'Pods 
TO ENJOY , 
Tms_.  v mc m ISPINDLE FAOTORY l 
Ao.o+,o.,+,++ m- , .  l 
AND YOUR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION r,..~m-..d~.~ J ~ l ~ . , d N ~ ~ ~ ~ . . O  
Kroehler Recliner 1599, 5
La-z-boy Rocker Recliners 32400 
Ohoioe from over 40 0hairs' 
I 
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Job opportunities Youths recovering after 
Camp Cook - $1600 men. 
Terrace. Temporary. full 
time. 2 months work en 
Porchcr Is. 
Laheurer & Bookk@per - 
Combination. $138 per week. 
TemporaW full time. Must 
' 12 hours in the bush Housekeeper • "Terrace. ' • " , ~.00.  ~3.50 D.O.E. Per- 
manent- full-time. . " 
" , , WEST VANCOUVER (CP) after they spent 12 hours in Clinton John Barber, both of 
. . . . . . .  ~ --  Two 17-year-old youths the bush after their vehicle West Vancouver, were in a 
start.Baker T rrace." $7.00 perperman~nthOur to . .  ~ : ' ,  .~:"~:'"~" ~ii '°, ~, ::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::•:•:•:::.::::::::•:::::•:::::::::::•::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:•:::•:::::::::::::•::::::::were in hospital Sunday left the Cypress Bowl Road. vehicle on the road later 
full time. Must have ex- / ~ .I~" ~ ~. :: :~ :~, ~ r:covering from injuries GregoryJohnBanmanand Friday 
perishes. !ill" 
psr ton. S ,a r t -  Bellirving. ~ ~ , ~  . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  
. , . o , .  . . . . .  ~ . . ~ ~ ~ t ~ ' *  '  * . . . . . .  *~ ....... iI ~ ~.  Not listed in our 
H.D.  Mechanic - IWA rates. ;~ L ~" " ~,:= M ~ ~ 
qneenCharlottes. Employer ~i~!~] • ~ ?i°~ ~ I I I  
• "~ :~ ~~ n C Tel Directory will accept non t i cketdd  .4  ~: '~ : ;  '~ ~;~ . • S i S tradesman if fully ex-.4~ "~- ~,!., .... 
perienced with heavy " :;:; ~ r WATER LILY BAY RESORT - 798-2267 . " 
logging equipment. ' :.;~.. ' ~, " ' 
Dishwasher • $3.70 per hour • :~:~ 
to start. Terrace. Must be .... 
vancement. Weekends off. : Terry Gieselman, social convener, Julle Lorette, secretary, Kathy Brewer, treasurer, 
IF • ~ * / ~  Pam Shaw, president, and Bob Sheridan, sports rep. BOYDS BODY SHOP - 635.9410 '
Good school spirit at Ca] 
Typist . $4.00 per hour 
D.O.E. Terrace. Permanent 
port-time. Fast accurate 
typing. 55 w.p.m. 
General Office Clerk - $3.25 
per hour.' Terrace. Part 
time. Some typing (40 
w.p.m.) 
DIMng Room Waitress- $3.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Ex- 
per ience pre fer red .  
Janitor - $4.50 per hour to 
start Terrace. Clean office 
buildings, varying hours and 
shifts, must be relinbl~ valid 
drivers licence, some heavy 
work, long. term em- 
ployment. 
Secrotury.Bnokkeepcr - $800 
mm. Terrace. Permanent 
fAil-time. Involves typing, 
bookkeeping, control funds 
and stock, reception, mail 
lll~, 
Project Manager -. $100 
weekly. Terrace. Tern- 
porary full-time. Grade 10 
and exp. with related work. 
Experience in working wlth 
the public. Ability to 
supervise mployees. 
Bookkeeper-General Office 
• ~ - D.O.E. Permanent 
full-time. Prefer ex- 
perleaced but will accept 
graduate from vocational 
training. 
Clurk Typist - $750 month. 
Terrace. Shorthand 
preferred, Typing45w.p.m,, lien is 15 years, but its 
Switchboard, 'fi l ing ex- potential longevity is 25 
perience required, years. 
have some bookkeeping 
ex~erieaen.. 
PIRATES STEAL MOST 
Pittsburgh Pirates have 
led the National League .in 
stealing bases a.record 14 
GET WITH IT,. LADIES 
No filly has won the. 
Belmont Stakes ince Tanya 
in 1905. 
FULL LIVES ARE RARE 
The average lifespan of a 
$3,600,000 grants 
for Skeena 
The Honourable Bud at  your local Canada Em- 
Promoting "good school atmosphere at a high school, school is involved in 
spirit" is' the main objective and it's up to the council to something todo with student 
of Caledonia Senior get everybody interested in council this year," she said. 
Secondary's student council, some activity connected with "We've built up the spirit 
according to presidmt-e!ect he school, this year and we're hoping 
Pare Shaw. This year'S vice-president its going to last through next 
Pare, a 16 year old grade on the council, Pam said, year," she added. 
11 student, said school spirit feels this has been a good The student council 
can he difficult to maintain year for the school, organizes "fun events," such 
in the scribm work-oriented "I bet everybody in the as sports days, pop rallies, 
and dance& Pam doesn't 
i~  z l n ' ~ n g " s "  have any specific plans for next year's activities, 
became the entire council 
will have to meet at the 
test at NWCC , , to plan a calendar of events. She said, the council tries 
to get one major event 
Students enter ing most time, on Tuesday, July 18, 7- happening each month, 
post-secondary schools in 9:30p.m., room 215, Nor- along with one or two 
B.C. are now required to inweet Community College, smaller events and eon- 
~writo the English Placement Terruee Centre & Amante. tin.ui~ activities such as 
Test. Scores from this test Building, Prince Rupertsp0rts.  
are used' by English Centre. 
departments to assign LOS ANGELES (AP) 
students to English "courses Persons who would be Hugh Studebaker, who 
appropriate to their needs, planning to write this test starred in such old-time 
Thesitttngofthatestatthe are urged to make 'the radio shows as Whisp~ing 
College aware ither directly Smith, Fibber McGee and 
or throngh the Community Molly and Knickerbocker 
Education Services Coor- Playhouse, isdead at age 77. 
Cullen, Minister of Em- ployment Centre. College is being run to ae- 
ployment and Immigratim Programme criteria for eommodate those people 
hes juntrelcasedthe federal Canada Works phase 3 intending to enrol in a 
a/location of 175 million for remains the same as in the College or University first dinator in their area.. Studebaker, who began his 
phase three of the Federal first and second phase: year English course in Enquiries may also be radio career in Kansas City 
Government's Canada Any established September 19"/8. directed to the Student • in 1928 as.part' of the duo 
Works Programme. organization, parincrship, or It is open to those who are Services office in Terrace. Georgie and Porgie, the 
Canada Works is the cerporation may submit an not attending school at this (635-6511) Breakfast Food Boys. was 
largest single element of the appllcatian. Municipalities best known as Silly Watson 
Federa l  Government's and eth~ ,wimarily tax- on. the popular Fibber 
e~ployment s rategy. The support group are not McGee show in the 19309 and 
main characteristic of this eligible to sponsor projects 1940s. t 
highly reglonallzed year- unless can establish ~ 
rlxu~l,l~r..ogramme is~that it" ~: th~esUesU .el: " 
will '~'.~dtuate With" the" i 
geGb~l~ level of unem- - . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ': 
Listedo,-., 
Here/ o,,.,Free'f°r ONE month courtesyof T H H E R A L D  
q 
,fyouwishyourBosinessPhohe 636 6367 
listed for your customers please call am 
::~::::::::~::;~;~.:;:~;:~:;~:~:~:~;~:::::~:~::~:::~::.:~:~;:~::::..;~::~::::::::5:::~:::~::::..:~:::~:~:::;::::~::::::;:::~::::~;:::~:~:::;~.:~.:~:.......:~.~.:.:::.::::::::~ 






' : [ :  ) " . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ; " :  " :  " ' . '~"  :3: ' :  ....... ;. " f - i ' : ' . -  -3~" i=, ' .  "~. 
ploymenttocnantercydicai, b ld iv id= may apply, hut MM ~ $60 $100 $200 REBATES seasonal; ,.a d r gional preference will he given to
Jobless rates. The first and eligible groups. ' , ' I i i , ,~ .  , # 
second phase of Canada Projects must create new . ~ .. ~,. ~ 
Works created OVer 0,000 Jobuthatwouldootethezwise M MoEWANS 
and Yukon region with an ~dcr  these l~ogramm~. ~ F ; ,~  '~ 
allocation of 35.0 million. The projects must be non- ~;~,J~,%-7~?~ 
Louise Robert, Provincial profit, provide a community 
Job Creation Branch ' benefit and reflect he needs 
Manager for the Canada ct the local~ work-force. 
Employment •and [mJ Pro--mustshewth'%ali  :u Thomson and IJnda Builer of Terrace examln l  2rid BIRTHDAY migration commission, has the required skills are ~wimweur that has hoon specially d~si~ned for wo e  
announced that the British readily aveilchle amm@t who have had surgery for hrcakt cancer, Mrs. Thomson 
Columhis and Yukon reglm unemployed in the area., and Mrs. Bullet are volunteers with the Canadian Cancer 
has received $17,318,000. Projects must not create .. Society's mastectomy rehabilitation program and were ' 
Vie Kowei, local District the need for additional attending a two day intensive training seminar in Van- 
Manager of the Job Croatien funding after the initial ceuverJane5andG. Volunteers, allof whom are former 
Branch says th~t ~,6~0,000 grant expires, . Xf it is ta maSteetomypatlests, tluroughtldsprogramolfermocol~= SALE o. will be available for the centiane beyond the grant support and practical advice to women who are un- 
Canada Works programme . period, financial resources dergoing sindlar o i~eratieos.'For fu ther information on 
in Skeena. must be established, this program call Jean Thomson at 635-3159 ar Linda 
Established groups and Canada Works projeots Buller at e~40~2. 
organizetions lneludlnt must provide a minimum of 
, va ts  business who w'~z te three oontinningfni] time ~..a'.m . i. S 5  4 - ~ 0 ~  
develop, sponsor, and ad- Jobs. ThemaximumFederal 
minister worthwhile projects contributio~ to other costs a 
have until June 24 to submit incurred by each project wil 
funded letup te52 weeks Applications will be . a idhday  Present 
with maximum Federal reviewed by Ministerial . . .~ .~ l~.~.~- -  
sw~port of 150,000. Ap- Advisory Board (MAn)-- a 
i/leationformsaroavnilable volunteer grouPS composed, e' 
• ' of departmental officials and 
lOCal e i t i z ,  nominaled hy . ~ _  ~ ~ . '  1/2 Of 0 104 B.C. Med membe~ofParlinment. In ur each of il~e constitueacies, 
to  take  the~~. .~.e  for the selection of a l l  ' 
proJocisinthetr areas. Final 
978 T a action Employmentrest with he Minister lm- 1 Cars, ruoks, nd 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The migration. ' 
British Columbia Medical All projects must utilize * ~3~ foryom'se l fa t  Demos are Eligible Au~iatioanseid Sunday it the services of Canada , • 
phuMtoiskeactienaplusta Employment C~ntres in the ' TERRACEHONDASALES '~ 
• propoealb~the provincial reerultmentofworkera. ~48 '42Hwy.  16West Terrace, B.C. VRGIL8 ' •:; GOOD UNTIL JUNE 28th 
• ~Uenisproveh'th ~,rminis~yto stS.doc r.req"irlng--r~have te Em,o~enteamctF°r f.r~eryour Centrel°~°mti°"Canadaor Job Z-ZONDAG=S'~S"Test driv  a ,onda  today, or 639 , . s  O . ,e r  Llcence 02066A OFFER 
seem than. Creation Branch Office. 
111¢ BCMA board of 
directors discussed the  
move, designed to prevent' MAKE YOUR nEST ,F.M. ON ANY NEW ELIGIBLE 1978 sM OAR or 
abuse of the prescription, 
.system, Saturday and is .... ~ ' ~  :;:"~"':~" "~';:~'" • : ; °:~.,• FOR THE BIRTHDAY ~ ~ .=~:~ TRUCK and JIM WILL GIVE YOU A OHEQUE 
measures,  association" ~ 
~ ~ ,  .~ .... REBATE AMOUNT POSTED ON THE TAG IN THE WINDOW president Dr. Tony Milobar ~ 
said Sunday: . . ~# ' ' ~i~ ~:~, ...~.~.~.~ ~'.:.~. 
nO t be re l  eased un t i l  ~ ~ __  ~ ,~ ~s ~ 
association members are M ~ n ~  
informed of the decl~on,nhe ~ I d l l~ lk l .  ~ A 
uld. • n n 
Association' director Dr. . ,~r~v l r~_ i r , l l  - ~ -  ..,~ 
John O'Brlen said the 
decision was unanimous and , I /  I V V I I  lVg~lg  ;Q ~r 4, 
~Ptres"istiv°°ftheang~ 1/hebiggestPr°vincJalyet'artdstill°nlySfa" Jim McEwan by every doctor in B,C. 
we_ . . . . ,  w. _ Now ON S LE polntnd in the announcement " , " 
l~iday after the co.oporatim betweenthegovernmmtana, ' -:: .%. .. .. Telephone 636-4941 
the medic, profession in" /, ~ ~ 1'~ ~ ~ Dealer Lioenoe Number 1492A Terraoe, B.C. ' ln t i 'odueing seat ,be l '  
legislation and drafting :. ,, ~. , 
compulsory heroin treat- 
mint proposals, 
? 
' i  
r !
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EDITORIAL Over the editor's shoulder 
Following our publishing a photo of telephone 
poles lying, alongside Highway 16 between 
Terrace and Rupert we received a phone call 
form a woman whose husband, she said, had the 
contract to cut them down and ship them South. 
They are worth quite a lot of money she added, 
especially the poles that are creesoted-and a 
dozen or so had already 'disappeared'. She was 
afraid more poles might be stolen after persons 
saw the picture in the paper. However, we are 
confident our readers would not intentionally do 
anything like that. Incidentally, removing them 
without permission is a crime, punishable by 
law-in case anyone should be tempted. (But 
how do you hide a telephone pole, anyway?) 
After one tragic incident in which three young 
boys were apparently killed and partially eaten 
by a male black bear and a second close call 
when a bicyclist last month almost suffered the 
same fate, and the third incident in Kitimat 
about a year ago in which a bear ripped off a 
young boy's scalp--no one ought to need 
cautioning about being careful when in bear 
country...as all of us are. 
As a reminder to my own family-and also as a 
conversationaI piece, I have a litbographed wall 
poster on my bathroom door that reads, "A Safe 
Ottawa Offbeat 
Ottawa,- In a recent syndicated column, 
Dalton Camp compared Ruth Ann Wallace 
facing down boos of Toronto Blue Jays' fans at 
her "O Canada" rendition partly in French 
with Barhara Frietchie's defiance of army 
gunfire at her waving of the American flag. 
In recounting what he called the "dauntless 
deed" of  Miss Wallace, three errors in 
historical fact pbout Miss Frietchie were 
made by Mr. Camp: 
-It was Barbara Frietehie, not, as Mr. Camp 
wrote, Barbara Fritchie. 
-She cried: "Shoot if you must his old gray 
head but spare your contry's flag," and not, as 
Mr. Camp says, "my country's flag." 
-Her defiance was of Confederate, not as Mr. 
Camp believes, "British troops." 
So he was wrong spelling her name, out on 
what she said, and wide by 85 years with his 
wars.  
Nit-picking, yOH think, by a Civil War freak, 
to fault Mr. Camp'this way? 
Perhaps, except that national anthems, 
pride of patriotism and commitment o 
country se~m to have become corny if not 
ridiculous. '. 
Take the other day in the Commons when, 
Polar Bear Is A Distant Polar Roar". The poster 
resulted from the death of a 22 year old Eskimo 
student who was tracking polar bear footprints 
when the bear, very cleverly, circled back and 
attacked the youth from behind, ripping off his 
scalp. The bey died before the Trans.Air sked. 
flight, which had just taken off, could land after 
it had been radioed to return to fly the patient o 
Winnipeg hospital. 
Shortly after that tragedy, a Chipewyan man 
and woman were attacked outside their own 
home while waiting for a bus to town. The man 
escaped, called for help, and the bear was shot.. 
After he and his wife recovered from the attack 
and were discharged from hospital, the man 
went to the refuse grounds and shot three po la r  
bears. The news reached me shortly after the 
shooting (I was a reporter at the time) and I 
checked the site and called theRCMP, to report 
two dead bears. "There are three, not two" the 
police corrected me. It was then I told them the 
third was wounded-but very much alive, and a 
frustrating bear hunt took place incorporating 
trucks, ~now vehicles-and a helicopter that 
~s.m~a over 36 hours before the wounded third 
I was finally accounted for. 
During that search an RCMP constable came 
For a long moment he stood and sang alone 
until finally even the most "sovereignty"- 
minded of Quebec backbenchers on the 
Liberal side rose and joined in. 
In their balcony above Mr. Speaker, not half 
the Parliamentary Press Gallery bethered. 
And back in the Gallery "the-room," where 
many newsmen watch the House on closed 
circuit TV, there were sneers and jeers at the 
singing of "The Queen" and "Canada." 
. So, even if it comes from a Civil War freak, 
it still could be heart-warming torecall what 
commitment tocountry of Barbara Frietchie 
meant o John Greealeaf Whittier (1807-1892): 
Up from the meadows rich with corn, 
Clear in the c0ol September morn) 
The clustered spires of Frederick stand 
Green-walled by the hills of Maryland. 
Round about them orchards weep, 
Apple and peach tree fruited deep, 
Fair as the garden of the Lord 
To the eyes of the famished rebel horde, 
after, approval of his motion, Nova Scotia 
Conservative MP Lloyd Crbuserese to sing But spare:your country's flag," she said. 
"God~ Save the Queen/' followed ~by,~ "O~ : A shade of sadness~ a blush of shame, 
Canada" in honoi; 0 f~er  Majesty's 25th' over the face of the leader came; 
coronation anniversary. The nobler nature within him stirred 
by Richard Jackson 
On that pleasant morn of the early Fall 
When Lee marched over the mountain wall; 
Over the mountains win din~ down, 
Horse and foot, into ereoenck town. 
Forty flags .with their silver stars, 
Forty flags with their crimson bars, 
Flapped in the morni~owind; the sun 
Of noon looked down, and saw not one. 
• Up rose old Barbara Frietehie then, 
Bowed with her fourscore years and ten; 
Bravest of all in Frederick town 
She took up the flag the men hauled down; 
In her attic window the staff she set, 
To show that one heart was loyal yet. 
Up the street came the rebel tread, 
Stenewall Jackson riding ahead. 
Under his slouched hat left and r ight 
He glanced; the old flag met his sight. 
"Halt!"-the dust-brown ranks stood fast. 
"Fire ! " -out  blazed the rifle blast. 
It shivered the window, pane and sash: 
It rent the banner with seam and gash. 
Quick, as it fell, from the broken staff 
Dame Barbara snatched the silken scarf. 
She leaned far out on the window;sill, 
And shook'it forth with a royal will. 
"Shoot, if you must, this old gray head, . . . . .  
To life at that woman's deed and work; 
"Who touches a hair of yon gray head 
Dies like a dog! March on!" he said. 
All day long through Frederick street 
Sounded the tread of marching feet: 
A l l  day long that free flag tost 
Over the heads of the rebel host. 
Ever its torn folds rOSe and fell 
On the loyal wi~ds that loved it well; 
And through the hill-gaps suusetlight 
Shone over it with a warm good-night. 
Barbara Frietchie's work b o'er, 
And the Rebel rides on his raids no more. 
Honor to her! And let a tear. 
Fall, for her sake, on Stonewall's bier. 
Over Barbara Frietchie's grave, 
Flag of Freedom and Union, wave! 
Peace and order.and beauty draw 
Round thy symbol of light and law; 
And ever the stars above look down 
On the stars below in Frederick town! 
"Women Alive"- Threat to Women's Lib? 
By LESLIE K. TARR whereTed and Nell Maxwell who' reject radicalism .and reefs handle hundreds 
The Women A~ive' organ- live. It attracted 1,200 
ization is discovering that womento he small city, 100 
the path of moderation kilometresnorthofTorento. 
brings flak from the right Annual conferences, 
and the left. In spite of the couples' conferences and 
heat, however, the 
movement is attracting 
thousands of wonen to its 
meetings. 
Nell Maxwell, ahousewife 
and nurse in her 408, laun- 
chad Women Alive .in 1973. 
~he said in an interview she 
had regained a sense of 
personal worth and realized 
the need of a positive 
Christian movement ad- 
dressing itself to women. 
She and three other women 
lint up f~300 and sponsored a 
conference in Barrie, Ont., 
regional gatherings have 
brought together thousands 
of women--young and old, 
married and single, mem- 
bers of m~lnline churches 
and of newer evangelical de- 
nominations. Thia year's 
annual conference at 
University of Waterloo drew 
3,500 and 3,000 Others were 
turned away because of 
space limitations. 
REJECTS EXTREMES 
Mrs. Maxwell said the 
movement strikes a 
responsive chord in women 
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of 
sense validity in sue  of the leitorsdaily. Women write to 
criticisms advanced by re- express appreciation 
mlnista, request counsel o'r literature 
She said the biblinal 'or inquire abuut a lofal 
position regarding meeting.. 
womanhood has a positive She said the organization 
emphasis that has been does not plan expansion for 
overlooked by both the its own sake but suppet't 
choreheatablishmeatandita across the country is 
critics. ' demanding some hard 
"The biblicalemphesin I  decisions about future di- 
upon mutual submlasiou' f rectiun. 
husbands and wives. It runs The euthWinstie r sponse 
counter in the selfishness of women to the mownent 
and self.centredness that far outweighs its critics; 
clamors for rights at any Mrs. Maxwell said. "When 
cost. you get fire from both aides, 
"If the biblical concept of you must be doing something 
male and female roles was right. 
accepted and lived, men and "Ournmme describes our 
women would realize their mission. Full life~ for 
potential nd live in hat- women--and formen--is in 
mony and love." Jesun Christ. Without 
In its five years, Women waffling on other critical 
Alive has firmly established issues, we want primarily to 
itself in Ontario. calls from see women alive in the 
Montreal and Saint John," fullestsmmeofthosowerds." 
N.B,, resulted in large 
. conferences there. Now (Bey. leslie K. Tart' b n 
Women Alive is considering Bap-tht mInister and editor 
invitations to Winnipeg, of Faith Today.) 
Quebec City and other .. 
centres. TOI)AY~IN HISTORY Women Alive makes no 
npologlca for its evangelical By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
commitment but it Is not June 13~!978 
interested in hard-sell 40 A .D . - -The  virgin 
evangelism. Mary, the mother of Jesus, 
MOST CHURCH- died. 
ORIENTED 
Mrs. Maxwell said about less--William Butler 
80 per cent of those who Yeats, Irish poet and 
attend conferences probably dramatist, wak born. 
have a solid church af- 189Z--English actor Basil 
flliatiun. She herself is a Rothbene was bern. 
Presbyterian. INg--Dun Buliock, a 15- 
At her Barrie office, Mrs. yearold marine, became the 
Maxwell, four full-time yo~gest American killed in 
employees and two volun- the Vietnam war. 
i 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
The Herald retains full, complete and sole copyright 
'in eny advertisement produced and.or any editorial or 
photographic content published In the Herald, 
~eproductlon Is not permitted without the written 
Publisher. _ the ~ ermlsslon of 
across a very new-to-the-North CNR employee 
trying to get his wife tohold a two-year old son on 
a polar bear's back so he. could take a picture of 
it with his camera! In describing the incident 
later, the Mountie said he just could not believe 
what he saw, yet I have heard that stow mat- 
chad-and even, possibly surpassed, by ignorant 
behaviour on the part of persons encountering 
' the huge, dangerous animals. ' 
And speaking of "bears"-a mysterious nude 
male keeps popping up in the news, in the 
Kithnat area. 
A couple of months or so ago, a Girl Guide 
leader driving a earfuls of Guides from a Kitlmat 
conference r ported seeing two males clad only 
in mud, 'thumbing from the side of the Kitimat- 
Terrace Highway 25. Intermittently, news 
flashes of nude flashers and UFO's (Unidentified 
Flashing Objects) have been cropping up in the 
Terrace district since last Christmas, when one 
woman answered a knock on her door at 4 a.m. 
and found one such male on her doorstep. ~ 
A woman, recently moved to the Terrace. 
district from Saskatchewan likes i t  here vew 
much and .tol d us so on the telephone, the other 
day. Especially does she like the Skoglund 
Hotsprings! She wrote and told her relatives and 
friends back in the dusty Saskatchewan desert- 
and they are ooming to visit her, this Summer, 
and she had planned to treat them to the Hot- 
springs. 
New, she says, she has learned the public pool 
will not be opening this year, since it requires 
major repairs which could not be carried out in  
time for this year's tourist season. 
A check with Merv, the manager, showed this 
to be.close to the mark. Merv has had the small 
w 
\ 
indoor hotpool retried, where necessary and has 
spruced up the outside hotel pool. If our caller 
therefore desires to rent a" roonl at the hotel, 
quite possibly an arrangement could be worked 
out to use the pools that would be satisfactory to
everyone. 
Our caller felt the tourist advantages of a local 
hot springs resort was such a drawing card 
possibly the B.C. government might be willing to 
help develop and upgrade the resort as a tourist 
attraction. The Skoglund complex is said to be 
owned by Compass Investments Ltd., of Ed- 
monton. 
One last note. We know we (the HERALD) are 
far from being perfect. We know we have a long 
way to go yet-but we think we are on the right 
track for a smalltown, daily newspaper-and we 
must be doing something right! 
A local woman tells us when she put a small ad 
in the HERALD a couple of weeks ago she 
received over one dozenserious replies-and sold 
the house she was advertising "Just like that!" 
There is no question our readership is growing, 
and our subscription Hst is taking some keeping 
up to! There was the Mothers' Day contest 
which brought close to nine hundred entries-an 
all-time record, surely, for a contest of this kind. 
Personally) we deplore boasting, and prefer to 
let the facts speak for themselves. But, now and 
then, when we hear from persons who haven't 
read a copy of the HERALD for Six months and 
are therefore not aware of the changes that have 
taken place, and that our circulation has more 
than doubled since then -- we think we should at 
least menUon this fact, because after all-that's 
news, too! 
. Why Maroh of Dimes is so important to 
B.O.'s new Children's Hospital 
Care ~nd ceacern for the Children's Hospital is is always in search of ira- better child health care are 
sick and handicapped child designed ~ that treatment proved delivery of health commonly found together. 
are the reasons for can be instituted and care to children and has These are some' of the set- 
Children's Hospital. Illness damage prevented, developed new programs in vices Children's Hospital 
can be, a traumatic ex- The Dental Program at child care because of its offers to the families of 
perienee for a child, but it Children's Hospital provides research. Among these British Columbia.'~, hen you 
can be lessened in an ca- a free deatal service to developments arethe Day support Children's Hospital 
viroament geared to one's children whose parents Care Surgery Program, March of Dimes in your 
specialneedeandpeoplMby cannot afford to pay for Children's Hospital community, you are helping 
those who understand these dental care. In 1977, 3,875 Diagnostic Centre, Care by to meet he many needs of 
special needs. Children's children received treatment Parent Unit and the Am- B.C.'s Children's Hospital 
Hespital at ~50 West 89 throughthe d ntal program, bulatory Unit. . today 
Avenue, Vancouver, is such Approximately 53 deatlsts • Paedlatrie research and 
a place, provide this service free to Dear Editor: , submitted by June 15th. 
Children's Hospital in a the children on the program. Within the next wo weeks When I asked him if tht.~ 
rescurcacentreofpaediatric March of Dimes is also the Minhtry of Fm'est Act, brief would be public he 
apurtize affected by the used in eupport of the Bresst Bill 12, and the Forest Act, replied that was "up to the 
needs of the community of Milk Bank at the hospital. Bill 14, will be given 2rid Minister". 
British Columbia. It is not The hcapiial supplies breast reading inthe Legislature. Since the written policy of 
cely involved in the treating milk to all infants requiring The greatest share of the the A.B.C.P.F. states that 
and managing of routine this service to hospitals piiblie wealth in our one of the objectives oftheir 
paediatrin problems, but ncruss the province. The Province comes from the society is to inform the 
provides highly specialized breast milk is donated to B.C. Crown Forests and the public as well as the 
care for the more serious Children's Hospital by  long-term health of our government of the im- 
paediatrie disorders, breast feeding mothers who economyis dependent on he plications of policies af- 
Children's Hospital March have more milk than their legislation which determines fecting the use of forest land, 
of Dimes Appeal was in- own lnfahts need. The milk how .this resource •is we the members of C.R.F.L. 
corperated thirty-nine y ars' is pasteurized and frozen managed. These two new would like to know ff the 
ago in British Columbia to tmtii ready to use. This Acts are .by far the most Society of'B.C. Professional 
help the hospital to provide service has h~ped many important bills to be brought Foresters i  going to fulfill 
specialized care and young infanis and premature forth in recant yea'rs, this responsibilty by ad. 
treatment for all children i  babies throughout British Despite the short period of vising the ordinary citizens 
tbe province. The funds Columbia who could not timp which as elapsed since of the effects of this 
received by Children's tolerate anything other than theintroductinn of these bills legislation. We believe that 
Hespital from the March of breast milk. Mnny of these on May 12th, widespread essestially the new Aeis do 
Dimes are used in support of babies would not have concern has been growing not implement the sound 
child care programs and survived without his ser- that aspects o~the proposed principles of forest 
services which are not vice. legislation are not in the best management that the 
funded by the Provincial For medical reasons, interests of .sound forest Professional Foresters have 
Government. many people, especially management and the. agreed touphold. 
Among the many ira- children, require dietary general public welfare. In Will the Professional 
portant services and treatment with specialized certain crucial areas it does Foresters also join the 
programs which depend ca prnduete. These products not follow the recom- growing number, of groups 
public interest and support are often very exclusive and mendations of'~the Pearse (which include the Union of 
for funding is the bletabelic difficult to locate. The RoyaICommission on Forest B.C. Indian Chiefs, the B.C. 
Screening Program.'. The Children's Hospital Policy on which it was to he Independent Loggers 
purpose of this program into Specialized Product based. ' Association, the Federation 
screen the newborn for the Distribution Centre (S.P.D.- As spekespersou f r the of B.C. Mountain Clubs, the 
presence ofan inborn error C.) has been initiated inhT~ Coalition for Responsible Sierra Club of British 
of the metabolism. It is solve this problem. Forest Legielatinn (C.R.- Columbia, the Federation f 
possible to detect 'such S.P.D.C. program, which is F~L.), I visited the head B.C. Naturalists, he Telkwa 
children by. screening the funded by the March .of' office of the Assbelation of .Foundation and " the 
urine. The Children's 'Dimes, locates uppliers of B.C. Professional Foresters Cdnadian Scientific 
Hospital Metabolic the specialized products, (ABCPF) in Vancouver on Pollution and En- 
ScreenlngProgram isnow in purdiases bulk amounts for ~ May 29tlt delivered our brief vironmental Control 
operation i 98 hospitals in patients, tores, distributes oh thenewaete, and inquired Society) which are asking 
British Columbia nd all andsells the items ncedM at as to whether the the government to able this 
mothers with a newbern cost price to patients. Professional Foresters were Bill until the next session of 
infant are urged, to par- Youngaterswithmeiabolie going to advise the public the legislature to insure 
fl.cipato in th~ program so disorders, malabs0rption bout implications of 'the sufficient time for public 
that their child may be problems, nllergles, Celiac New Forest Act. Mr. Cedric debate and consideration ~f 
checked. Without treatment, disease and other medical Nalker, Registrar, said that amendments? 
these diseases of the problems, have been helped hey were busy preparin~ a Paul George 
metabolism may have through this Children's )fief for the Forest Minister, for Coalition for 
severe consequences. The Hospital service, the Henourable Ton] Responsible 




Reds slump continues 
by Dave Hamilton 
The Terrace Reds l~/s had 
the/r losing streak extended 
to six games, coutesy of the 
Hazelton Braves, as they 
dropped a double-heAder on 
Sunday. The Braves 
ale fasted the Reds by scores. 
c~ 3-1 and 11-7. 
The first game featured a 
l~tChers duel between Reds' 
rookie Jim Kellar and 
Hazelton's Brian Dubasov, 
an ex-Red and veteran of the 
pltchb~ Same. 
Dubanov allowed only two 
hits and held the Reds 
scoreless until the bottom of 
the seventh when Dave 
Hamilton Singled, took third 
on an error, and scored on a 
throw to second, Dubasov 
recorded nine strikeouts on 
his way to victory: 
Haxelton took an early I-0 
lead as they scored in the top 
of the flint inning. Ray 
Sturney walked, stole 
second, then scored on Bob 
Wilson's ingle. The Braves 
took a 2-0 lead in the third as 
Wilson singled and Morgan 
and Smith walked to load the 
bases; then Wilson scored en 
a pass ball. The visitors last 
run came an inning later 
with walks hurting the Reds 
again. Al Francis and Ray 
Sturney received walks 
before Glen Brennsn hit an 
Kellar allowed only four 
hits but walked eight batters 
and struck out ten on route to 
his loss, 
The second game was a 
wild affair with, Hazelton 
winning it in the ~op of the 
seventh as before then it 
appeared that the hometown 
boys would pick up their first 
victory. 
The Reds began the 
scoring in the first inning 
when Bob Sheridan singled, 
stole second then scored on 
Hamilton's ingle to left. 
Hazelton came right back 
and teok a 2-1 lead on ~ walk 
to Dubasov, a single by 
Sturney and a double by 
Bronnan, Their lead was as 
short-lived as the Reds when 
Terrace scored twice in the 
bottom of the second to take 
a 3-2 lead. Rob Do:zzi drew 
walk. stole second, took third 
on a-nasa ball an~! stole 
home. -The Reds other run 
came when Daryl Mallet 
walked and scored' on a 
double by Willie Harvey. 
Hazelton tied the score in 
the top of the fifth ena  
single, two walks and a pass 
bail. The Rods came back in 
the last half of the fifth to 
regain the lead as they 
scored four times. Harvey 
drew a walk, Leganffe 
singled and Sheridan was hit 
middle to score two runs and 
Sheridan and HeR scored on 
a series of errors and pass 
halls. 
Half an inning later it was 
the Reds turn to commit 
errors as the Bravos came 
hack to tie the score. Wilson 
and Morgan got on by, errors 
then Reds' GiBe Iamele 
walked two consecutive 
hatters to score one ru~ 
With the bases loaded a 
number of bad throws 
allowed the runners to score. 
The Bravos wrapped it up 
in the seventh as they scored 
four times via a Bob Wilson 
home run. Two errors and a 
walk allowed Hazelton to 
load the bases. With the 
count one ball and two 
strikes Wilson hit the ball 
over the loft field fence. 
lamele picked up the loss 
with relief help from Bob 
Sheridan. For the Braves, 
Garry Marshall started but 
Winston Leafy came an to 
record the victory. 
Speaking ns the loss, a 
team spokesman put it this 
way, "We bad the win in nor 
hands. In the last two in- 
ulngs they (the Braves) had 
only two hits but scored eight 
times. There were just too 
many errors, (8), and 
walks," he explained. 
Watch the HERALD for 
(~nnne]  - 
s t i l l  rdirty 
MK Report - by Don Pear- 
non, Custom Sports, Kitimat 
The tide this morning is 
Low at 1:15 p.m. with 5.2 ft., 
and High at 8:00. p,m. with 
13.1 ft. 
Douglas Channel fishing 
over the weekend was done 
in moderate weather with 
many boats out. It seems 
that the entire Channel area 
has a large number of ~- to 12 
lb. Springs in now. 
The Channel is still dirty 
"out as far an Jessie Falls, 
making most of the fisher- 
men fish at least his far out. 
Almost all boats brought 
home Salmon thls weekend 
with a good assortment of
crab and ground fish as well. 
I myself had fresh Halibut 
for supper last niffht, The 
hottest spot seems to have 
been Jessie Fails and the far 
end of Sue Channel, 
anywhere between 20 and 6O 




GWENT, Wales (AP) -- 
Sheep oachers in Wales are 
using a modern version of 
the ancient croonbow, the 
off-fldd double to score a by a pitch to load the bases, the next Reds attempt at a local farmers' union reports. 
run. Heit then singled un the win. "The modern crossbow is 
, _ _____~_____~ ~ . = .~. - -  ....._~ . , . - - . . -  ~ " . -  "~ . . .  extr~nely accurate at long 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ _ ~ / ~ _ ~  range and many are fitted ~di to ~th telescopic sights," said 
P I~ - ,~  ~ - - ~ / . ~ w ' ~ ~ ; l  Brian Edwards, the uniou's 
"~ .~,.C:~, '~ - _ ~//.~ ~. ~ secretary. The union wants try Russians 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  eressbows licensed,. 
MO~"OW (AP) I ~ ~  ~ ~w,~ • ~lm.~.~.~.~.~_~_-.a 
Muhammad All, former 
world heavyweight boxing 
champion, arrived in 
Moscow today and said he 
hopes to meet Soviet leader 
Leonid Bresimev, spar with 
Russian boxers and po~ibly 
stay a few months to train 
for his rematch with Leon 
Splnks. 
AH, who lost his title b) 
Spinks last February, said 
be was excited and thrilled to 
be in the Soviet Union. 
Be said he would stay 
away from controversial 
topics during his 12.day stay 
in Moscow and the Moslem 
cities of Tashkent and 
Samarkand. 
"l know nothing about 
politics and policies of 
countries," ~he told Soviet' 
and Western~eporters on ~ ' 
arrival at Moscow's 
Smoremetyevo Airport. 
All, 36, said he thinks he 
has a lot to learn from Soviet 
boxers about physical 
conditioning and stamina. 
Soviet boxers do not fight 
international professional 
bouts but the government 
newspaper Izvestla quoted 
All as saying he hopes to 
stage an exhibition bout with 
Rmslan fighters. 
He ~ said no definite 
arrangements had been 
made to extend bib stay here 
but that he has five mmths 
until the Spinks rematch. 
All was accompanied by 
his wife,* Veronica, and an 
en{ourage of six persons, 
He was met atthe airport 
by  officials of the Soviet 
Committee of •Physical 
Culture and Sports, who will 
be his hosts in .the Soviet 
Union. n 
All became a hero here 
when he refused the U.S.' 
military draft in 1987. 
Russia's newspaperf, radio 
and television have carried 
glowing reports of All and 
the Soviet Sports Committee 
says it is standing by to 
accommodate Ali's whims. 
Burning laurel eaves was on.ce believed to bring back an 
errant lover• ~ 
Didriot of Terraeo 
Noti~ of Ooud of Revision 
Loopl Improvement Programme 
..The Court of Revision will sit in the 
Municipal Council Chambers at 7:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday, June 28, 1978, to review the 
frontage tax assessment roll, prepared 
pursuant to Section 416 of the "Municipal  
Act", for the paving of the 4600 Block of 
Davis Avenue (Kalum Street to Sparks 
Street) as a local improvement progra m- 
me. 
..The Cou~t Of. Revision shall hear com- 
plaints and may review and correct the 
aforementioned frontage tax assessment 
roll as to: 
• (i) the names ~ the owners of the parcels 
of land liable to be specially charged under 
this programme; 
..(iS) the actuaq foot frontage of the par- 
cels; 
• .( i i i )  the taxable foot frontage of the 
parcels. 
..The frontage:tax assessment roll shall be 
kept open for inspection at the Muncipal 
Office~ 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
.during regular office hours (0:30 d.m. to 
4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday)..  • 
• .A ~complaint shall not be heard by the 
Court of Revision unless written notice of 
the complaint has been made to the office of 
the Clerk at least 48 hours prior tothe sitting 
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Ohairs - nediners.- End Tables- ~7 
Portable T.V. , .00 
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Mishaps and ,fender-benders don't stop Stock Cars - 
by Linda Turner 
H~lo Race Fans; 
Just a few words to'let y~u know the club is Still hard at it. 
We had another day of racing, despite the few rain showers 
wehad, Itwas an exceptionally good day of racing with a few 
mishaps and fender benders, 
Our next race will be held on Sunday 18th with time trails at 
lp,m, andraceat2 p,m. Hope to seeyou all there. 
Here are some results from the last race day: 
Terrace Stock Car Results 
A TROPHY DASH 
II Rr-- "' 
78 Brian Turner 
A I-IEAT 
15AlRasko 
44 Jim Irvine 
55 Dennis Ward 
B TROPHY DASH 
17 Tom Shcasby 
44 Shaunce Krusselbrink 
~, 4 Larry Alger 
:Jl. 
B HEAT 
::, 97 Ken Gordon 
17 Tom Sheasley 
54 Jim Davis 
AMAIN B ~L~IN 
66 Herb Qaast 44 Shaunee Krusselbrink 
55 Dennis Ward 99 Bob Postuk 
44 Jim Irvine 17 Tom Sheasby 
JAMBOREE 
44 Jim Irvine 
99 Norm Stewart 
54 Jim Davis 
A POINT STANDINGS 
44 Jim Irvine 206 
66 Herb Quast 193 
78 Brian Turner 123 
99 Norm Stewart 90 
11 RoB King 54 
55 Dennis Ward 43 
17 Tom Sheasby 40 
17 Dennis Williams 37 
4 Larry Alger 25 
4Bruce Hoffman 20 
15 AI Rasko 18 
B. POINT STANDINGS 
44 Shaunce Krmselbrink 125 
17 Tom Sheasby 63 
99 Bob Postuk 38 
55 Dennis Ward 29 
17 Dennis Williams 28 
54 Jim Davis 24 
15 AI Rasko 18 
78 Linda Turner  17 
4 Larry  Alger 16 
77 Danny McBryan 14 
11Ron King 13 
97 Ken Gordon 9 
Baseball 
Milwaukee 2.S Toronto 1-4 loading off the ninth inalng of 
Larry Hisle bit a tie- the second game. 
b ~  home run in the Red Sex 8 Mariners 3 
eighth inning to back Lary - Boston pitcher Dennis 
Soreasen's five-hit pitching Ecke~sley ran his winning 
and lead Milwaukee over streak over Seattle to four 
Toronto in the first game of games with eighth-inning 
their doubleheader, relief help from Bill Camp- 
The Brayers completed hell, and Rick Burleson and 
thdr sweep as Robin Yount Dwight Evans hit home runs 
homered off Tom Murphy for the Red Sex. 
wrap-up 
Angels e. Yankees 6 
Brian Dowul~ drove in 
the ga-ahead rum with a 
single in a fonr.run fifth 
inning to help culifornla beat 
New York. 
Tigers 5 Royals Z 
Rusty Staub hit a thres-run 
homer in the 10th to lead De- 
troit over Kansas City. Roe 
l,eFlore began the rally with 
' a  one-out double, Steve 
Kemp walked, then Staub hit 
a 1-0 AI Hrabocky pitch for 
his eighth homer. 
White S@z 2 Rangers I 
Francisco Barrios and 
Lerrin LaGrow combined on 
an eighthitter and Eric 
Soderhoim knocked in one 
run and scored anoth~ to 





I '°*'S,W s . BOYS ..., Work Boots ' .6. Jean Jacket 
• I 8 Ankle high ideal for camping, fishing or hiking. Size 7-1g Reg. 16.95 - 18.95 Sale 
if,,,, I l 99.v  ........ ! G,W.G. Cord Jacketed: 8 O /"e 9 
Size 7-14 Reg~ 16195 - le.95 Sale ! 
JR. BOYS 
Polyester and I)otton ' 
Jackets 
• ,e., 490 
'" '°*' Denim Jackets 
Size 3-6x 
4" Reg. Priced 10.95 to 11.95 Sale Reg. Priced 8.95 Sale ' 
STAPLES All macrameandaaaossories 20% ell: 
MEHS MENS *I 
I Belts 20% off Terry Se 
In a sorted colors 
MEflS 
Ties 30% off " 
~i  t ALL MENS Work Gloves FRESH BAKE 
IN STO 
J 0%,o f f  Fathers 
,,x 8" Decorated ,,? 
Swat Suits and 2.89  ' 
Track Suits 
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
'.. ORDER YOURS EARLY 
~,~. i~ 
,W,," , . . . . . . .  • p 
).O-'  TERRACE Mon,-Thurs: CO-OP ASSOCIATION ':''*"''Friday 
9:00a,m,-9:00p.m. 
4617 Greig Phone 635.6847 Saturday 9:00a.m.4:OOp.m. 
7 * t 
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Thoroughbred racing 
with a twist 
FREDERICKSBURG, 
'rex. (AP) - -  From the tip of 
his elongated snout to the 
end of his rat-like tail, 
Barbecue Wennichverlterm 
looked every inch the 
magnificent thoroughbred, 
born to run. 
On Sunday, at the call to 
the post--"Genllemen, start 
your 'dii|os"~be clawed 
eagerly at the sun.baked 
track. His bumped, hinged, 
armor-plated shell and 
stubby leg, s quivered with 
anticipation. 
The track was fast. All 
bets were down. Excitement 
rippled througb the crowd 
jamming the grandstand at 
the Gillespie County 
Fairgrounds. 
And at the crack of the 
starter's rifle, Barbecue was 
off, churning, swaying and 
hopping in the fashion of a 
true thoroughbred ar- 
madillo. 
It takes only a few 
moments for a good 'diilo to 
cover the 14 metres or so that 
make a racecourfe, and the 
fincshes are often close. 
Barbecue was in it all the 
way, but he was second-=-by 
a snout--to a speedster by 
the name of Hill Country 
Holler No. 7. 
LOSERS COOKED 
And in the Texas In- 
vitational Armadillo Races, 
second doesn't count for 
much. Especially in this 
German-settled part of 
Texas, where people know 
the name translates to 
"Barbecue If I Lose." 
For every weekend of the 
summer, there is an ar- 
madillo race in southern or 
central Texas. 
It's all quite informal. Hill 
Country Holler No. 7's 
trainers are regulars on the 
racing circuit, and they had 
caught the winner--plus Hill 
Country Holler Nus. 8, 9, 10 
and 11--on Saturday. 
"We go out and catch 10 or 
11 the day before the race," 
said Steve Fraunhofer, 
holding the champion aloft 
by its tail. "We pick the five 
feistiest ones, the ones that 
try to tear out of the sacks. 
"If we get a good one, we iiiii 
. . . .  . . . . . .  i i i  i i 
Pendragon wins world ¾ 
keep himnfor maybe two 
races. They start getting too 
tame after that. If they don't 
run good, we either let them 
go or barbecue and eat 'era," 
he added. • 
Village 
pulls win 
by Scott Browes 
Kitamaat Village met 
Alean Monday evening on 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary 
School field in regional 
soccer and trounced the 
aluminum boys 4 to I. The 
play was clean and hot with 
rain slowing the last few 
minutes of play down to a 
slippery hit-and-miss game. 
The Village out-played the 
Alcun team with obvious 
organization  the field-one 
firing Aloan could not seem 
to combat. 
A few Alcan players 
showed their stuff when they 
handled .the hell but team 
cooperation was not an 
outstanding feature. 
Offensively the Village had 
at least three men lined-up 
waiting to take the ball- 
cooperatively-down to the 
Alcun end. 
Alcun deserves a great 
round of applause f~ their 
efforts yet perhaps a small 
amount of team spirit might 
help them pull together and 
overpower a team with sheer 
numhers-if not skill. 
The play continues in 
regional soccer with the 
~ d i a n  Club loading 
in standings. More later. 
ton sailing 
series--a gruelling 220-mile cost him the title. Chocolate 
test in the Strait of Juan de Chip was third over-all and 
Fuoa which started Friday. Hagar was fourth. 
VICTORIA (CP) --Pend. three-quarter-ton sa i l ing  
ragon, designed by Laurie championships Sunday. 
Davldson of New Zealand Chocolate Chips, owned by 
and skippered by John l~onald Lester and Donald Bill Buchun of Seattle, p~endrngon, which had San 
MacLaurin of Los Angeles, Porter of Michigan City winner of this year's Swift- 
finished second in  the final Yacht Club in Indiana, won sure race, also sailed out of Diego sailmaker Lowell 
race to clinch the world L thefinal race of the five-race Victoria, preserved third North among its crew. also 
"' place in the final race in a scored two firfis and two 
~N - -  ~ .~:.~ :.:~. J~,.., .jibing dtrel with Ha-ar " thirds, in the series. ~ ~ .:~, 
• I and Joe Goldberg, also uf ~'hes won sin Olympic g01d 
" ' - ,~  m~- - - -pect ru - -  Seattle. Buchan's Sachem medal in Stare anda bronze 
was four seconds ahead at in Dragons, other crew 
the finish, members were Dave Mc- 
However, Buchan, series Callery, David Croshere and 
leader' until the final race, Kimo Worthington, all of Los 
said he made a costly'tack Angeles, and Norman Angus 
Saturday night that likely of Victoria. By THE CANADIAN PRESS BASEBALL 
American League" 
New York Yankees trade 
pitcher Ken Moltzman ~ to 
Chi.cago Cubs for a minor 
league player to be named 
later; sign outfielder Mat. 
thew Winter and assign him 
to Oneonta of the New York. 
Penn League. - 
Cleveland Indians sign 
outfielder Michael Taylor. 
. Texas Rangers sign in. 
fielder Wayne Tolleson and 
assign him to Asheville of the 
Western Carolinas League.. 
effensive tackle Tony Rice 
and cornerback Pete Rome. 
Toronto Argonauts release 
kickers' Jerry Guyles and 
Joe Perri; offensive tackle 
Frank De Stefano; defensive 
tackle Allen Slamer; of- 
fensive guards '  Greg 
Dubinetz and Chez Evans; 
wide receivers Charles 
Williams and Carlos Hen- 
derson; quarterback Bil: 
Bowerman;ndefeneive 
becks Dave Almeida, Stan 
Streeker, Rollea Smith and 
Marry Hammock. 
HOCKEY 
L ions ready to p lay - -  
but sti l l  to cut two 
COURTENAY, B.C. (CP) complete a trade. 
- -  British Columbia Lions "l may nut imve tod0 any- 
ended their Canadian thing, depending on the situ- 
Football League training" ation," Rapp said Sunday 
camp Sunday With 52 players .after the final workout of the 
on the roster but, one way or twoweek training camp. 
another, Coach Vie Rapp Rapp said AcMes has 
plans to be down to 50 talked to several uther CFL 
players today. ' elubf in pursuit of an import 
. llnebacker. The Lions have 
It still wasn't certain four Canadians at outside 
whether Rapp will cut two llnebacker spots and two 
NHL players to get down to the imports at the middle Uno- 
Washington Capitals sign exhibition season roster heckerslot. Eight defennive 
forward Hell Edberg and limit or whether general lineman are still on the 
dufencemen Left Swenssun. m~nger Bob Aekles will rester. 
I' 'S PLANNING TIME 
Seattle Mariners sign 
catcher Dave Valle. 
National League 
Montreal Expos opti'oh 
from 
EV'S MENS WEAR 
4605 I. kelso 635-M20 
catcher Bob Resce to Denver 
Bears of the American 
Association; sign outfielder 
Ellis Valentine. 
Pittsburgh Pirates option 
pitcher Will McEnaney to.  




British Columbia Lions re- 
lease llnebaekers Gre8 
Blankenship and Brian 
McKenzie, receivers John 
Tietzen and Mike Nealy, 
Briefs 
HERBIE HITS THE 
ROAD 
WARLINGHAM, England 
(CP) ~ Herbie the 
Aylesbury. duck has 
discovereu the joys of 
skateboarding. He loves 
riding one down a ramp and 
even tries to scoot the board 
along with his foot when it 
slows down. "He copies 
everything my son does," 
says his owner, Ja~ueline 
Randall, "including joining 
the family for breakfast 
everymorning." 
BLOOD ORIGINS MARKED I 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Blood for transfusions now 
has to be labelled as coming 
from either paid or volunteer 
donors due to a new ruling 
issued in an attempt to 
reduce the risk of tran- 
smitting hepatitis. Elood 
from paid donors and com. 
mereiai blood banks has 
been shown to be three to 10 
times more likely to cause 
hepatitis. 
LET'S BE FRIENDS 
H your drinking partner 
says "Chime," he is being 
friendly, it is an old Eskimo 
greetin¢ 
World Cup finals to star  soon 
match in which defeat would But it w~ a case of too BUENOS,AIRES (Reuter) 
- -  After 24 matches iunlt 
days of soccei action, the 
1978 World Cup finalsnow 
head., towards the final 
showdown with Argmtina 
carrying the So~h American 
standard against aEuropean 
challenge led b~, defending 
champion West .Germany 
and menacing Italy. 
Eight of the 16 finalists are 
on their way home, 
casualties of the first round. 
Among them are Scotland, 
Hungary, France, Sweden 
and Spain, their oncebright ~ 
hopes now in ruins. 
Still in the running is 
Brazil, although only after 
an Houdinilike escape act. 
The Netherlands ¢ and 
Poland, second and third in 
1974, and Austria and Peru 
also remain in the hunt. 
On the evidence of the first 
round, Italy must be the 
favorite with West Germany 
and Argentina the nearest 
rivals. 
No European country has 
won the World Ckp innSou~h 
America since (he com- petition began in. 1930.. DRAW LOTS 
Composition of the two 
second-round groups will be 
known today when lots are 
drawn to decide the order of 
Brazil and Austria at the top 
of Group 3~ 
Both teams finished with 
four peinte and equal goal 
difference. Insuch oases, the 
fixial order is decided by a 
drawing of lots. 
If Brazil is placed second, 
it will go into Group B along 
with Argentina, Poland and 
Peru, while Austria will play 
with West Germany, Italy 
and the Netherlands in 
Group A. If Brazil is placed 
first, it will change ppaces 
with Austria. 
Whichever group Brazil 
plays in, it sesmf unlikely to 
survive to reach the final 
June 25. 
Manager Claudio 
Coutinho, who faced national 
disgrace if Brazi ! had failed 
to qualify, said after Sun- 
day's 1-0 victory over 
Austria: "The World Cup 
hasn't started yet. The great 
games only happen when two 
great teams meet. There will 
be  much more quality 
football now the first round is 
OVer." 
RECEIVES ORDERS 
When the possibility 
loomed that Brazil migmt 
nat qualify for the second 
round for only the second 
time, worried officials of the 
Brazilian Sports Con- 
federation ordered Coutinho 
to axe four of his players. 
One of the men Coutlaho was 
told ~ to include in Sunday's 
match, forward Roberto, 
scored the winning goal 
against the Austrians. 
Italy, the only side to win 
all three of its first.round 
matches, claimed an im- 
portant victory Saturday 
with l-O win ov~ Argentina, 
the match being settled by a 
brillian.t goal from Rob~to 
Bettega. 
The second round opens 
Wednesday whe.n Italy 
meets West Germany, a 
almost certainly end the 
hopes of either team. 
Wednesday's Group B match 
has. Poland versus Ar- 
gentirm. 
Scotland salvaged some 
pride Sunday with a 3-2 win 
over the Netherlands. 
little too late. The Soots left 
themselves too much to do, 
needing to beat he Dutch by 
three goal~ to stay in the 
competition. 
: ; : . : .~ . : . : . : . : . . . . . . . . . .  
PUBLiO MEETINGS 
to explain 
the B.O. Forest Service 
P.S.¥.U. Plan 
(Skeena Public Sustained Vield gnil) 
JUNE 15, 1978 
at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Lecture Theatre 
OALEDONIA SENIOR SEOONDART 
20, 1978 
at 7:30 p.m. 
KITWANGA OOMMUNITY HALL 
@ 
i 
AEIh  l i  . 





Doon Open,At 7 P.M. 




ADMISSION- SlO,OU - 
INOLUOES 20ards and chance at door prizes 
~No admission to persons under 18 years 
EXIRA CARDS - $2.00 each, 6 for $1UO 
COME EARLY and PiCK YOUR LUOKY BARDS 
SPONSORED BY  . K IT IMAT L IONS • CLUB 
f 
111 year old constitution 
promised a replacement 
OTTAWA (~P)  -- Prime NOT SERIOUS 
Mcnister Trudeau an- 
ununced Monday that he is 
determined togive Canada  
new eesatitotian by the end 
of 1981. 
Releasing a act of con- 
stitUtionul reform proposals 
denounced in advance by 
Quebec Premier Rene 
Lev'esque as "profoundly 
insignificant," Trudeau said 
kk government would move 
alone to change the Ill.year. 
old legal underpbu~ngs of 
the Senate, Suweme Court 
and federal executive. 
It also would draw up a lkt 
Levasque, commentin~ on 
the basis of leaked reports 
last week, said the document 
confirms that the federal 
• government is not ready "to 
de enytbing serious until 
after the federal election 
except for some plastic 
,surgery on the Senate and 
the Supr~ne Court of Can- 
ada," 
Trudeau has until July 
next year before he must call 
an election. 
Government officials say 
insufficient provincia 
powers over social affairs. 
Since titen, Trudeau and 
the premiers " made 
enotherofruitiees attempt to 
come .up with a roform 
process that was based first 
on bringing the BNA Act to 
Canada, then altering 'ii 
later. That effort failed when 
Levesque ma.d~ clear ~ had. 
no intoresc m constituuouns 
reform Until the rmults of his 
proposed referendum are in. 
Trudeau heralded the 
latest reform e ttemDt last 
October in the  seaslon- 
opmi~ throne spaeeh read I
by the Queen. His p ~  I 
are little chewed from ti~ I 
ideas first published by| 
Trudeeu n decade ago, fcrst J
as Justice minister' t~en as '  
~rime minister. 
The main differences are 
tactical. This time, he has 
set up deadlines for roform- 
nand has altered the 
sequence, suggesting federal 
action tint with provincial 
Qroemant later. 
Trudean plans to act on those 
areas he has carved out as 
THE HERALD,  Tuesday, June 13, 1~7R, PAGE I 
Disease causing drug still sold 
of human ri~htn that would 
be guaranteed by law. 
Then it would attempt o 
get agreement with the 10 
provinces for other changes 
in the country's underlying 
inw--the 1867 British .North 
America Act--that would be 
proclaimed two years later. 
"The government has re- 
solved to provide Canada 
with a new comtitutiun by 
end of 1981," Trndeau 
uskl in a ~8-page document 
entitled A Time for Action, a 
sot of proposals designed to 
chart smoother i'elationa 
batwean the two levels of- 
Movernment and to re fo rm 
an underlying law that has 
"generally served us well." 
It is Trudceu's thkd major 
effort ~ at constitutional 
roform durin~ his 10 years in 
~ce .  Others have foun- 
dered fornlenk of agreement 
between the federal 
~verument and the prov- 
ince. n' 
TH~REISI 8 - ATENED 
T~udeau indicated that the 
November, 1978, election of a 
separatist government is 
Quebec is behind his latest 
inifltutive, ar~uin~ that "a 
fundamental rmewai of the 
federation is'  needed to 
reselve the erhds 
threatening the stability, 
unity and" prosperity of the 
country." 
In the past, Trndeau has 
national before next year 
and the untieipated Quebec 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
"Suit says bismuth com- 
pounds, some of which have 
been banned in Australia 
because the drug I s  
suspected ofncausing nerve 
disease, are being sold as 
non.prescription drugs ir 
Canada. 
The Sun says  bismuth. 
used to treat stomach ulcers doctors said patients who 
end indigestion, is contained used ' the compalmda 
reported a loss Of memory, in several non-prescription 
preparations and in a first- 
aid dressing sold ovor the 
counter in Canada. n 
The newspaper says the 
Australian Rovernmenl 
banned some of the drug's 
compounds in 1974 after 
difficulty in moving limbs 
and hearing and vision prob- 
lens. 
• The government of France 
ordereddcctors in 1977 not to 
prescribe bismuth for more 
than 15 days in each month 
60 die during weekend 
south of North Bay, Ont,, 
sons who died accidentally in 
Canada during the weekend. 
A survey by The Canadian 
Prssa from 6 p.m. Friday to 
midnight Sunday night local 
times also showed 46 traffic 
fatalities, f ive other 
drownings, three persons 
Execs ply 
unity biz . 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A During their visit ~hich 
By THE CANADIAN" I~'I~ESS 
A six-year-old boy who 
drowned Sunday when he 
panicked and jumped from a 
drifting bbat that slipped 
Graham's crusade  '"°m" m®''" • was among at least 60 per- 
attempted to get provincial 
a~reemont each time he 
moved tO claim from Britain 
the BNA Act--a British law, 
that can only be amended at 
Westminster--with a for- 
mula for changing it at 
home. 
This time, however, he baa 
called a hoax 
changed course, 
not i c~hat  :"the 
~ 'overdm~:  will 
without full provindal ap- 
proval to change institutions 
and.other aapects of Con- 
federation that Trudenu de- 
scribes as execlusively 
federal. 
Theprime minister set two 
cendlUons for coustiititenaf 
reform: ' " 
That Canada continues to 
be a "genuine federation" 
with a constitution that 
retains a federal Parliament 
"with 'real powers which 
apply to all parts of the 
country," and provincia: 
legblaturea with "equally 
real powers within their 
respective territories." 
That a "charter of basic 
rights and freedoms" be in- 
cluded in the new eon- 
stitution, a el~arter thai 
would "apply equally to both 
orders of government." 
referendum on provincial 
independence. Then, 
providinR the roferendum 
fails andulie is re-elected, 
Trudeau would move on a 
broader ange of r~orms. 
Dm-i~ the first stage, he 
proposes to change the 
Senate to a so-called House 
of., the  Federation where 
wovincas would have a say 
in the selection of members. 
The Progressive Con- 
servative party has propcsed 
a similar meas~e. It has 
been attack~i as unworkable 
by senior senators. 
A Senate picked by the 
provinces would be a House 
of Obstruction, argues 
Senator Eugene Foreey (L- 
Ontario). It would be a 
House of "dedicated 
provincial hatchet.men, sent 
there with instructions to 
kick the government of 
Canada." 
The government la ~- 
pected to limit the provindal 
role to nominations, not 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A 
Unitarian minister sale 
Sunday that evangelist Billy 
Graham's  week- long 
Toronto crusade is a 
spiritual hoax. 
The crusade, which opted 
to an overflow crowd Sunday 
at Maple Led o ~  "is a 
theological bastard child, an 
insult to the ~lory of GOd and 
demeanin~ to human 
dii~ity," Rev. Duke T.Gmy 
told. the First Ueltariar 
Congregation. . 
"It is sold as slick as soap, 
carefully orchestrated and 
professionally marketed." 
Last week, Graham 
defended ~e ~0,000 cost of 
the crusade, sayin~ the 
cost for each person ex- 
po~dto  attendnwm less 
wbat it wonldcnst to see 
otha~ entertainers at Maple 
Leaf Gardms and Exhibition 
Stadium. He said hal( the 
cost had been raised urin~ a
campaign before the crusade 
appointment. 
Trudeau also says 
provin.clal governments 
should have a voice in ap- be~n and the ~ was 
pointmonts to the Suprene' ea-~ected to be raised from 
Court, a body that would be ' donations at the serinom, for. 
Riven constitutional statns which the'~e is no adam 
for the first time in the coun- charge. 
try's lll-year history. Gray said he believed Gra- 
ON AND OFF hem, a Bapttst minkter, is a 
In the paper, Trndeeu said 
ha anticipates parliamen- 
tary, federal.provincial nd 
otherndebete on reform 
proposals that have been 
discussed on and off aince 
1927, when the first formal 
attempt was made to claim 
Canada's underlying law 
from Britian. 
} 
serving Legislation that would 
fed .e f~ l~v ide  for the proposed 
m'ovb'~:'.-"first.stege rdm~s is ex- 
pected within two weckf, end 
premiers are scheduled m 
meet Trudeau for con- 
stitutional talks in Sep. 
tember. 
The latest suggeattons 
come seven years after he 
and'the 10 premiers nearly 
came to agreement en a 
method of rewriting the 
coastitutionallaw t a throe- 
day conference in Victoria 
after three .years of hard 
hargain~. 
Then, the government 
leaders reached tentative 
agreement on a con- 
stitutional bill of rights and a 
systmn for amending the law 
once it became formally 
• Canadian. 
That a~.ment  cellapsed, 
howev~, when thm Quebec 
premier ,-Robert Bouraas~ 
balked a what he said were 
Canadians are 
ill-nourished / 
A simclar survey of 19,000 
persons, completed in 1974, 
showed more than half were 
_ overwelRht. ' .  - 
"It concluded that 
Canadians are W.nourlshed, 
thon~h not undernourished, 
a condition they share with 
citizens ofnthe U.S. and 
other highly.indnstrialized 
countries," 
One out of. 10 pre~nsnt 
women had vitamin A 
deficiency, the majority of 
persons did not drink enough 
milk and had vitamin D and 
calcium deficiencies. 
OTTAWA'. (CP) Federal 
health personnel begin 
vtsitt~ng Ontario end Quebec 
hexh~ today to find out how 
fit residents are. 
The pro;-gm, ~iven fitness 
tests by a nurse for blood 
pressure, skinfold thickness, 
heart and lung efflcimey and 
• .blood tests ,to assess im- 
munity... : . 
"In parucmar, became 
the survey studies expoaures 
to the risks of future disease, 
it will be possibleto plan to 
reduce these ~ and thus 




.... a rchers ,  
,%.  
sincere and honest man and 
that his eanvictluns are deep 
and gonulna to him, but 
added that Graham probably 
wonld set beck the cause of 
, relli~on 100 years. 
Gray said the focus of the 
revival meetings "is not in 
the glory of GOd but in the 
~lory of Billy Graham, which 
expands in proportion to the 
, diminkhment of persanhaod 
on tbe part of tho~ who 
legitimize it bYit.,M, Iving 
themselves over to 
He thm. described 
Grelmm's fundamentalist 
massage as theological 
pornograpby. 
However, Archbishop 
G.Emmett Carter, sp~Itua.l 
leader of marly one million 
Roman Catholics in 
Metropolitan Toronin, said: 
"As far as the crusade is 
concerned, I am in favor of 
anything that brings people 
.closer to God. 
I n  an i n te r iew on CFRB 
radio's Let's Discuss It, 
/Archbishop Carter said 
umoflonal :Ip'oup meetings 
• are not often productive. 
"It's a flare that goes up 
and noU~ln8 much bappms." 
 dd. 
group of British Columbia's 
top business executives 
whenoame to Quebec on a 10- 
day visit to learn about the 
Wo. vinee have loft for home 
termined to become ac- 
flVtsts for.national unity.' 
The visit by the 24 execu- 
tires--from such companies 
as Canadian Industries Ltd., 
Air Canada. Canadian 
'Pacific, and MacMillan' 
Bleedel--wns sponsored by 
the Vancouver Board of 
Trade. 
"We're here nat to discuss 
politics or economics but to 
listen and learn," said 
Robert G. Rogers, chairman 
of Crown Zellerbach of 
Canada Ltd. and 'head of the 
board's national-unity 
committee. 
w of m 
bismt/th poisoning were 
reported, the newspaper 
says. 
Dr. Michael Aleunder of 
London, Ont., chairman of 
the pharmacy committee of 
the Ontario Medical 
saying he did 
whether the drug had ever 
• becn brought o the auod- 
atlon's attention. 
Dr. Lionel P. ~Okulh of 
Toronto, chairman of the 
Canadian • Medical 
Association's nunmedicel killed in annalrplane crash, New Brunswick had four 
two fire deaths, one person ti'affic deaths and Nova use of drugs committee, said 
killed after being struck l~y Scotia reported one traffic he did not know bismuth 
li~htoin~, a ,man who dibd • death, one drowning and one compounds were available 
after a failand a man who fh'e death. . 
was electrocuted. 0 In Newfoundland, two 
Besides three persons in t persons died in traffic ac- cidents and one man was 
the airplane crash, Quebec killed in a fall down some 
reported 20 traffic fatalities, stairs. "Manctoba reported 
in 0ntarin,13 pers~ns died in twentraffie deaths and 'a  
traffic accidents, three man killed after being struck 
persons drowned, one person by lightning. 
died in a fire and a man was Three persons died in departmentwasawareofthe 
electrocuted while working traffic accidents in Alberta French and Australian 
ennhis car. and one in Saskatchewan. rel~rts and has been 
Two parsons drowned in monitoring the drug for 
British Columbia. about one year. 
Alexander said that no 
There were no accidental physician or patient has 
deaths reported in Prince reported any adverse ~eeta 
Edward Island. from nain~ bismuth and that 
The survey excludes in- the department bad no plans 
dustrial deaths, slayi~s and at present to put the drug on 
known suicides, prescriptinn. 
ended Sunday, they spoke 
with Rodrigue Tremblay, 
Quebec minister of industry 
and commerce; and Mon- 
trenl Mayor Jean Drapeau. 
Their tour also took them 
to the communities of 
Shawinigan, Chicoutimi, 
Grand'mere, TroisHivieres 
and Sherbrooke wh~e they 
chatted with businessmen, 
union officials, community 
leaders and schnelchildrco. 
Alex Hart, western senior 
vice-president of Canadian 
National Railways and a 
former Montrealer, said: 
"The cultural concerns Of 
the Frm~h-Canadiaes made 
a particular imprint on us. 
"After this valuable 
learnil~, experience, we're 
~ix~ back to B.C.nto be 
national-unity activists." 
as non-praseriptton' drugs. 
However, nDr. SoMrsh said 
he did not think a major 
problem existed because 
demand for amch 
medications would be small 
The Sun says Michael 
~esas~der of Health and 




Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to fit almOSt 
anyone's needs. Motocrms features and .de~on 
make the DTIO0 at home in rugged off-roao 
terrain• Fully street legal, too, so it's great 
around town. Not a mini, but smaller then a 
full-size Enduro, the DT100 js the little bike' 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
Si'eio Dealer Llcence No. 02013A 635. 
"READ ANY D 
LABE'LS' LAT"E LY ? . . . .  
A basic guide to the Who, What, Where, When 
and.Why.of Shopping Canadian. 
When should you Shop Canadi m? 
Whenever you're satisfied that the product 
or service you need is 
/ (A) made or grown in Canada and 
• / (B! of equal or better value and quality. 
' / That s not just goocl advice..,  it's good 
/ sense. / .  • " , 
. , ~!] i i ] I  - .,','~ @~.. . . /~!, 
X . . . .  ,i ':"" "~ "! ;~':' : :" • 
/ .  I 
HOND~ 
TeSt drive a Honda today at 
, i  TERRACE HONDAsALES 
' | l  J/ 4842 Hwy. 16 WeSt 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L8 
' 635.6571or 635-4325 
Dealer Llcence Number 02056A 
- .  . -~' . .  
Whyshould yoU Shop Canadian?, 
Every time you buy something made in 
Canada, you help keepa Canadian working: 
You help keepCanadian money inside 
Canada. You help to expand and strengthen 
Canada's economy. 
: When-you think about it, you help yourself. 
• . . . - : :  ~,:.  ..,~.~ ~. 
Who Should Shop Canadian? 
I~very day, most of us have the choice. 
Whether we're buyi ng groceries for the 
home or supplies for business, farm or 
industry. 
If each of iJs added only $1,0 a ~eek to. 
Canadian made purchases, Canada 
would he over 10 billion dollars better 
off in just one year. 
Wtlo should Shop Canadi, 
You should. 
;:.. 
What is made in Canada? 
just about everything you need to help 
.you live the life you want. 
Asthe.~;aying oes, we have nobana-'- 
nas, but we do haveApples, Bandages, 
Cranes, Drills; Elevators, Furniture, 
Glassware, Holiday resorts, Insulation, 
Jewellery, Kitchenappliances, Lumber, 
/~achidery, Newsffapers; Office equip- 
ment, Potatoes, Q(Jilts, Rope, Steel,Tires, 
Umbrellas, Vaccines, Wines, X-Ray 
equipment, Yarns, and Zippers. 
Everyth!ng, in other words, from A to Z. 
le Government Gouvemement of Canada du Canada 
Industry, Trade Industrie 
and C0~m.erce et Commerce 
Jack Homer, Jack Homer, 
Minister mnistre 
• ' , 
Wheredoes it sa y Made in Canada? 
Sometimes it doesn't/Sometimes a sign says 
"Produce of RE.I." Or "B.C. Apples" or 
"Fabriqu~ au Quebec" or "Made in Manitoba" 
or "New Brunswick Sardines" or "Grown by 
Saskatchewan Farmers" or "A product of . 
Alberta" or ~'Fresh from Newfoundland" or 
"Manufactured in Ontario" or "Nova Scotia 
Lobster." 
The point is, if you take the trouble to find 
oul, you'can usually tell. 
And, if it's made anywhere in the ten 
Provinces or the Territories, it is made in 
Canada. 
This ad was made in Canada. Making lhi." ad eml)~)y~d 
I ~1  , , I (f()r a l)t riod of tin ( ) a ~,', riter, an art director, an 
, a,'('ount executi'~ , a media buy£ r, a media plann~ r, 
• I ) • i , s~ ,i typ(s( tt~ r, an ~ nRra~ or, a l)latemaker, ,I traffic ' 
()l)~ralor, several switchboard operators, various 
mailmen, shippers and secretaries, publication 
reps, publication make-up people, not to mention 
all their various suppliers. I 
Can;~n Everyone of the.~e l)eoph' l ive.~ and works in 
~ la e.~n,IKUenne Canada. 
' I  
i ,  
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Hopes to end 13 week Manitoba beer 
mines strike in Que. 
Uy MARK DALY 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Negotiators for 3,500 nor. 
theastem Quebec miners 
reached an agreemcet.ln. 
principle Sunday with the 
Quebec Cartier Mlains Co., 
raising hopes for an end to a 
13-wcek strike which has 
porsl~ed ~roe-qua~ of 
Canada's iron ore produc. 
ties. 
A spokesman i Montreal 
for the United Steelworkers 
of America said the miners, 
who live in the communities 
of Port Cartier, Ferment and 
Gagnon, will vote by secret 
ballot oday on the contract 
proposal. 
Lawrence McBrearty, 
chief negotiator for 10,000 
striking miners in northern 
Quebec and Labrador, said 
in a telephone interview 
Sunday from Far.moat he 
union's "goals have been 
reached on all isaues."n 
Although McBrearty 
would not divulse details, 
sources close to the union 
said the agreement-in- 
principle includes wase 
increases of more than 30 per 
cent in a 33-month contract 
retroactive toMarch. 
The source said the agree- 
ment-in-prlncll~le would 
raise hburly wagas--with 
ccet~-living, bonuses--by 
more than ~ over the lsogth 
of the contract. Miners' 







WHITEFIELD, N.H. (CP) 
- -  Quebec will offer to refine 
the eel that New England will 
need in the 1980swhea the six 
s tate  governors sit down 
today with the five Eastern 
Canadian premiers for their 
annual mcetlaS. 
Premier Rene Levesciu~e, 
attendin8 his first" meeting of 
the premiers and governors, 
willoffer the excess capacity 
in the oil refineries of 
Montreal's East End dur~ 
a moraiag-loag session on 
eaer~,, . . . .  . . . . . . .  ..... .. 
• An  omciai in the Quehee 
~oduce 100.000 barrels a ~y 
on top of what they now 
rci~e. 
But New Ensland faces a 
shortage inrefining capacity 
and should begin to feel the 
pinch in 1981 unless new refl- 
nerlce are built, the official 
said, addiag that there is 
opposition i New Enshmd to 
construction of new 
refineries. 
Premiers Gerald Ragas of 
Nova Scotia, Richard 
Hatfield of New Brunswick, 
Alex Campbell of Prince 
Edward Island and William 
Doody,. minister of in- 
tergovernmental affairs to 
Newfoundla~nd Premier  
Frank Meares, have come to 
the meeting, 
Maine Governor James 
Loagley, Meldrim Thomson 
of Now tinmpsblre, Michael 
Dukakie of Massachusetts, 
Joseph Garrshy of Rhode 
HOPES FOR TALKS 
A agreement.ln.principle 
has stil l to be reached bet- 
were the Steelworkers and 
the Iron Ore Co. of Canada, 
which employs many of the 
slr lkl~ miners in Quebec 
and Labrador. Talks came to 
a halt several weeks ago, 
McBrearty said he hoped, 
in l i~t  of the agreement-in- 
principle reached with 
Quebec Cartier, that talks 
with Iron Ore would soon 
r~ume. 
Iron Ore asked union 
locals more than a week ago 
to hold secret ballots to 
consider its latest contract 
offer. Locals in Labrador 
i~ty, Nfld., and SeptIles and 
Schefferville, Que., all 
rejected the offer. 
The strike has also hit Wa- 
bush Mines and Sidhec Nor- 
mines, a sybsldiary of the 
Quebec.government owned 
SidbecDesco steel 
conglomerate. It has dosed 
the Quebec North Shore and 
Labrador Railway,. which 
hauls much of the ore from 
the mines to shipping points 
on the Gulf of SLLawrcoee. 
Major , issues in 
dispute, aside from 
monetary demands, in- 
eluded better pension plans 
and improved health and 
safety measures in the 
mines. 
By DOUG LONU 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Op- 
position party leaders say 
they expect he government 
to drop the axe on debate of 
its conlroversiai sales tax 
measures for .the second 
time as MPs continue dame- 
by.danae study of the bill 
this week. 
The dispoto on bow. the 
federal ~overnment ahonld 
pay Quebec funds set asida 
for the province in the April 
10 budget enters I t s  ninth 
week with a solution finally 
Ax might drop 
on tax debate 
Debate' on second reading, 
in sight. 
But Progressive Con- 
servativea and New 
D~necrats ay they will 
continue to oppose the 
'government propoeals until 
Finance Minister Jean 
Clu'etton says exactly how. he 
intends to transfer the $186 
million at stake to the 
province. 
Last week, Quebec an- 
councod it accepted either o~ 
tw0 federal lXOpesais for 
tnmferriag the money. But 
Chroflen hesrefusod to say 
wMch proposal he will use. 
The Opposition, in turn 
says It cannot agree to 
speedy passage of the bill 
when they bare no idea what 
the govenanent wants them 
to vote on. 
"The sooner that . 
ei~rification' is given by 
Chretien, the  faster the 
government wl l l 'get  it 
through," Ray Hnaty~vn, 
delegation explained that he Couservative deputy House 
Montreal refineries can leadet~,eaMFrtday. 
INVOLVES REFUSAL 
The dispute revolves 
around quebee's rejection of 
the federal budget proposal 
to compensate provinces 
which made across-the- 
board tax cuts.. 
Ottawa has agreed to pay 
Quebec $40 million to help 
pay for selective tax 
eliminntions. It says it will 
~ive the rest of the t~26 
million set aside in the 
budget for Quebec through 
income tax rebate or 
reduction. 
Until last week quebec re- 
jectod that ldea~ NOW it says 
It will agree to It and then get 
the money back from the 
taxpayers t~ougb its own 
income tax or some other 
method. 
' Government spokesmen 
confirmed Friday that 
debate on the bill may he 
limited for the second Ume ff 
approval-in-principle, was 
cut off last week and the 
Liberal majority beat back 
the combined opposition in a 
recorded vote. 
Ci)aservatives and Now 
Democrats . aid it. probably 
will happen again this week 
as the government fore~ the 
bill toward third and final 
reading. 
into the ssc~d week of a 
brewery strike and lockout 
today, nwith supplies quiddy 
evaporating, United States 
centres in North Dakota nd 
Minnesota are taking up 
some of the slack. 
Canadian customs officials 
at Manitoba border croesing 
points aid many persona re- 
entered the country with 
American beer this 
weekend. Although they 
complain about it, they are 
havln~ to pay duty of bet. 
were ~.70'and ~,.00 per case 
of 24 bottles. 
• There is no limit on the 
amount of beer brought into 
Manitoba from the U.S., as 
long as tba.'duty is paid. 
However, throe who bring 
bee~ over provincial borders 
are limited to 24 bottles. 
RCMP at Falcon Lake, 
near the Ontario b(xder, said 
they were watching Ear large 
shipments, but have not 
found any as yet. 
In Saskatchewan, 
Moeaomin has been a, 
• favorite source of beer for 
Manitobans. The beer 
vendor at the local motor 
hotel was sold out Saturday 
nisht, andon emvloyea there 
said meat of their customers 
were from Manitoba. 
Most hotel vendors and  
beverage rooms in Manitoba 
are expected to be sold out 
Convicted murderer 
drinkers dry stabbed in 
Mlllhaven Penitentiary WINNIPEG (CP) - -  As by early this week--if they . O' Manitoba beer drinkers head aren't already. 
ABOVE THE REST! 
The only town in 
province where the ebortago 
not be noticoablewfl/be 
Flon, even tboagh t~e 
t.Ly of b~er runont Friday 
"Crel~hton, sask. is only n 
half mile aWaY," said a Flla 
FIounRCMP officer, "so I 
don't see why we ahonld 
evenonoUco the shortage. 
The hotels here wna't have 
any, but there'e no more 
beer betas brousht over the 
border than ~ there usually' 
is," 
The I~ovinco-wide beer 
abortage started one week 
ago when employees at 
Labatt Breweries of Canada 
Ltd. went bntist~ko.~ That 
action resulted in the lockout 
of wders  by the two 
breweries--Molaon and 
Car l~ O'Keofe--and ba the 
hreweryowned assodatod 
Beer Distributors Ltd. n " 
No immediate negotiations 
are planned hetwesn tim 
Canadian union of Brewery 
and Soft Drink Workers and 
the breweries. The main 
issue is induntrywide 
barpinlng,  which the 
breweries want. The union fa 
insisti~ ~ indlviduai.pbut 
I 
Amste~ has 600 
canals/ u many as 
Venice. 
ArlenE' best... 
GOES TWO BETTER! 
10 h 
10 hp/30" 
Your Ariens dealer has two new 10 hp Riding 
Mowers for you to test drive and comPare. Ask for 
the best -  ask for Ariens! 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd, 
4439 Lakelse 636-6384 
Island, Richard Snalling of the Opposition fails to co- . . .  : ,, . . . . . . .  ,, 
Vermont and Ella Grimso of operate in approving the 
Connecticutareaiso present, measures. 
" HAS DOUBLE MEANING I I 
hasAbaratSt'J°he's'Nfld"a sign: WYBM~IJ)ZFFY, Ir i} [ Oanadian Propane Gas l Oil) and questioners are told it 
stands for: "Will you buy me ~AN 
a drink ff I toll you?" 
NEWFOUNDLAND HAS "The friendly Fuel People" 
MOST 
Newfoundland is the 
~ovince of Canada that 
20 ooff 
Reg. Prioes 
Oamper Fridgel ] ; : i ,~* ,~ -A, Aid ranp 
' ,. ~ i l r  ' ~ ' 
,~  ,k Bar B,Q'$ ~ ] '  ~ .... ...... -,,,, of Oul!oor 
' 0ampJng 
~ i~*  Drop in Oounter Ranges ~ ~ ~ "  Equipment 
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6p.m. 4516 Keith Avenue 
(West end of new bridle) 
. -~  i .  observes the most holidays, 




Two Canadian universities 
are named after fur traders: 
Simon Fraser and McGill. 
RARE EGGS STOLEN 
WHIPSNADE, England 
(CP) -- A thief who scaled 
two security fences at 
Wbipsnade Zoo, Bed- 
ford~bire, escaped with two 
eggs laid by the Manchurian 
crane, one of the w~]d's ~C Trailer or 
rarest birds. The bird is 
worth x,~.(X)O ($4,000) whm 
fully grown. 
ill F, TF, R'S CORNER 
M~,,} ovpv,.u:igi~t i~mons 
'.~.;.illl' i l.Slant v.'ci~ht lu.,,s. 
U11fi)rlUllat~l) il d{k:.,,n't 
m,d shuuld,'l l;,,r hc:,hh 
I"~a,,o11.,,i work lhut v.':ly. 
But ir.,,ou M;.irt Ibi.,, minulc 
;tt~{.l lake off ~:vcn a [,ulnd 
, ~k :.,,u ~.i,, v,,,~ n,;>.- "Satisfy All Your Propane Needs" 
I~-  in ;t ,,par. 
'"'°'"' OLOSED SUNDAY Phone 636-2920 %lllh~. ,,I I1,, .  I , ,  I , , .  Ihtt, h/ 
' I I' 
NAPANE~, O~.'(CP) --. 
Dm~d Koffy, the subject of 
• 3t-day police search in 19T8 
• -d .ow eervin8 two life 
aeatmce# for capital mar- 
dar, was in serious but stable 
condition today after bd~ 
stabbed on Sundmy at 
Millhavon pmltonUory. 
Provincial police said 
Kelly, 40, underwent aorKery 
end new is under gumrd in a 
impitol in Klngstm, 'about 
4o kilemetres muth east of 
A police epokomum mid 
Kelly wu robbed, during a 
fight with another ixlsoMr~ 
in the common room of 
prison's special hendlinir murder char~es. Kdly took 
unit. Tim fllht erupted after hostages and eluded d 
lilsooe~;In the 2&men unit massive police' search, nd 
werec~up~f le ra f l ro  In September, Kelly a 
whleb h~d been eat in an two other Millbaven 
empty ~ bynee  of the prisoners cut their way 
,.to sundaz t~h can v~d~..b~ b~"t 
The s1~keeman a id  the were caught wimm .me 
~mundatba!tabbh~appear rison's fence. In Mei'cb: 
to have been eotnddmtsl. Kelly climbed to the roo~ = 
The sppkommm a id  an me of the prison's bulldlng~ 
'inveetigotion is ~atinuin~ darinS exercise period._ 
bat no cbur i~ have been - 
laid. HAD PLENTY OF SAIL 
Kelly, originaUy from The Nova Sco~ia schooner 
North Bay, was b ' ~  Bluenose bad 11,690 square 
to Mfllbaven after as¢81d~ feet of canvas in its sails. . 
from a North Bay jail while 
awsitinS triad on the two 
(nn mE GlUE V0U 
RLL THE (OEFORT$ 
OF HomE... 
How you  can  9o  snywh~Jre  sad  Dt i l i  J~ve  those  - ~ / I  
comforts O f !wme. Take your vacation this year A / ~  I 
in one Qf Our fabulous recreational vehicles. ~ ~' ~| 
Its th.  on lyw.ytogo l  , • " ~ 1  
1 4x4 Pickup, 31HD Vl, 4 SINm~, 8000 Warn winch, sure ~ l i~ i~ 
I ,.o., .x . .  , . , . .  , . ,  , . . .  w, , , . . r . .   POlUg 
19"/7000SMI:i, XRT , 
VI, P.S., P.O., ,Mr, StW~ea, CrUise 
1977 TOYOTA OELIOA 
u.~,ckS.T.$ Sp.wl,,St,"o nn exos,,ntce~. 
$5895 ~.*.':,'... ~.~ ;:.~ .,. 
19"/6 DRONO0 4X4 
VII, AutO, P.S., P .B . . .  ' "  .... ~" .. 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
2 mar, va Auto. ~r,,,'. 
u,  " 
l lO  : 
Vii Auto. Trans. Carpeted InsMe2'. • 
' '  • ' ' -  i . , :  
1976 FOnD FZN 
. . . . . . .  s4sss re, auto. ~mper  special '"/ :  
_________~, , ,~ .__~.  
• , :, / i " . LEASEPLAN ' " . . . .  -., 
Investlgatedrlve th  advantaoes,,,_ __  ._~°f thls~Rent:to.own Plan. i First and Last Months rent' Lets '" 
you 8way.  ~,~ apprqvea Credit) • ., . .. 
• , . • 
- .... , ,=v . . . . . . -o  
1~4~PqL Iv I r  L l~  
I 
eASeD 0N;36 MONTH LeASe 
$125 per month $156. per month. I l l  45 per month 
Totalling $4572 "I  E " . . ~. T.ofelllng $5616 '. Totalling S5220 
LEASE EH.DPRICE LEASE ENDPRIC LEASE END PRICE 
$1m:  ,ii311i0 1 '  93155 
or simply r ;~rn  " i '()rs!mplyreh~n . orslmplyreturn 
78GRANADASEDAN " r  ' : "  7$FIESTA, 78Fl10414 
I ' 
S14$ per month $123 per month $176per month 
• Totalling ~.220 Totalling $4392 j Totalling S6335 
LEASE END PRICE bEASEEND PRICE LEASE END PRICE 
$|155 , I $ !155  $2600 
Or slmply,,,re~rn ,, I ' orsimpiyrelvrn - L or simply return 
78 p INTO' .  I 71'ZEPI~YRWAGON I ' 7$ F2S0 PICKUP 
Sll0per month . ' $14$per month' 
Totalling $3960 I ' l' $156 per month .' Totalling $5220 Totalling $5616 
LEASEENOPRICE, i ,  LEASE END PRICE I .  LEASEEHDPRICE 
$1600 $3055 
.or sin~.pL~; return I I $2155 
• ' I or sln~ply retm;n . I or simply return 








"Loco-Mot ion  Commot ion" '  
enter ta inment  wacky  • " 
News? 
IT WAS HEAVY GOING 
• IPS~ICH~England (CP) 
- -  A Suffolk cotm~ cotm- 
~Liler weighed all the 
minutes and documents sent 
to him by the council to read 
dtu'lng the last year. The 
total v/eight was 47 pounds, 
15 ounces. 
IT IVIAKES YOU CHUCKLE 
• HELENS BAY, England 
(CP)  - - In charge of catering 
eL The ueo~e in Heleas Bay, 
near' Bangor, is Mrs. Belch. 
IT'S DELICATE WORK 
LONDON (CP) --  From an 
,outside caterer's list of 
menm: "St~fed anchovy 
'W ' !  • 
] 'he, . 
Prov, nc,al 
The biggest ProVincial yet! 'and, still only $5! 
' • ii 
, '  NOW ONSALE 
Western  Conoda Lot toe /Foundat~'~ , ' 
If y~ enjoy old mystery 
thriller movies on late night 
television, you will also 
enjoy Skema's Theatre Arts' 
upcoming production of 
Leco-Motlen, Commotion, 
Dr. Gorilla, and Me". 
This full length play is fun 
for the whole family. 
The names of some of the 
zany characters say it all: 
Dr. Gorilla, Mrs. Nightfall, 
Graves, Boo, Grandma 
Hatfield, The DePayne 
Sisters, Lady Gingerbread, 
Sweet Alice Blue Goon, 
Spider, 'Miss Tarched, 
Double-Trouble, Lizzie, the 
xe murderess, etc. 
The play was inspired by 
such, old movies as "Dr. 
R.X.', "Murder She Says", 
"Murder in the Blue Room", 
"The Gorilla", "Old Dark 
House". 
Such movies were made in 
the hundreds during the 
1930's, 4O's, and 50's by such 
studios as Universal, 
Monogram, Republic. 
AlthouBh undeniably campy, 
even hilariously silly by 
today's standards, they have 
endm'ed-prohebly because 
their object was solely, to 
.mtertein in as wacky a 
manner as possible. 
This is the third year of 
public presentations far the 
Theatre Arts lZ'ogram at 
Sk~ena. Each year audience 
appreciation has been a 
pleasant sm'prise. 
Everyone ~ is invited to 
attend this exaggerated 
comed]r on Friday and 
Saturday, June 16-17, at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, star- 
ring at 8 p.m. 
Pre-sale tickets (available 
at Skecna Jr. Secondary 
School, 635-9136) are only 
$LS0forallagus. (Tickets at 
the door are $2.50.) 
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f l l n l l  ° , 
at 
3237 Kalum St, 636'6920 / 
t 
Sale stadsJUne 13 
and ends June 17 
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f 
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White & Bone 
Dress 
at~ 
THE SHOE HUT 
L39 City Centre Kitimat 632.2244 
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9 Blacks killed ,.in Rhodesia $onof Sam sentenced to_25 years, 
went.to the med ++house  from the soldlers hot them +rom the told "--ou'rey gonna burn" SALISBURY (kiP) Reporters • ' - -  area, and villagers teldn- outside," sa id  Jairos yard," he said.. 
Miss Black women went into mourning over a shapeless 
~s~de--the burned bodies, they 
d, of nine villagers slain in 
a mud but during a weskesd 
action by white-lad security 
forces. 
Nearby, in frost of a brick 
bungalow, 13 more bodies 
lay under blankets. A 
villager ~ulled the covers 
back to show three small 
bodies, pecked with bullet 
wounds. Dozens of blacks 
wailed laments for the dead 
on a tribal rmervaflen 13 
ktlometres north of the city 
limits 'of Salisbury, the 
them a man, a woman and ' Nyakudya, 40, pointing to the 
seven young girls died in the bungalow and the 13 bodies 
hut. in front. / 
"White soldiers dropped "These people ran from 
from helicopters and stor- outside the house and the 
The military also said ' murders ands,he six other 
d~[ht guerrillas were killed NEW YORK (AP) --  A~ a" Court in Brooklyn, informed has accompanied 
the court that a psyeldatric Moskowitz's mother, Neysa, wound~,  n to the hearings, leaped to his Outside the courtroom; 
toward. Mrs. Moskowitz said of 
Berl~owitz: "I want him 
Gay rights battle 
losing Support ,~ . 
By CATHY MeKERCHEfi, members include Pregidrnt shift II~'U.S~ SOCiety. 
~Zed~tsn capital. 
The military command re- appears lneressingly cloudy 
ported Sunday that wo black as gay-rights leaders find 
men, nine women, two 
children and nine kniden- they believe they had al- 
tiffed blacks wore killed, ready won. 
Saturday afternoon during a A year ago this month, 
battle between security 
forces and black nationalist 
guerrillas who had mingled 
with eivtltsns. 
By the villagers' count, 
three men, 10 women ann 
nine children were slain. 
The army said soldiers 
patrollfu8 the reservatinm 
spotted a group of arson 
guerrillas. The guerrillas 
scattered and opened fire, 
then fled into a nearby vii- 
tsge, a communique said. 
" In the ensuing action two 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
The future .of homosexual 
rights in the Knlved States 
themselves losing battles 
singer Anita Bryant 
achieved international 
prominence as  an ant i -  
homosexual leader through 
her successful campaign to 
have voters reject a 
homosexual rights ordinance 
in DadeCounty, Fla. 
Since then the movement 
has spread across the 
country with simllarnvotes , 
in Wichita, Kan.; St. Paul, 
Minn., and most recently, 
Eugme, Ore. More repeal 
efforts appear certain. 
males, nine women and two InCalifornia, a drive to put' 
juveniles ware killed," the a measure on the November 
communique continued. "A" ballot eunbling schools to 
' hut caught fire /rod am-  fire teachers who advocate 
munition was heard to ex- homosexuality is gaining 
plods within. Nine unlden- mementom, obs~vere say. 
tiffed bodies were later In Seattle, Wash., petitions 




The U.S. Senate today 
swore In its second 
womannmember, Maraca 
Allen, widow of Alabama 
Democrat James Allen, 
whondied June 1. 
Mrs. Allen, 52, a former 
newspaper woman and 
'celumnint, was appointed by 
Alabama Gov. George 
Wallace to take  her 
inmband's eat in the 100. 
member chamber. 
that city's bemmexu~ai rights 
ordinances are being, cir- 
culate. 
The movement against 
benoo~omals also is found in 
oth~ fields., 
REJECT CASE 
• me U.S. Supreme Court 
refused last fall to review the 
dismissal of a homosexual 
teacher who had taught for 
13 years. It also has refused 
to rule on the legality of s~te 
laws barring private 
homosexual ctivity . . . . .  
The United Presbyterian 
Church voted last month not 
to allOW homosexuals into 
the clergy. . 
Ms. 'Bryan~, a former 
beauty queen previously 
Mter the oath of office wns known mainly for doifig 
admfllistered by Vice- orange juice commercials, 
~" '~ '~"  Walter M'~dale appears likely to win the 
~..m+.+.. ~ _'__L;-~.',~',~; ..nomination this week as Bue was. omoracm uy me .++ " - - - ' -  . . . .  I"" oth~ wmnan" vice-president of the Baptist 
- -~ .  u,,,~el Hum,,h~, den~f lon ,  the late 
k .  . .  mm~,Mmtm~l  1+ the ,r~l,~oz,oxiz, tamulmm+ 
Wuu Woo mlPJ~UL'~ w On 
seat oneupied by her late the U.S. whose 13 mil l i  
husband,  . Democrat i c  
SensterHuhertHumphrey of ~ 
Minnesota. 
Mrs. Allen has said she 
will run for election in 
November for the two 
remaining years of her 
husband's six-year term. 
Mrs. Humphrey has said 
she will not run for election. 
I 
TEL AVW (AP) - -  
Palestinisn guerrillas at- 
• tacked  a Jewish settlement 
in the occupied West Bank 
territory early today, but 
Israeli troupe killed me of 
the attackers and were 
hunting for about three 
others who escaped, the 
Israeli Army announced. 
The  army.  said no ,  
casualt ies were reported 
among the settlers or the 
army troops. 
The army said the set- 
tlemefit was Mekholn, a co- 
operative farm on the Jor- 
dan River north of Jericho. It 
is one of a string OF border 
• settlemmts established by 
Israel along the Jordan after 
the Israeli-Army took the 
West Bank from Jordan in 
the 1967 war. 
An army spokesman said 
the guerrillas tried to slip 
into Mekhola about ~:30 
a.m., but a guard spotted 
them. Army troops were 
msbed to the settlement, and 
Defence Minister Ezer  
Weizman and the army chief 
of staff, Lt.-Gen. Raphael 
Eytan, also went there. 
It was the first Paiestininu 
commando group to 
penetrate Israel since the 
March II attack in which 35 
Ismelts were killed on the 
Tel' Aviv-Haifa highway, 
That attack was followed'by 
the Israeli invasion of 
southern Lebanon to drive 
the guerrillas away from the 
Israeli-Lebanese border. 
PARIS (AP) --  The 
French foreign ministry 
denied an Egyptian re l~_  
that France agreed to sell 
Sand, Arabia $~4 billion 
worth of arms including 
tanks, helieopterf and a 
longrange radar network. 
"As we said earllor, these 
reports are baseless," said a 
foreign ministrx spokesman. 
The Egyptian maguieZl~el 
October, a semi-office 
i~blicallen, frequently used 
by President Anwar Sadat o 
air his views, said the deal 
was signed durlng King 
Khaled's recent visit to Paris 
and deliveries would begin in 
1980. " 
in a battle Saturday night ion friend of his last* victim 
another reservation northof shouted "You're genus 10urn examination filed last 
Saitsburx. in hell," David B~kowitz Thursday found Be~kowitz feet and charged 
was sentenced today tin25 competent to be sentenced. .Berkowitz. 
years in prison for the "Son Twice, Corse asked ~ -you're gonna burn in 
of.Sam" murder OF Stacy Berkowitz whether he bell, Beekowitzl" the burly 
Moskowitz. wanted to address the court. Carrique shouted as a group of ~rmed court guaros 
• Daniel CarHclue, a friend Berkowitz answered "No . . . .  
of the .Moskowitz family, and "No, sir." grabbed him_. 'l~he guards carried him 
tried to attack Berkowitz in • Th'en, Corso imposed 
the beavi lygusrdedcour;  smknce for the July 3t, 1977, from the courtroom. 
Ircem as the ZS-year-old .murder of Mlss.Meskowitz, A brief recess was 
former postal clerk ap- 25, ordering Borkowits to declared before Borkowitz 
dead." 
Berkowtz signed himself 
"Son of Sam" in notes a t  to 
a 'newspaper columnist 
before his capture. Tbe 
rderence videctly was to a 
neighbor of Berkowita's, 
Sam Carr, through whose 
dog Berkowitz said he got 
assuages ordorfin8 him to 
Carter. 
ObserVers say there are 
several factors involved in 
the ~rowth of suceesshfl anti- 
homosexual campaigns. 
Ms. Bryant  obviously 
touched a responsive chord 
when she based her cam- 
paign on moral rather than 
civil rights grounds. 
Fear also is a factor, 
particularly the ,fear that 
homosexual'Tights laws 
would give homosexuals a 
chance_ to espouse •their 
"views to child~en~ A recent 
Gallup poll found "that al- 
though 56 per cent of Amert- 
cam support the principle OF 
equal employment up- 
poi'tunitios for homoeexksls, 
65 per cent were opposed to 
allowing homosexuals to 
teach in elementary sohcein. 
IDENTIFY TREND 
A factor that is more 
difficult to identify appears 
to be a Erowing emmorvative 
Ships collide, 
The current issue of U.S. pasred for sentencing for ~ seawe 25 years, was to be smtenced for the 
News and World Report says " six murders that terrorized 25 YEARS FOR. WOUN- five other Son of Sam kill. ' , I 
I fide" can be found in the ap  killer, in anen~ notes Then, Corao sentenced . Woval of California's tax- before his capture, called Barkowi~ to a/~th~ 25-yesr cutting Prope~tion 13 and h imse l f the  Son of Sam. sentence forethe wounding . • the nomination of more con-. Berkowltz' appeared OF Robert Vioinnte, Miss 
~rvatlvesfertheNovembar sombre ~and doo~e as he M~k0witz's date who 10st " [ 
Women's rights groups manacled. He didnetbrenk in the other eye when 
have cited the troubled into the wild outburst hat Berkowitz opened fire. as 
forced poetponmnent of a they sat parked on a " 
future °f the Equel Rights similar court sesnim last Br6°klyn l°vers' inne" I I Amendment, still three l llezt)l akespearean i re  
states away from ra t , f lea -men ' .  I twanoftorbothsentence81 FORMAL DINING l tian, and federal moves to Justlee Joseph Corso, had been imposed that Car. 
cut funding for abort,sagas itting in the state Supreme rique, a family friend .who 
  flons of  ow+, " 12p 
nirengthandthe conservative°rganization°fside. Cancer prevenUon i Mon..Ikur asm,- ,ms i 
HOW that trend will C'"u'em- I Fn-$at4aamn-laam. I 
++"++ .s t  l " . . . . .  " ' ' "°" '  I But homosexuals face a ~.,.vo.~,, long and hard fight, notonly WASHINGTON (AP) - -  majority of cancers are 9~ ~| '~ OTL  SUN.  ~ P ' ~  , 
to extend homosexual rights, but to weserve many of the Senator George McGove~n weventable and that many 
35 municipal rights or. oriticlzed the U.S. govorn- areal,st-related, theNational 
dinanoce now on the ,books. ment'Sinstitute odayNati°nalfor sp~dingCancer Cancerprovides th Institute'leadershipWhiChfor 
lock together 
umn~'x'AK tAP) - -  A carrier Yellowstone. The 
U.S. cargo ship and an second vessel in the 2,500-ton 
Algerian.registered frefghter Ibn Batoute, he 
freighter collided today in said, denying earlier eports 
thick fog 24 kilometres that the second ship was a 
southeast of this British ferry plying the Straits of 
colony and two persons were Gibraltar between Spain and 
killed and three injured, a Morocco. 
Royal Navy spokesman Britishhelicepterscorried 
said.nThrce other persons theinjuredtoa n vy hospital 
were reported missing., in Gibraltar. 
The ships collided at Crexford said the crew of 
midday and remained lceked the Ibn Batouts remained 
together in calm seas, said aboard while most of the 
. Lt.-Cmdr. Mike Crexford, menontl~Yellowstonewere 
spokesman for the navy's lifted off by helicopter. 
base here. He said reports from the 
He said l~yal " Navy U.S. ship indicated its three 
vessels, in: the area on a missingerewmemberowere 
training exercfse; took part , t rapped in  the engine room 
in the rescae:.operaLl~ andan and presumed . ead, 
a~n. .  ~Ing,b~.t tbeseenq, The .~ ,yellowstone.,...-: Is
Crc~,fordsaid'all the castr, rnglstered' in ,New Yer~ and 
attics were from the crew of owned by . Rio Ggandql 
the, ll,000-ten U.S. Rrain Tranfpurtlnc. 
Car Tips By, Totem Ford 
rhe ABC's of Car Talk : ., ' , • 
Whether nt's a whme, whw, ! i~du~, leoCai~~:o~r.~:  ~ G ~  m°reexpen 
click.or clatter, most drives, at 
one time or another, hear an- 
TIRE TICKS Pin~s and knocks from under 
A ~;hythmic t king sou~id at the hood (especially when you 
low speeds often waras that a accelerate) may indicate that 
rock or piece of glass is is- ,  engine timing is off', and a ~r- 
I~ddcd in a tire. The "tick"' bare,or adjustment or tune-up 
usually is blotted out or muffled could be needed. If the pings 
by other noises at higfier sp~wls, turn into a loud, metallic bang, 
and may lessen in time as the something more serious i afoot 
object works its way into the which needs immediate pro- 
fessional ttention. 
EXHAUST PIPE POPS 
Acoompanied by a rough 
engine idle, a soft popping or 
drumming sound from the ex- 
haust pil~ points to fouled 
spark plugs or faulty ignition 
wiring. The noise normally is 
audible only when the car is 
idling. Louder' popping or 
rat-ta-tat-tat noises that' occur 
during periods ~f acceleration 
needle. In most cases, a kink has Or dece~ration are signs of 
developed in the cable or the muffler wear. 
RADIO WHINES 
Consistent whi6es or high- 
pitched buzzes from the cat 
radio most often result from a 
poor or broken ground connec- 
tion, or a short in the radio's 
filter circuit. Th~ noise shouldn't 
be confused with brief periods 
'of interference that may be 
caused by high tension wires or 
a • power stations. Raspy or ragged 
tone from the radio, on the 
other hand, may be caused, by 
tread. A quick check to remove 
the problem before real damage 
, is doric can eliminate the need 
for a new tire or avert a dan- 
gerous blowout. 
SPEEDOMETER C I'~TI'ER 
A chattering orclicking sound 
from the instrument panel 
usual])' indicates the head for 
speedometer service, The noise 
may or may not be accompanied 
by a flutter of the speedometer 
system needslubrication. 
• TIRE SQUEAL 
First check your tires to see 
if one or more needs additional 
@Jr pressure. Worn brake linings 
familiar sounds coming from 
beneath t e hood of the family 
car .  
Am unfamiliar car noises as 
bad as they sound'/Service en- 
gineers ut Ford Motor Com- 
pany of Canada, Limited call 
these clicks and clanks. "car 
talk, And they say that anyone 
can get to know what "Betsy" 
is saying, at least well enough to 
determine just how serious her 
illness may be. Understandifg 
what their vehicle is trying to 
tell them will help owners take 
better care of their cars and 
avoid troublesome breakdowns. 
The Ford of Canada engi- 
neers have put together a glos- 
sary of sounds for owners in- 
terested in learning the ABCs 
of car chatter. Noises worth 
noting:• 
ENGINE CACKLES 
A car's idle speed may need 
adjustment 'if , the engine 
"cackles" or continues to run 
for a brief time after the igni- 
tio~ is shut off, Dieseling, ',as 
damage to the speaker surface 
or water leaks that have damp 
cned the speakers, 
In addition to specific squeaks 
' and squeals, variations in nor- 
mal car. sounds should alert a 
car owner  that service assistance 
mechanics call the problem, aiso ca0 cause .squeals or 
may also occur after several" squeaks when brake pressure is 
short rips. Engine cackles after applied, and should !~ attended 
a short, drive indicate that an . to immediately..Less frequently, 
engine's emissions control •de- new brake .linings develop 
vices have not warmed up razor-thin glaze on the lining 
sufficiently and are not cause surface that may cause similar 
for alarm, noises. A service technician can 
IGNITION CLICK eliminate he problem by rough- 
If a clicking sound '~ur's" ing the lining surface w~h fine 
when the ignition keyis turned sandpaper. ,. 
on and the car's engine refuses BELT SCREECJ-I 
to, start, a dead or corroded bat- Shrill acrecches from the 
tery, loose connection, tic,, may • engine compartment when you 
have. cut off. the electric01 cur- . step on the gas signal a Ioo~ or is needed. Ford of Canada ser- 
rent o the starting system. Less faulty fan belt, intermittent vice engineers advise owners 
frequently, the "click .+ is caused ehirl~s orpeeps'can point o the that such yariutions should be 
by a faulty startPr relay switch, same problem.' If not repaired,, given imnT~diate • professional 
The whirrin noise' of a small your engine may overheat, and attention./:,.+, .~ 
~. . __ . . .~  ~ _ _  ____._._._...m ~ ~ ,~ - 
~ ( ~ ~ ~ *  . . . .  ' ' T ' ~ I I ~  To l ,  m Ford  
m31 mouth 
635- 4984 
billions of dollars trying to 
find cures for onneer while 
virtually l lner i~ steps that 
could be take0 to prevent i . 
McGevern, in opening two 
days of heurinD by his 
Senate nutrition sub, 
committee, said the 
majority OF cancers appear 
to be preventable. 
Since the federal "war m 
eanoer" began in 19"/1, the 
South Dakota Democrat 
said, "we have determined 
that 8O to 9O Is" celt. of 
cancers are apparently 
.environmentally caused. 
More striking is the dis- 
covery that 40 per cent of the 
cancers in men and 60 per 
cent in Women are nutrition- 
related." 
MvGovern said these 
. cancers include cancer of the 
breast, colon / and rectum, 
liver, ;kidney, stomach and 
irostate, 
.:,Ye,. that me 
cancer research, cenUnues 
to emphasize treatment and ,,,) 
the search for cancer 
~__~__.cures"' he said.. ' presents 
Dr. Arthur Uptan, director 
"+ '+°*""° -  
before the subcommittee, 
• 
OF cancer.cases are linked to 
nutrition, but that the in. 
stitute is spending s ly  one 
per cent of its funds on diet- 
cancer esearch. - 
, While the institute's 'an- 
nual budget has grown from 
mtilien to almost, St 
billion during the 1970s. he 
said, it has continued to 
invest he additional flmdf in 
the same research areas-- 
immunology, virology and 
chemotherapy. 
. And, he saM, despite the 
emphasis ion finding a cure, . 
'ancured .are nOtbetteradUlt'SthanChanceStheySignificantlYwere°f i betngthe" ~ ' 1 4 6  City Otr, , , 632-120  
i940s. ,. ,l~, A, ~,'~/.J L.i 
" ' / I  fr°..m~'u',~r°~ 
BANOING, 
. Reservations al IM Tudor up until 5 p,m, 
WB,-$UN, ' " 




your leoal distributor 
call me... 
V 
Pat Zelinski at 
632-2747 
HOURS 7-$ a.m, 3.§ p,m, 
MONOAY- FRII)A¥ 
every morning. 
Read the local news with your 
morning coffee!. 
For your class,bed ads, coming 
events, notices Or local news just 
for KJtimaL I 
Get the paper delivered for oniy q 
$3.00 a month (½ price for 




VATICAN CITY (AP) - -  
Pope Paul approved a 
decree today by which a 
Canadian, Brother Andre, 
was declared venerable, the 
first step towar~l his beat- 
iflcation and possible 
sainthood. 
The ceremony took place 
in the Pope's private library 
in the presence of the 80- 
year-old pontiff, Cart•do 
Cardinal Baffile, head of the 
Vatican Congregation for the 
Came of the Saints, four 
other cardinals and a num- 
ber of Vatican officials. 
The decree said Brother 
Andre has practised all the 
virtues *in heroic degree, n 
Born Aifrndo Beasetie at 
Saint Gregoire d'lberville, 
Montreal, Aug.0,1845, Andre 
died'at Montreal Jan.6, 1937, 
es professed brother of the 
Congregation of the Holy 
Cross. 
The next step before 
Brother Andre may be 
declared a blessed of the 
Roman Catholic Church is 
the approval by the Pope of 
at least .one miracle at- 
tributed to the intercession 
of the Canadian-hem cleric. 
APPROVES THREE 
OTHERS 
Three other decrees were 
approved by the Pope in 
today's ceremony. Also 
declared venerable were 
Italians Giuseppe Marello, 
who ~as bishop of Acqui, 
Italy; Lulgi Scrosoppi, 
founder of the Congregation 
of the Sisters of Divine 
Providmce; and Ricoqrdo 
IV~puri ,  a surgeon 4vho 
-was a member .of the 
Cant~,eegdtion of Saint John 
of Gtd. 
Approval of the miracles 
may last months and even 
years in beatification ~or 
canonization processes. 
Alter the approval of the 
miracles by a commission of
experts, beatification i  St. 
Peter's Basilica in the 
insence "of the pentlff is 
nsumlly fast. It Is up to the 
Pope to fix the. date forn- 
beatification, one of the most 
colorful' and  J~yous cere- 
monies in the Roman 
Catholic liturgy. 
In today's ceremony Arch- 
bishop Gluseppe Casoria, 
secretory ofthe 
Congregation for the Causes 
of Saints, read the decree 
declaring Brother Andre a 
venerable, n
The Pope acknowledged 
the decree and approved it. 
Present at the ceremouy 
was the general premier of 
the faith, Franciscan Father 
Gaetano Scans. The 
vromoter is known as the 
devil's advocate. 
He is entrusted with ep- 
posing the claims of the 
pstrons of the cause and 
those of the saint's advocate. 
Soviets divided 
on rights issue 
By ROBERT EVANS Dissent in its present form, 
MOSCOW (Reute~) - -  
Outoide a Moscow suburban 
courthouse, two middle-aged 
Russians glared angrily at 
each other in a face-to-face 
eanfrontatlne. 
"What are you eons~ 
with these forsigners for?" 
demanded one, wavi~ at '  
Western correspondents a 
few yards away. "You're 
nothing but a dirty traitor." 
""You don't understand a 
thinS/' retorted the other. 
"You were hem a slave and 
that's the way you'll die." 
emerged poblidy a decade 
nfte~ Nlldta Khrmhchw de-. 
nauneed the rule. of Jusef 
Stalin in 1966 and ushered in 
a thaw in cultural and social 
life. Despite many di~ap. 
pointments,, the Soviet 
liberals of the late 1950s and 
early 1960s belleved the 
trend was toward a more 
tolerant society. 
]But when ~ fell 
from power in 19~4, there 
were immediate fears of a 
roturn to  something 
re~mbling Stalinist rule. n 
.The antagonists wore a PROVIDES CONTACTS 
un~o~tlway. ~or~er.++., ~pp~.~io~,were 
and~r ' .~ .~Fm~'r~: ,  ; -S imi la rLYthe  arrmt 
now i s  ~ an unemployed ~ two writers a year later. 
dissident activist. Their brief Andre/Sinyawky and poet- 
encounter over, both stalked 
cff to rejoin friends standing 
on opposite sides of the 
narrow street. 
The scene, observed 
during the recent trial of 
Yuri Orlov, lender of. the 
Helsinkc human rights 
group, illustrated the 
between Sovibt dissenters 
and the ordinary citizen 
whose rights they seek to 
promote. 
HAVE LITTLE IMPACT 
Twelve years after Soviet 
dissidmis began appearing 
' in'publlc, there is ULUe sign 
that they have had more 
thanna•,mar~l .tmpact on 
the society around them. 
Derided officially as a 
handful of malcontents 
ready to slander their 
motherland for foreign gold, 
many have  been jaqed, 
exiled or commlttod to 
psychiatric hospitals. 
Yet .they have become an 
enduring presmee, with new 
leaders emerging as older 
ones disappear into prison or 
exile in the West. Even 
Soviet leader Leaned 
Breshnev found it necessary 
to refer to them in his key- 
note speech to the .cam. 
munist party's 251h con.gross 
in 1976. 
translator Yule Daniel, wero 
subsequently jailed' for 
spreading ant i -aer ie  
propaganda in works they 
published under pseudonyms 
in the West. 
Their trial provided the. 
catalyst that united other, 
figures inside the literary 
establishment with a 
younger generation of 
dissenters already on the 
fringes of society. / 
During the freezing winter 
days of the hearing, many, 
sympathizers of the aceused 
cast aside traditional 
Russian reluctanceto air 
problems with foreigners 
and. shared their thoughts 
with . Western corre- 
spondents on the street 
outside. ' 
Qulchly reports on the trial 
were heard on foreign radio 
ntatlonf broadcasting in 
Russian and the dissenters 
realized they had found a 
~eana of communicating 
sith fellow countrymen. 
As trials o~ other 
tissidents followed, their 
rumbas swelled as 
10reviously isolated groups 
made contact with the 
leaders whose names they 




d space shuttle astronauts o
rendezvous with Skylah,and 
attach a rocket device either 
raise it to a safer altitude 
or to propel it harmlessly out 
0~ orbit ov~ an open ares of 
the Pacific Ocean. 
But the congressmen said 
they did not think Skyiab 
would stay up long enough. 
• for a shuttle crew to reach it 
'in time. Subcommittee 
members aid they might 
reconsider if NASA suc- 
ceeded in extending the 
spaceship's life;, . " 
That is what Sunday's ex- 
ercise accompl ished.  
Without he manoeuvre, the 
8~ton station, the world's 
largest manmade satellite, 
could have plunged through 
the atmosphere asearly as 
next spring. Space officials 
fear that on such an un- 
controlled re-entry, there is 
a remote' chance it could 
shower chunks of debris on 
HOUSTON (AP) "Skyiab 
has a temporary new lease 
DO life. It now is up to the 
U.S. Congress to decide 
whether astronauts hould 
try to sa~e it from a 
potanttally.dangerous l~lunge 
back to earth. 
'Ground controllers add~ 
moaths to the unmann ea 
apace station's life Sunday 
by shifting its position m 
minimize the atmospheric 
drag that slowly has been 
it out of orbit. 
"Everything went he way" 
we planned it," said flight 
controtlerBill Peters after 
Skylah's nose had' been 
tipped down 10 degrees so 
that the ship now,is level In 
relation to earth. 
"We're going back to Con- 
gross and tell them we're 
successful and that they  
should proceed," said Skylab 
.coordinator Robert Aller of 
the National Aeronautics 
and. Space Administration. Inh,~blted areas. 
LantmonthaU.S.Houseof If the project/to save 
Representat ives  ap-" Skylab gets/ith~ go-ahend, 
prepriations, ubcommittee NASA plans to make the 
rejected a $20.5 million : attompton~the t ird flight .of 
NASA request, The NASA the hew, kpaC(e 'shuttle m 
Idea was to send aloft a team October, 199. 
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Emergency rule 
still on island 
MANILA (Reutor) -- 
Pres ident  Ferd inand 
Maroon, sworn in today as 
the Philippines' first prime 
minister after nearly six 
years of martial law, warned 
.his country the transition 
from authoritarianism to 
liberalism is likely to be 
long. 
Under "constitutional 
amendmbnto last year, 
Marcos, 60,is both president 
and premier to provide a 
gradual change from 
presidential to perllamen- 
tsry government. 
He will initially preside 
ovcr the 200-member interim 
assembly. 
Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VSG iL8 635.6S71 or 635-4325 
Dea ler  Licence Nu_mber 020~A. 
~' IOND~.  Test ddvea Hondatod,~. 
.~  I I I m. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, invesllgato the advantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power., 1M and last 
months rent and drive away. 
• EXAMPLES 
Based on 35 month lease 
Canada's west coast is a 
vacation, dreamland;~ this 
summer you can make it a 
reality. See the blue Pacific, 
totem 
mountains and lush forests 
and do it economically. , 
Budget.priced Canadian 
Routes package tours are 
now available through CP 
Air and CP Hotels. Some of 
them' go right "out to Van- 
couver island.. ' . 
• Take the 11-day Vancouver 
:Island Routes tour for 
example." At ;494 per person 
(double sharing), from 
Montreal, it indudes return 
Charter Ciaks Canada air 
fare to Victoria, 10 nights 
accommodation, sight- 
seeing, motorcoaeb tran- 
spriation and an experienced 
escort. Similar values are 
offered froni-othcr centres 
anruss, the country. 
The tour starts at flower- 
bedecked Victoria, the 
beautiful provincial capiial~ 
where you'll spend your first 
night at the stately Empress 
Hotel. The next day you 
have to yam'self, to explore 
in and aromfd Victoria. The 
Parliament Buildings, the 
British Columbia Provincial 
Museum and Thunderbird 
Park are only a few of the 
city's numerous attractions 
while the world-famous 
Butchart Gardens are only a 
short drive from the city. 
Leaving Victoria, on the 
third day, toe motorcoach 
beads north to l)unsan and 
the British Columbia Forest 
Museum. Then, it's on to 
Nanaimo, the island's 
second- la rgest  c i ty  
Parksville and Courtonay 
before reaching Campbell 
River, an important base for 
salmon fisMn~ 
A two-night s op is made at 
Gold River, but not before 
crossing beautiful Strath 
cons Provincial Park with 
its numerous clear lakes. 
A cruise ship' takes 
passmgers from Gold River 
to the historic Indian village 
of Friendly Cove, named by 
Captain Cook 200 years ago. 
This year British Columbia 
is going all out to celebrate 
Captain Cook's landing in 
1778. Wherever you go 
daring your vacation in B.C., 
you' can expect to find 
bicentennial celebrations. 
Travelling farther north~ 
on the fifth day, the bus/goes 
through lush forests before 
an overnight stop at Port 
Hardy,, gateway to Cape 
Scott Provincial Park, at the 
northern tip Of the island. On 
the way you will tour the old 
,whaling station st Coal 
Harbour; and the fishing 
village, Port Alice.. 
From Port MeNelll, you 
travel by ferw to the villages 
of Sointula and Alert Bay, 
where you can sea au Indian 
longhouse and the world's 
tallest ~ totem pole, Sointula 
was first settled in 1910 by 
dreaming of utopia. 
While they did not attain 
their goal, the community 
tifat remains "is very in. 
referring. The eighth day 
you continue to Beaver Cove 
where you board the ferry to 
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V 11_OW n si3v.oopw mort. n Sin.Doper month I SUe.00 pot mort, | 
I ~se and price i lense end price I lease end Price| 
~'s weal east is a l S K e l s e y  Bay, then travel y authentic Gitknan Indian Banff National P i $2,025.00 i She2S.00 I she78.00 i 
~, drem and; this motorcoanh south to Camp- village. . famous for its hot mineral i or simply returnl or simply return I or simply return l
  ne  it  bell River. . After" overnight stops at springs, beantlfa~ ery  17' Fimta ~ dr. 170 FlS0 4 X 4 i ;i am ~ss  I 
;as t 1 a se•tic, Just north of Campbell SmithersandPrince G orge, and-excellent r~,.roatianal m sw.oo per mabel S125.00per month I Sl3~.O0por month i 
poles, towering River, the Seymour Narrows the tour follows one of ~he facilities. I I Iou~ end Pricellense end price i lense end price| 
Lockout offers a view of the mnst beautiful drives in Ihe Aflzr two nighto at the - ~400.00 ' I s~ms.0o i s~,m.0o - 
spot where Ripple Rock, world, along the "Fra~er town c~ Banff, the bus heads or simply relurn[ ~r simply re4orn'[ or simply return. 
I west 4hrm~h Lake l~ui~, 
Kicking Horse Pass, Roger' 
Pass, Revelstnke and 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Vernon before stopping 
overnight.at the "Jewd d 
the" Okanngan";": Kelowne, 
BHtl~dl Coinmbin." ' . . . .  . 
Then on to Merritt, site 
someof the world's largest 
cattle spreads. 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHAR,DS 
• L ,  .COL I~F .CT~87-~l ! !~" , .  
. . . . .  .,0 RiNE DRIVE 
.ORT. VA,COUVER, 
once a .terrible hazard to River •Valley, past the 
navigations, was blown up in highest peak in the Canadian 
19S8 by the largest non- Rnckins, Mount Robson, and 
nuclear, man-made ex- .on to Jasper National Park 
plesion ever known."':"' ', for two nights . . . . .  ~ . '"' 
"Yhebus returnk to Victoria "'EnjoyS. ~e 'on  beautiful 
for another night at the JM~deIAl{@'a~da'cha~ee 
Empress, followed by a ferry to ~ explore • the Columbia 
crossing to Vancouver and Icefield before going on th 
the last night of the trip at Banff. 
the Sheraton.Landmark otel. 




a tour of the vast Alcan • ' • 
_" , "and  much ',ch " Alum~um smelter~ ., On',the fifth day, you'll m_ have he oppor ity to viow 9 m/ l  ]T tore . . . ,  . .  
the largest collection o f  []. ' am 
originalstanding totem l)~les ' • ' • • . . , . . . • in the world at Kitwanga • 4604 Lazelle Tues. Sat. 9 6~0 Fri. II 60LOSEO MONDAY 636 6376 . 
• and, at nearby Kesn, an .lll•n•l••••lg•Inl••ll•l••n••••n••g••u•n••l••l•••lll•••ll•••Bm 
: 
Looa[L0lUbs or Organizations or **  
~ ,' ~pv~ 
d 
: GORDON ANDERSON ,m *,om & LTD, Toronto (double shying)" : r 
for instusce, you can't do m 
bettor on your own. The cost i 
includes return air tran- m 
sportation to Victcriq,'13 • 
nights accommodation, : 
escorted motorcoach travel, m 
an ocean cruise, several 
meals an~d sightseeing. 
This tour, like the Nor- • 
' th~n VanCouver Island tour, 
goes to Victoria for two 
and then through M nights 
Duncan, 'Nanaimo and m 
• Campbell River to Keisey i 
Ba~ere, tour me•hers board : : 
the 430-passenger Queen of M 
Prince Rupert for the 530 km [] 
(330 miles) overnight cruise [] 
tO Prince Rupert, the halibut [ ]  
capital of the world. From • 71~'~l  S A W  $49, 0 there you travel.by motor- • 
coach along the Skeena • 
River to Terrace. - '  [] 
In the afternoon, a side trip [] 
toKitimattakes the group on [] , . -. 
simply idea l  News 






• NAME OF  FUNCTION : vmm" . i! n,n cm pontus oF um=nmst L 
or Call us we will be happy to print your story. 
DATE 
peRu|ms WiLL nm SUnMimu Y .D 
"~ Terraoe/Kitimat Daily Herald Terraoe 636-636"/or "~ 
,! 
. /  
i " 
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- l i t  . . . . . . . . . .  " - - _ ' _ -_ '2" ' - - - ' I  
l ANNOUNONNNNT, l 
I ~ " ' I ! • u 
m , -  ~ I 
rend m coL - - -  h memakng " : " , ' " ' " " " ' " ' :  T 
~ ' ~ .  ~O ~ yEA. -L - . :ES .T~TE. . :~ERV~IEE .S_  .Modu lar  Furn i tu re  Grows In Po, pu la r i ty  ' ~ ~ /  ~:" :  I 
U:NA ~ 0 / : _ " ~  /~- J .  iV,  C t~ULL  , "o 'a_ ry  r'. uDmuc)  I " " i :~]' * '~ ~'" :; I 
O~J l l lm~ • u ~,: ~ n 
| 6324721 !l , ; BOB RIFMEESTER u 
I I 
I please to welcome Bob Ripmsexter to.its Ream Estate i 
" °==' : ,IGHTMAN&SMITHREALTYLTDIs I 
I sales staff. • I 
• " O ~ : G ~ N :  IAL " O , .  = Mr. Ripmees|erhasaverledbickgreundofselesaml = i i' admlnlllratlveexperienc°andlsfollYqualifi°dto " ~ - - i c e  your real estate , iremont,. , 
V:;a~t, '~limb°du:ara~, gm°o°d/* C~pofmlankoambed;)f~aomoem~ ! Mr. R lpm,er  may be contacted at our offices I 
. w ~ y  ga dr en area, small hull, Versatile, stsekable wall combination--to he dining ; IorJtnd el 4611 Lakeise Avenue in Terrace. i 
HOMES FOR SALE ~ ~ r i c e e : ~ O c U ~ p  'unite called modh l .  ~e area O~ your first home. 0/~ ! ,  Wight=an & Smith Really Ltd. l i e  foil service Real ! 
" J-~l - D0ublHide .0bib Home , ,  i bendbr::em~n~! ~. ~gg ~i  m wL~lt~g~o~nC~s~c~di~tc~aP r ::.~Yer~ev~hnog:~:l/Titeh t Yq~i~a~h!~mon~m~e:h:endrW~rn I Edateand Insurance Agencyoa member of LePegse _" 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~ r S ~  eluded at~ee~r; the most out f ther rug o y ., | ~d  tO COast Real Estate Service. . I 
• a rotrol - :51111110 ram. /w/ |a lomlml  • c ~ n  nc lng .C  M H C financing I reasonablereasonable at t $38,s00.$38,s00 .. qu.a:ters..A n wly popular" concept" I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ _ - J  
8 " : .............. ' 21 Finch - 1% Store evonuo RESIDENTIAL ACREAGE: in home furnishings, rood- .`z.z~:~:.z.::~:~!:~:~:::f:.:.~f~:..~.~.::~:`~:.:`.:`..!.:.`...(.:~i.i~..)`~!~:~...~.i!~ii.::`~::~:~::::~::::~::~ .:~:~:~;:.:.:.:.:;:;:.:..%%-; ..-...%...;.;.....;...v.:::.'.:~:~';~:.:;.....%%...%.....;5.. .....~;%'.:.:.: :.:..%.:.:.:......v. ; . . . ; ..;..'.'.'~.'.'.'.'.'.'. .... J-20 - 2 Bedroom Mob Io Home we have listed a 13 acre parcel on south side of ular systems are desianed ' . ' . ' - '~ :  . . . . . .  ~0" - ,~"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ' : ' - - ' ; ' ~ ~  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: l, : Graham Int~eartof Terrace's farming belt. Parcel has ~°r any r°°m in y°nr home 
76 Oaflson - large famll! homo wHh older 3 bedroom home in state of disrepair, sewer and where space is at a premium 
• waterenproporty. Identformarketgardenlng-horses and where you need to ~ .... //~/ : :~  
oradl~ize in erder to aeeom- 
: rovol lgo I " " ~ , c ' t l e  etc. Listed "n $ 5 0 ' 0 0 0 ~ ~ .  ' xlnodate the many essentials 
: • j j , j t  . =. : . ,~,~,. . Basic units ef modular 
~ "~ . " syatems, called case pieces. 
20 Fnneh Street -Sq io  Unit ' " -  ~ inches deep and 2'7 inches 
: : RURAL, R E S i D E N T i A L I ~  high. Tbey ean be combined 
Skyliner. Tremendous polential T,~s 3 bedroom home Is I ~ , ~ ~  in any number Of ways. ,lust 
m decide how hiah or  wide 
sltuatedon good sized rural C-E~iTRALLY LOCATED you want a grouping to be, 
• 27 Morgan - mmmaoulato homo, • let on dead end street. Lots of room for a large then you'll be able to deter- 
House is on concrete; family In this older mine just how many pieces I .ice logs!ion : foundatlonandlsservlced remodeled home. Ideally youqlneed.,  "
23 Heron Street - Registered Duplex by private water system, located. Close to town and '1%jpieal aystems are de- 
• • sepflctanklsnew. House eilrecreationaltec, ltles, signed u ente~nmeut Hereitis. The house for you. Not iust a place to live but also the fa..tastio valu. • is !n fairly good condltlen Full basement and upper centers and bedroom cam- potential for further development if you so desire. Examine these 
Apartment for rent with option to and is selling for the low floor. Front Is landscaped, binations. Pieces can else be 
low price of $25,000. An Yard is fenced. Owner used to frame a sofa on features. A large moderrl home (2300 Sq. Ft.) located in Thornhill on 
urohase, excellent starter, for the anxious for offer. LIsteda three sides, define an large one-third acre fenced lot close to schools & town. There Is also 
PDOUGLA$CHANNEL"PERFORMS" econemlcally minded. $37,000. • activity area within a ~oom an adjacent 75'x200' fenced lot available with the sale. House has  
• . . . . .  or create a fnn0tional Wall , l a rge  entrance area, very large family room & dining room with 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN • REVENUE PROPERTY:.. grouping. They also can go 
1 2- 1 bedroom side-by-side duplex u'nit on Grelg Ave'. under., windowa and around :fireplace, very large master .b~.F,.oom,with.,ensulte. bathropm whi.ch 
• APPRAISALS~PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 9), Fridgeand stove on beth:sides, Rental 2xSl25:/~sking:' doors to ere ate ~Ft.rp,.st~.rage iincludessunken fll,ed Roman balh.':.All this& asking only $58,00G,for, 
LOT~LES- :  D '~VELOPMENT $22,000.- Make an offer. . • .... .:~::,. : .~ ..... space._.. , the  package. ,  AreaT ' fu r fher  deveiof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - ...... iermitS )mentTOP~OMrffet~8[r~ 
; i For example, you" r~n be- on the surplusland area or may be bought without he extra lot for a 
CANADAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE - -  gin with a grouping of  lower price. Why not fone Kelly now & ask to view this very special lustrous "Geometriks" units 
MORTGAGE ADVICE (shown above) Jn polished house that has so much to offer but yet is exceptionally reasonable in 
• • woods from Lea Industries-- 'I price. , 
: , ASSlaSI.~NCE ' : a ieeding maker of mad•lore. * " 
They can be 'used in the ::Come and see us at Park Avenue Realty. 
iiving room of your"first ............ .......-................ ........................................... 
~ ~  " :.:,:.:.:~:~:~:.:~:~:.:.:::~:.:,:.:.:~:~:.:..:~:~"~.'.,,.....:..v. :~::~:~ ~.-..,:,: :~: ~. ~:~:.:::;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.Z.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:..'.>:.:.:.: :.:.:,: :::: ::. • Don t Fool Around With Helf A Service • weather as the energy c-~sls apartment and thentmnsfer - ~ .~ "'~ -"  ""~ " ,  ~ 
Talk To A Full Service Real E~tate Office 4k continues, installing the right " the pieces--in a 'different .:;:::.:.:.:.:~:;:;:.:;:;:;:;:~:.:.:.:.:..~-:~::.~J:~.::i:::::::::~:::::~::::~::::::~.%-:~:.;~;`:.;:i:::%.:.:.:.:~:.~:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:..~:~i~i ';:: :::  
; We Are Here To Help You . Professionally ; kind of outside wall insula- 
~ ~  tion Can result in dramatie 
• CAH WE SELL YOURS?-- JUSTTRYUS • e: ; :m=_~l~ year-round energy savings and 
h O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O  Foam insu la t ion ._  ~paYf°ritselfwithinareas°n" 
What You Should Know m ~ l ~ ~ - - - J  
"The silent man is the best to listen to." Japanese proverb During both warm and cold 
Mm[]mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm[]mmmmmilmllmlmmmm•mmml 




• Over looking hlgbwey 25." 
• Country residence on hall 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : • A place for every member extra large living room, acre lot;'..' .Has thre~ 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, finlsbedbasememt. For an about 3 bedroom 12'x60" bedrooms,, fireplace, 
mobile home with 40' ad- ntrcondltiooing~ carport, 
able period. It will aloe make ~'~ ! ~ ~j-~" H ~m ~ 
your home a moeh more 
comfortable place to be L ~ ' ~  
whether in summer or winter. Family home close to 
But to save money on air- schools with 3 bedrooms, 
conditioning and fuel bills, 
them are some key thin@ you of your family. 3 fireplace; !150 sq. ft. plus 
should know: 
1. Compare the "R" Value family room, 2 dining appointment o view this 
of all types of insulation 
before you buy. "R" value-- 
not the thickne.--is the in- 
rooms, games room, patio, 
sun deck, carport. All 
testefully decorated and 
.modern, 2 year old house, 
call Horst or Chridel. 
ditlon on large fenced and 
serviced lot priced In the 
low twenties. Located In 
par t ia l l y  flnlshe(~ 
basement. Call F. Skid. 
more for viewing. 
dustry meemure of a material'e landscaped. A good buy at ~ .  Copperslde area. Includes 
abi l i ty to resist heat/cold 1165,000. Call Frank for appliances. Call Frank. ' " 
large 3 bedroom on main "'~.'.--'~7"-'---~--~ ~.k; :, . 
i uuuu VALU,-, ,tyz,i floor residence with.one ACREAGE ON THOR-: fiow. Urea-basedfoam, nowin more lnformntlon. ~ ~ '~ p,.,f~, . 
• Mountain View Bird, a down. Twoflreplaces, and ' NHILL close in on two•]] lishod "R"  value Of 4.3 per l _ 
• ]quiet dead end street on bathrooms,  In rge acres wlth barn ond corral, i square inch at 75 degrees P. ~ ~ ~ : ~ . ~  L .~ ~ ~ i  
[]]which thls three bedroom recreatlonalareawlthbullt Thr .  bedrooms maln This b higher than reek wool, ....... . ' " :'~ ~) )~, '  ,qk~ ; ) 
home Is situated on land- In lounge type series in red floor, spacious Ilvlngroom fiber glass, and cellulose, the , : - ' ' 
soaped 75x200 lot. Half upholstery. Redecorated and dining area both: three other major insulating ~ :~:~ *~i A very s~'ci;J dlalettype - ::': I 
basement, rec room and recently in and' out and carpeted, two stone•]] materials on the market. -~: ,  _ ,  resldencewlthover2000sq. • . ::~ i Ideal residence for buyer 
' ft. living area. Impressive yff~want/tb-~aT~b--~ desiring low down paymentl []attached carport. Listed structurally superior to fireplaces, two bathrooms,•]] 2. Make sure the cow " ' living room with flreplaca 
• M.L.S. Asking $29,000. most homes. This home rec room in basement wi th:  tra~ter who i.insulates youL" Executive house in and open beam ceilings, gardlm yen should view home. Has 2 bedrooms and i 
• may be purchased on 87 extra 4th bedroom. : home is rep~ble and reIF Thornhlllarea. Sltuated en Beautiful pine and cedar premiseson Firecreek Rd. basement plus small ~1 ' 
foot frontage lot for $57,000. Situated •at 3137 Ketoed able. " .... ./ large 65x425' lot, fully panelling. Situated on • 5 Only $27,900. Three bedroom cabin. Fu 
or If you wish an adjoining Drive. Black asphalt roof,[] 3. Choose an insulating ma- bedroom home with half asking price only $29,500. 
lot can be obtained for a whltetrlmandgreystucco.• terial that is properly flame landscaped. ' Features acre parcel close totown. - ' 
total Package price of $46,500. Excellent value. [] tasistant. Urea-based foam beautiful natural rock  Asking price 548,000. To acre,,~ / y a r d "  Phone Frank. call Horsier Chdtdel. , i 
$64,500. Listed exclusive. Exclusive listing 663. • has excellent flame resktant veneer on front entrance, 2 view call Herd or Chrlstel. 
[] eharacterkties and, as a re- flre'lflaces, 3bedrooms and • ~ . . . . . . .  . ~ ~ _ . _  ~ 
• e.|t, has been awarded a Class completely finslhod in-law !~)~ * :, : 'i 
REVENUE ACREAGE: 1 rating by the anthodtstive suite. Call 'Harst or ~ i i  
Underwrite. Laboratories. Chrlstel for viewing. ~,~,~:,,*:,~7~ , . ;~  REVENUE PROPERTY Paqueflenear Clarke, over•] . . . .  L d " * . . . .  
iUpper and Lower Duplex one acre with four rented•] 
• s01uated at 3871 Pine Street, units In two duplex• 
• ]each unit with two HIGHRATIOFINAM(;ING 'buildings, three and two• . . .. ':=/ ~.._ Just darting out? 
Largelotwlthprdenar~e, look at this fu ibedrooms,  separate 4641 Goulet, three bedroom units, over 3800: MAKE A COOKIE JAR Spacious family ~ fruittrees andlandscaping decorated 3 b 
iilaundry, largellvlngrooms bedroom, Insulated for sq. H: In total with ex. m Make a large and inex- Three bedrooms upstairs help to highlight this 2000 house. Features 
• --and kitchens. Central to electric heat, nice cellent Occupancy history, i pexmive COOkie Jar, byglulng end two downstairs, sq. ft. home. Located cony. kitchen and i firm 
• schools, hlghwayandstore. Ilvlngroom and kitchen. Owners have=eyed and•] colotfu'J wool around an m 
" 635 "6361 - Stan Pa rke'r.' 635 ,i03l 
: 4611 LJU(EISE AVE, ~ Hoa~G,•beri•~on- ' •~3s.•36o9 
J . " ) m : ~ : J o h n  W a l b e r g  




Large patio, double car. Approx 1,000sq. ft. Crawl 
port. Frldges & ranges space for storage, land- 
Included. Asking $31,500. scaped grounds. All for 
Exclusive listing 862. $26,500. 
A.E. Le Page Limited Coast a~ Coast 
|immmm[]mmmmmmm[]mmmmmmmimmi[]m[]mm 
are willing to consider all • scone=-, aizc e l " '  "--nut [] 3- , v., 
proposals or trades for.. 10utterJar,.~ 
vacant land. ,Askingm ~ - ~" 
$68,000 only. MLS 2901. • 8TRAIQ'IN'i~N FLOWER8 
Real Estzte Service : . If cu t  flowers droop, 
[] , .~ten  t~m by putting a
• lime starch into thdr water. 
| 
• UALLERY GET8 
• POGTRAIT 
The National Portrait 
Gallery in WaahinJton has• 
acquired a ,self.portrait 
painted in the 1780a by John 
Six,lutes Copley. 
Central location, double 
attached garage and three 
bedrooms. Landscaped lot 
on pavement asking 
556..000. Call Kelly' and 
arrange a viewing today. 
Modern kitchen with built.in 
food centre, 21/2 bath, good 
location, close to School 
and shopping. Asking 
S58,000. Call Horst or 
Christel. 
nlentlyto school and dawn 
town, .you !must view this 
property to appreciate its 
many assets. Call Kelly 
today and m It on "Re 
als{opM'l Ask!ng Sd.3,S.O0. 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI  . 635-5397 
*FRANK SKIDMORE . 635-5691 
Nicely landscap, 
fruit trees and 
shurbs, located q 
schools and centre, 
All this only $29,q 
Christel Godlinski 
KELLY  SQUIRES . 63~ 
CHRIsTEL  GODLIN£KI  . ~.xJ 
1 
V 
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right to classify ads under 
qsFroprlate headlngs and to. 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to rovlss, edit, desslfy 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not plcked up 
~vlthin 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructloos are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must  be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ed. 
vertiser roquesting space 
. that the llablllty of the 
Herald in the event of fetiuro 
to pubilsh an advertlsemont 
or in the event of an error 
appeerlng in the ad. 
vertisemerd as published 
.cheli be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
verflssr for only one in- 
co,act Insertion for the 
portion of tho advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
mrract or omitted Item relY, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
• such advertising. 
"Adver t i sements  must 
comply with tho British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
~ ' The Terrace Dog Club will 
. hold its monthly, meeting, 
" Wednesday, June 14th 8:30 
LOCAL ONLY: p.m. at the Thornhlll 
Community Hall. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. N_.~vember 18th 
1978. ~ren~'Banqug. t Room 
20 words or less 92.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 oi' more ~:onsacutlve In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
r 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or net. 
Absolutoly no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance. can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 m~lled. 
CLASSIFIED DISRLAY:I 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POL.ITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column lilch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On e 4 month basis only. 
. I )EADL INE 
DISPLA'~,: , 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 




Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Cit izens of" the 
Terrece and Thornhlll area 
th# following services. 
- Activl|y centre for J~an. 
dlcrafts 
. Day Care for werklng 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, • . 
Moncl~ thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeanavlew Lodge 
638-2265 -
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Worksh0F 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood produd$ we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us et ~.2238 between 
8a.m. and3 p.m., we will trY 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
RAPE RELIEF 





- -~ PARENTS IN (~RlSlS ~ 
Are you making your own 
l i fe  and your~ chlldron's 
mlsorablo? DO you  con.  
stonily yell et your (~lldren, 
or hit them,or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal in to help you 
years, unlessthe condition Is TIONS: become the loving con. 
lustlfled by a bona fide No charge provided news strucflve parent you really 
requlforh~t ~'fOP ~ the '~ W~k'~"submiffed~wlthlh One month. :want to be. 
. O d~OO,u"~ ' . " .... ~.O0'~p~:lOcfll~ ta"i"gk';f~ "" It '~' 'inquires absol0toly 
~lorllng I~UDIIsoOrS L10. - pictures. News of weddlnglr, Phone/vlary or John 635.4419' 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon.-Fri. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Den C . ro i i l ack  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1,. 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ier  ruth 3.00 
By Carr ier  year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 mtb 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States.of America 1 
year 51.00. 
BOx399, Terrace, B.C. "" 




Terrace & District 
Tllornhlll & District 





The Terrace Dance 
Association w i l l .  be 
Rresentlng a Dance Seminar- 
.Workshop on June 24th and 
25th to be ,held at Clarence 
'Michlel Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
Isopen toa!l ind!vlduals over 
age, 6.  
*Miss Shells Marshall a 
member of the Royal 
• Academy of Dancing trained 
ate: the Roe Burns Dance 
School; the Wynne Shaw 
Sch0ol of CDance and Three 
Summer Sessions at the 
'Banff School o f  Fine Arts. 
There will be four 
(write.upe) received •am 
month or more after event 
$1o.0o charge, with or 
Without picture. Sublect to 






Car~ of Thanks 5.50 
Memorla! Notices '" 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Terrace Family Violence 
Commiflee in conjunction 
with the United Way in 
Vancouver Is holding a 
conference on Family 
Violence at Caledonia 
Lecture Theatreon June 15th 
'at 8 p.m. Resource peep|e 
will be Jade MacLeren and 
Avr l l  Hare from D.H.R. 
Child Abuse team and 
Donnle Patterson will 
discuss Wife Battorlng. Tim 
evening will consist of a film 
as well as a panel dlscqsslon 
obout the above toplus. Add 
mission Is free and everyone 
whois Interested !s ur~edlo 
attend. For further In. 
formation call LII Ferk .  
vam 655.7433 
Is your son •interested I~ 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs; Wardrop 
at  635.3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In- 
terested in helping with 
Scouts please call . 
INCHESAWAYCLUB , 
Meet every Tuesday night eli 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 




Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their" 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phono 
635-5320 or 6~5-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on_ Lazelle A.venue on 
Saturdays between !1:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Welgld Watchers meatln~ 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hell, 4907 Laealle Avanua: 
A Heather.Tortan Society is 
being formed with the In. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
'cultural Interest and even)s. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halloy at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
~keena Distrlct-G/ri "Guides" 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Comp.my in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In, 
terosted please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Mil ls /~emorlal Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stoqk of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:38 p.m. 
The family of the late, 
Washa Sutherland would l ike 
to thank all the friends and 
relatives, Dr. Ran Brbeke, 
and the R.C.MP. " 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Naden 
and:family (pl-9) ~, , , : :  
• • ~,. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. ' ; THE HOBBY HUT 
635.6307 Ceramic supplies & 
Theto,owing are a few of Gr~oenware, air  brushing. 
the services offered locally available • custom flrlilg. : " 
by your Health Unit staff: 3936McNeil St. 
CHI LD HEALTH CON. 6.15-9393 
FERENCES. 
- Held week!y at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:33-3:50p.m. Pleaso phoM, 
for an" appointment, 
. Held a t  Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Please phone for an. ap. Electrical and Refrigeration 
RUPERT STEEL  & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass' all 
metals and botterles. 
L0catlGn '. Seal Cove_ 





• DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queenswey Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the Jobless. 





Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anytime 
(A J12) 
Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with ~Nhlte spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635.2148 or 638.1064. (elf) 
A white long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes. 
'She's two years old. Missing 
from the lower Albatross 
a~ea of Kltlmat. Any In- 
f();'matlon would be' ap .  
preclatod. Contact 69 Brant 
or cell 632.2924. (aft) 
Lost hunting knife B.C. 
Phillips. Reward Call 635. 
6836 (p3-11) 
eafagarles available Ballet, 
Tap, Modern.Jazz and 
Acroixdtc.Gymnastic ' 
D~ln¢lng. Fee of $20.00 will 
.cover any or. all sections 
taken over the two days. 
Re61stratlon forms may be 
obtained at Terrace Sight 
and Sound or Tbrrece Public 
Library. Please pro register 
b/June 16, 1978 to P.O. Box 
~56,. Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A9 
• ~, . :  :, 
palntment. 
. Babyslflers who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for' im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesdey, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m; by ap. 
pelntm(mt only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Pl~one 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME.NURSING CARE 
Nursing cal;e In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH "PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month, Developmental, 
vision, hearing screonln~/ 
done. Please "phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every ~hursdey at. 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC' 
Held every Monday ot 3:38 
The history department"at' or by "aripolntment. 
. Northwest Community SANITATION 
College will be o rga~ a The public health Inspectors 
series of o~en diS~Ll~10n are now situated In Eby 
meetings on ' ,  "Why Street. The y'wlll be pleased 
Revolutions? " , "Why to assist with any sanitation 
Wan?", a closer look at the problems. * , 
Interre lat ion ;between AUDIOLOGY CLINIC . 
political, social and Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
economic factors in Hsarlng estswlll be done by 
domestJc and internatinnal doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
FeinUons in the 2Oth century. 638.1155. 
Anyone interested is LONG TERMcARE 
we]come to attend (he first Office at No.20S.4721 Lazelle 
meeting on Thursday, May- Ave . Tel 635-9196. 
18, from,/.10 p.m. b~ room 206 Assessment and planning for 
on the colle~ ~ampus to those eligible for Long Term 
watch aztd  discuss 90 Care. 
minutosofan in lated~on AID TO HANDICAPPED 
'"File History Book" which Office at NO.. 205.472! 
• foemen en the time pe~0d Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
from the 1800's to today. 
This is n free eommmdbJ 
service which will cmt~um =m p, 
Lost hand.made leather bill 
fold type Wallet. Contains 
Important papers and I.D. 
Reward offered. Please 
_phone 635.9635 (C4.12) 
A~sessment and guidance ........ , 
for vocotlonar and social Live.In manager for apart. 
rehabll ltetlon done by men1 building. 638.1032 (p3. 
consultant. ... - 9) 
Full or part.time. I~lere is at, 4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
opl~rtur!" % • .Pn~xtra • ~ "~s, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
mone~; ,~,, ~ , ~,'..~our. 509, (ctf) 
Training Is available.~ For 
interviews Call Marate ~.  Cabin tank for pickup truck. 
9721 anytime (Fuller BrUs, k 16.6 gallons, 8-track player 
(cff) with quick release bracket. 
Phone 635-6516 (c5-9) 
I 
We require n person wit 
Beceral bcokeeplng and~r 
mcretarlal skills. Please ,. 
apply in writing to: 
Mr. C.R. Shepherd, C.A. Office Space for Rent: 2700 
Carlyle Shepherd & • sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
Associates Ltd. Reasonable rent. Lease 




Experienced tyPist required 
by local Chartered Ac. 
countants firm. Duties will 
Include typing financial 
statements, correspondence 
and some filing. Salary 
negotiable depending .on  
experlonce. 
Submit resume to: 
Porter, Gleselmen, Grelg, 
Wilklnson & Co. 
302.4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VaG IV4  
(C5-11) Property Wanted: 1 to 5 
acres, Terrace area. Un- 
HELPWANTED developed or with small 
Activity Worker I house or trailer 635-5405 (cl- 
Auxiliary (on call) position 
for vacation relief. Musthave 
secondary school graduation 
or equivalent. Duties may 
Inc!udo providing Instructlon For Sale: 16' canoe Phone 
In arts, crafts; directing an 635.2667 (p3-1'1) 
indcor~utdoor recreation or 
social program, etc. :Shifl;i 
work Involved 
;~pply to: Lorna Romllly' 
"Osborne Guest Home For' Sale: 1965 Massey 
2012 Hall Street Ferguson. Loader. Backhoe. 
Terrace, B.C. Power train. Completely 
Phone 63S-2171 rebuilt. Call 635.7889 after 6 
(ca 11) 
, 43. ROOMS SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 
(Terrace) " FOR RENT 
Applications are invited for n..~¢nnn,ihl~ n=r~nn I= 
";  . . . .  ~"--  ^f h=l f ' l - -e  " ' - "  . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  l .~  ~VOI I IV l l  U U l I l l  • -n,, ~.~,,,,,, ,;=:voF ,=,'~'~",~"" .;. required to live in at Osborne 
~-'--~,,'~,:" :;.~%'~. :'%'~'" .. . . . . . .  G~eSt"*Hbme/~'''Pfesehce: 
Marence Mlcnlel =leBen . . . .  -;: - -  . . . . . . .  - - . . . . . . . .  required Tram i1 :;.tu p.m. TO I 
tory ~cnoOl in lerrace, u ~, • " a.m. In exchance for room 
Please forward applications, and beard. Contact L0rna 
complete with supporting Romilly at 635-2171 for more 
• Information (c5-12) 
documents, to arrive by Jurte 
19th. Address to: : Far,Rent: 2~slngle rooms. 
Mr. M. Borgsma Furnished or unfurnished. 
Director of. Instruction For ladles. Kitchen facilfles. 
school District 88 '(T(~rra¢e) " Livlngroom and T.V. or 
BOX 460 couplewlthchlld~ Phene635. 
Terrace, B.C. 3368 after 3"or mornings 8.12 
VaG 4B5 635-2338 (p3-11) 
Accounting Technician 
Local firm of Chartered 
Accountants has .an opening 
for an accounting technician. 
Duties will Include writing 
up books Of account, payrolls 
and  some Iunlor audit 
procedures. Salary is 
negotiable depending on 
ability" and experience. 
• References required. Send 
complete resume end 
references to: 
Porter, Gleselman, Grelg, 
Wilkinson & Co. ' 
302.4S~ Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
(AS.12) 
3 bedroom suite for rent. 3 bedroom family home on 
Available July 1st. Good Skoglund Street. 1V= baths, 
location. Phone635.2618 (c2-" semi-finished downstairs, 
9,11) large garden area, enclosed 
garage. 635.9277 (p5.13) 
For Rent: In Thornhill. 1 
bedroom furnished apart- 
ment. Singles only Phone 
635-2065 (p3.11) 
3 bedrooms In town. 
Pheasant St. 6 .year old 
house. Asking $52,500. 635- 
7796 (pS-10) 
Cottage for sale, west side 
Lakelsa Lake. Reasonable. 
....... Owner will carry agreement 
Reg is tered  Go lden  ef sale to right party. Phone 
Retreiver. 6 weeks old $185 564.2994 (c6.11) 
Phone 846-5455 Smlthers. i i J 
For Sale: 3 bedroom spll 4 
ilevel - bench area: 4 yeer~ 
Jleft at IOV4 percen1~ 
. . . . .  ~ssumable mortgage. More~ 
Wanted to Buy: Hardtop |information 635.3320 after 
tent trailer, to sleep 4 632. Jp.m. (p10-10) / 
7855 (pl-8) / / 
2 bedroom house, In Ther- 
nhill -stove & fridge in- 
cluded. Working 
couple• Nochlldren~ No pets. 
635.4041 (p3-9) 
For Rent:' 2 bedroom 
duplex. Intown. Fridgeand 
stove. 635.5464 (p3-11) 
Furnished two bedroom unit, 
carpeted,  f i rep lace ,  
everything supplied in- 
cluding dishes, linen vacuum 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  etc. Suitable ,two working 
1975 Yamaha YZa0 good adults. No pets. 635.6757 (pS. 
condition.' Phone 635.4049 13) 
after 6:30 p.m. (5.11) 
• 1978 Honda CB 400 Hawk. 
Phone 635-7091 (p5-11) 
• For LSste: Husky 10 speed 
bike. 6 months old. Offers. 
Phone 635.7053 (c3-10) 
House for Sale: 3 bedr;oem 
JC Fourplex on Mallard. 
Ideal startee home. 
Reasonably priced. Interior 
recently renovated. In- 
dudes range, frldge and 
dishwasher• For more In- 






Registered Nurse moving to 
Terrace In July requires 3 or 
4 bedroom house or suite to 
rent. Contact Grant lapps 
638.1856 or 638-8131 (p3-10) 
Wanted to rent: 3 bedroom 
house, preferrably close to 
schools. Wanted to rent 
Immediately. 635-9151 Room, 
"373 after 4:30 p.m. or 638. 
8101, local 45. (p5-13) 
Wanted to Renh In Terrace 
area - a two or three 
bedroom house or mobile 
home, preferrably rent with 
option to buy. Phone 635.5905 
(IO3-11) 
For Sale: • 10 acres in Old 
Remo• Barn,•wlth livestock, 
greenhouse In V4 acre of 
garden. Small cabin. Good 
well with gas pump. Price 
S16,000 Contact T. Stevens, 
Box ~,  Terrace, B.C. (p20. 
4) 
Forty original watercolour, 
olh & acrylic paintings for 
sale from private collection: 
Artists' work represented: 
A.M. Nehrlng, W. Hum. 
phrey, J. Hugo, Irene 
Horner, S. Sands, Julseth, 
etc. 
complete beds, 38"x60" 
Bathroom*sink minus taps 
1 pr. boys ~ hockey~skates, 
size 3, (new) 
Old bottles. Pre.ddted 1905 
Corner Lamp Table.' 
Paintings on vlew evenings 
at 5036 McDoek, TeN[ace, or 
phone 635-6843 (IO5-12) 
Esso Ultimatlc Oil Fired 
Warm Air Furnece, 110, 000 
BTU In excellent condition. 
Phon.e 635.5257 weekdays 
635.6609 eves. (p5.13) 
For Sale: Super Pang 
Game. Used6 times• New 
cost $130; now costS30. 632. 
7973 (c5.13) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
 i211hi;ets 
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terraoe 
I I I 
# 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE• 
If you are In or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C; or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(ctt.T) 
Complete Seleotion of 
1978 MAZDA Now In Stook 
1974 
DATSUN PU 







, top canopy 
$1,100 I $2,41)0 I =2,600 I '2,s,qs 
1974 DODGE DART 
'UU* 
1eTa DODGE | 1976 MAZDA 1 1966 OLDS'S 
MONAGO i , ,  808 I 4 Door 
4 Dr. H.T. 2 Do0r Coupe 
,2 N sUN S200 
1970-~'V i 1974 1,71 FORD DATSU. i10 
FI00 PICKUP 4)~ ~,, npeea =Dr. H.T. 
'1,260 '2,600 'N6 
m m i l m l l m l m l  ~ 
1962 WILLYS 197o MAZDA 
, JEEr STATION WAGON STA'rlON 




All Radial Tires 
1972 DATSUN 
3 dr. Auto 
$1,200 J glZ SUD 
197i FORC I VALLI~i, NT 
O.",,XI I 4 Dr. Scamp 
1972 INTERNATIONAL 
TI~ ~-'"l~A LL 
Sgl". sr, s 
'1 00 
i 
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18 acres for sale: 2V~ North 
of Terrace. Phone 635.7893 
after 6 p.m. (p5-12) 
For Sale: 12x68 Glendale 
Vista Villa, three bedroom 
with utility shad included. 
Will sell partially furnished 
or unfurnished. For an 
appointment to view call 63.5. 
9403 after 5:00 (p10-17) 
Build your home among 
beautiful large cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St, Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3.H . ~ :' .... 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. Viewt 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
waler system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2056 
(cfflu4) ,, 
3 and 5 acre parcels on'. 
Woodland Park Sulxllvislon 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One wlth creak. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N ,I[34 phone 
339.4736 (c50-iuly1) 
Acreage for sale: 138 acres 
on Hwy. 16, 14 miles east of 
New Hazelton (look for "For 
Sale Signs on Hwy.) 50 acres 
Hay and grain,' 60 acres 
pasture. Fenced and 
crosssfenced. Creek, good 
spring water, nearly finlshecl 
1750 sq; ft. log home. 30x48 
barn.. :Asking $79,000. 
Negotiable for quick sale. 
R.D. Castle, Box 204, .New 
Hazelton. (I)3-9,14,19) 
Successful store for sele.in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolersand freezers. 1 walk- 
In, 3 bedroom dwelling "at- 
tached. One rental house, 
occup!ed, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of lar#. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. •Assumable mortgage. 
Ca.il 635.5202 f0~; details. 
(I)20-17). 
For. sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
etc.•~. 4 ~ bedroom home, 
cor~pletely furnished, 1V~ 
bath;m'any extras, situated 
68 miles' north of Terrace. 
Apply. C. 'Rifler, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (elf) 
73 •Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (df) 
Salvage Bids to be taken on a 
1975 Volkswagon Beetle. On 
an as is, where is basis. For 
more information contact 
Brouwer & Co., 6.3238 Kalum 
St. or 6354173 (c9- 
7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25) 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Phone 638.8322 after 6 (cl0- 
For Sale: 1975 ~ Mustang 
Mach I. Excellent condition, 
2%000 .miles. Lots of ac- 
cessories. Must sell before 
July lsL Phone635.9750 (pS- 
For Sale: 1969 Ford oA ton, 
new paint and flat deck. 
Price $1700. 1974 Ford ~/~ ton 
Price $3600 beth trucks very 
clean, "good shape 
mechanical A1 635-3752 (p- 
11) 
1975 Dodge Coronet Sedan - 
Low mileage . VS, ps, pb, 
A.T., radio, rigged for trailer 
towing, two spare wheels, 
two near new studded winter 
lyres. Phone 635-.5339 (sff) 
For Sale:. 1978 Camaro Z28, 
V8, 4speed, Air, 8track, Best 




1975 Jimmy 4x4.  Fully 
equipped. Lots of extras. 
High Sierra package. 
Trailer towing suspension. 
Will consider trade 632-7973. 
(c10-18) 
For Sale: 1975 Volkswagen 
Rabbit with extra set of 
winter tires. Must. sell by 
Friday June 16th 635-6749 
eves. (p3-11) 
For Sale: 1967' Caprice. 4 
door H.T. Excellent con- 
dition. $700 or best offer. 
Ph~,ne 635-3298 (pi-9) 
58, MOBILE 
HOMES 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635 7697 
(ctflul0) 
1975 12x66 3 bedroom 
Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
2 lacy shacks, 1 fully in. 
sulated. Fireplace and 
covered perch. Set up and 
skirted at 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635.7645 after 5 
p.m. (pl0-15) 
I 
56' 5afeway doublewlde. 
Includes all maior ap. 
pllances, large garden she¢ 
end fencing. 3 bedrooms, 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-~191 
Queensw'ay Drive (TIm-I 
I~erlbnd Trailer Park '/ 
Phone 635-9429. (eft) 
Must SII • 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
1969 - 12x60 House trailer. 2 
bedroom and ioey shack and 
sundeck unfurnlshecl. Ex- 
cept for stove, washer and 
dryer. Phone 638.8297 after 
3:30 p.m. (c5-12) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635-9046 
even. (plO-Jul) 
23x56 Doublewide,- major 
appliance and garden shed - 
fenced. Situated on let fully 
skirted complete fenced; 
View at 31 Timberland 
Trailer Court, :4619 Queen- 
sway. (Ctf) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cablnet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
.We have a limited number of 




Purchase Includes delivery, 
set .up and furniture. (On 
approved credlt). 
If you quality we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurryl. These woh't lestl 
Call our credit manager 










To:Your L.ocetim . . . . . . . . .  
a~ now available'on o0r 
lovely 14 wide ane 
. doublewlde m'oblle homes. 
You choose your decor, 
and we custom build to 
suit. Government grant of 
$2500 applicable. Expense 
paid fare Vancouver 
Return. For free credi~ 
check and approval plea.s( 
)hone collect 




IFor Sale: "1974 Bendix ] 
|Leadertrailer. 2bedroom. | 
IReverse aisle. Front I 
IkitcIten, patio doors and I 
Isundeek. Phone -635440S]. 
[(¢ffiu14) I 
Offers will be received until 
June 6th, 1978 for sale of one 
(I) 1973 GMC school bus. 
This bus is in operation and 
may be seen at the mnin. 
tenance office between 8:30, 
9:30 a.m. or from 41o S p.m. 
dally." 
Xhe highest bid or any bid 
not necessarily accepted. 
(c3.10) 
Invitation toTender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Ministry of Highways Good 
Hope Lake . No. 1853T for 
Reroofing and flashing 
garage will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. local time the 6th 
day of July, 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor-' 
poratlen, ~827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1K7. 
Tehdering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 12fh day of June, 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any 'Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(C2.9) 
DURBAN (CP)  - -  South 
Africans visiting Canada 
now need visas, applied for 
in advance from the 
Canadian Embassy in the 
republic. Until ~recentiy, 
South Africans were gives 
visas when they arrived in 
Canada. 
@ 
Invlatlon to Tender 
Town of Smlthers, B.C. 
Sidewalks. 1978 
Tenders for .the supply of 
sidewalks will .be r~ecelved by 
the Town of Smithers up to 
3:00 p.m., local time, 
Wednesday, June 21st, 1978. 
All tenders must be sub- 
miffed te the Office of the 
Treasurer in a sealed en- 
velope, cle.~rly marked 
"T .  ENDER FOR 
SIDEWALKS - 1978". 
Tenders will be publicly 
opened at the above stated 
time in the Council Cham- 
bers of the Town-Offlco. All 
tenders will be examined 
and submitted to Council for 
awarding at the Regular 
Council Meetlng of June 
27th, 1978• 
The work is comprised of 
base preparation, the supply 
of material and construction 
of approximately 950 meters 
of 1.5 meter width sidewalk. 
Tender Inquiries shall be 
directed to the undersigned. 
A. DeElllon, 
Director of Works and 
Engineering 
Town of Smlthers, 
P.O. Box 879, 
Smlthers, B.C. (847-3251) 
(cs.12) 
B ~  
[ '"" 1 | Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Ministry of Highways 
Mezladln Lake -No. 1882T 
for Reroofing and fleshlng 
will be received up to 3:00 
p.m. local time the 6th day of 
July, 1978, end those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poratlon, 4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1K7. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 12th day of June, 1978. 
Tenders house be flied on the 
, forms, proidded, in sealed,. 
_.clearly. marked eny_qlopes.~ 
~.y- ,., ~': , ,,.. 
.The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
• (c2-9) 
I ) Br i t i sh  Co lumbl l  Bu l l r ings  Corpot l l l~  Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Ministry of Highways, Dease 
Lake No. 94-077T for 
Reroofing trailer complex. 
and renovate mechanical 
foreman's resldence will be 
received up to 3:00 p.m. local 
time the 6th dayof July, 1'978, 
and those available at that 
time will be opened In public 
at British Columbi~ 
Buildings Corporation 4827 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 1 K 7 . .  
• Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 121h day Of June, 1978. 
Tenders must be.filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c2-9) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W ,15,000 BTU 
f0rnace. Phone638.1121 (eft) 
For Sale: 1977 8' Travelmate 
Camper, Ilkenew condition. 
Price $3,300 Phone 635-~34 
lP/~' Blackfoot Camper with 
frldge, 3 burner stove with 
oven. Camper , lacks, 
pressure water system. 
Phone 635.3604 (p3-11) 
14' Travel Trailer .Includes 
sink, frldge, 3 burner stove, 
sleeps 6. 3 way "lighting 
system. A steal at $1200 
Phone. 632.2807 (c$-13) 
I i  i I 
• GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 






Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
To whom it may concern:, I 
Elaine Wyatt dissolve my 
partnership with Nina 
Karanagh and will not be 
~'espansible for any bills or 
debts incurred by the Copper 
River Riding Arena, as of 




~ V0J 1Y0 
Notice to Contractors 
Sealed tenders marked 
"Bid for sale,demolition,and 
removal of the old bulldlng 
used for hospltel purposes 
"and situated on 
Block 1, District Lot 105, 
Plan 7307, Casslar District" 
will be received by the ~oard 
of Trust,s up to 2:00 p.m., 
local time on July 5, 1978. 
Blds should be addressed or 
delivered to the Ad- 
min is t ra tor ,  Wrlnch 
Memor ia l  Hosp i ta l ,  
Ha'zelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0. 
Specifications and tender 
forms may be obtained from 
the Administrator. The 
Board will not necessarily 
accept any tender received. 
Acceptance of a tender will 
be sublect to the approval of 
the Minister of Health. 
Tenders wfll be opened In 
public in the Board Room of 
the Wrlnch Memorial 
Hospital, Hazelton, B.C., 
Immediately after the a~,.~.ve 





expired. The successful 
notified on or before July 28, 
1978. 
Mrs. Betty L. Hunt, ' . 
• Chairperson, Board of 
Trustees,. 
Wrlnch Memorial 'Hospital Why Attend • . tunity to do some serio~ hunt- 
Beet Show? ing for the specific type of boat 
Hazelton, B.C. within your price range. Boating 
V0J 1YO Attending a beat sllow, sports- is often made of dreams--those 
(c3.11) men's how or outdoors cxJlibi- . dreams get a good working over 
tionlt the best way to find what's when you have a look at what is 
on the" market and what suits available, and the relative prices. 
your needs and those of your . A dream ~ often made up oJ 
family. The majority of large, some impo~ible combination, 
high-quality boot shows are held like a 22.foot racing hull with a 
Registered "2 year ol d indoors during winter, when JS-J'oot luxury interior at a 14. 
Palomino filly. By Peters dealers and manufacturers both footpricetogIhatoombinesthe 
ferent ~,nstruction techniques 
and materials, the infinite variety 
of bull designs and examine the 
underwater shapes of all the 
various hull configuration s • 
The show provides a ohance to 
do a great deal of shopping all at 
one time and evaluate competing 
boats and dealers as well. Estab=. 
lishing a good rapport with the 
dealer will assist you greatly in 
selecting the right boat. That 
same dealer can be of immeasur- 
able assistance in the smooth. 
worry-free, pleasurable opera- 
tion of your boat for many 
seasons if you establish a good 
working relationship from the 
beginning. 
Lucky Reg. quarter horse have sufficiant time to atteod the rich' quality of natural wood Oneofthemajorattractionsof ing. Once you have reviewed 
stallion Phone Birch Haven showa nd talk with prospects. It with thesmooth, sleekpraeti, aboatshowbeingheldintheoff- ~ournecds~.~lana'reinrn~sit-- 
Ranch ~S-5288 after 6: ~.~, , ~b.aho &ti.mewhenlbe'y t~pM0~ ~. :~_! i tyo f f~e~l~, :  ,/, ~:_ .'= . . . . .  season i sAh~, l~  S" are: u s ual'l~; -:"wh']~" und ou b-~es~--~d-~e 
IpS-10) "'"":"~., "i' .'.tl|eir.'prpeu~i~na0"r~,w~rehonu, ~,.~ A.bomshow, ouklheJF.bdng.~ more ¢6ml~ih~e:ih favourrof ~r~lmqi~e and answ~f~ all of 
requiremantsmcustomersmake this illusion into line and greatly the buyer, accordingtotheAIlied ~your questions so that you can 
4year old registered Morgan decisions on a panicularpredua expand both your knowledge of Boaling Association of Canada. make a decision. 
gelding and a 3 year 01d they, want for, the coming the boat market and what you At the show, you can also DON'T FORGET: Dress 
registered Tennesse Walker 
mare. Phone after 6 842.5532 
(c5-12) 
summer, according to the Allied 
Boating Association of Canada~ 
A boat show provides the upper- 
DON'T MISS TOONIK 
TYME 
Too~ik Tyme is indd at 
can realistically expect. 
At a boat show, you can learn 
about the relative merits of dif- 
Frobisher, N.W.T.; it is an 
annual festival with games, 
dancing and partying. 
, • . J .  
are already a boat owner and 
decide not to purchase a new 
boat, you will come away from s 
boat show with a great fund of 
ideas on how to get more njoy- 
ment out of your boat. You will. 
find ideas on how to make better 
usage of space in your boat, and 
learn about all the new occesm-, 
ries coming onto the market to 
enhance performance, miucc 
maintenance and generally in- 
crease your boating pleasure. 
A boat show provides you 
with the opportunity oftaking a
serious Iookat beats,doingsoma 
homework and returning to 1he 
show to check some of your 
personal requirements for boat- 
' investigate..the availability of comfortably and casually. You 
moorings, service facilities and may want to crawl over, under 
winter storage. Most insurance and inside many beats. Also, 
companies pecializing in boat soft.soled shoes are an es.~ntial 
iosurance attend shows, and can pate of a visit to a beat show. 
combine a quote with your re- Enjoy the show, and happy 
, .quirements and purchases. If you' boating next summer 
;i'OUII|$TALK 
green. So is McArthur Park. one of 
the city~ 23 beautiful parks, and on 
Saturay, June 17, scene of the 
Highland Gathering. 
Spit-and-polish go on parade 
down'town at 10 a.m., when color 
parties and bands march ~martly to 
the park for caber and bales-of-hay 
tosses. Drummers and pipe bands 
from all (;ver the pmvinee compete, 
and a cbanter contest gets kir~ing at 
the Drill Hall at 3rd and Battle. An 
evening banquet and d~ce !s $7 per 
person. 
Roll west along the Trans-Canada 
Highway to the Cariboo, past 
sprawling ranches and historic gold 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
A SIMPLY GRAND TOUR 
By Shirley Guth 
June 12-18/1978 ' 
June is prime time for B,C. week in Victoria, where Japanese 
motoring, tall ships "Nippon Maru"" and. 
The sun smiles/temperatures are ,"Kaiwo Mare" visit June 1.6-20: 
kind,' and highways and ferries are Coming in under sail, if weather 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1•00. Our Introductory 
special offers you  10 
beautiful lumbo-size color 
pictures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative only,10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll - $3.99, 20 exp. roll .  
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. roll . $6.99. Fast.ser. 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 .Eastgate, Win- 
nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (iu 15) 
still free of summer holiday traffic, and tides:permit, Ihe graceful ladies: mining centres to .Clinton. Here in 
And along the way--festivals as will be visible from Dallas Road cattl.eround-upcountry,.it'sbeeffor 
[hick as spring blossoms, before decking st Ogden Point's Father's Day at the BeefBarbeque 
But, visitors, before heading Pier A at 9 a.m. when a navy band and Races, 2 p.m. June 18 at Reg 
down the .liighway, pack along some strikes up a greeting. Conn Park. 
new mad rules. Tourists can test their sea. legs Grandfathers get off the marks in 
• Seat-belt use is now mandatory, when they go aboard the lO0.metre footraces--so do fathers and .chil- 
Offenders face f i~s up. to $100. vessels .at Open House, 1 p.m.- . dren in three-leg races--when the 
Drivers and passengers must wear 4p.m.;June 17-18. Cadets man the prize is a beef roast or pac.kage of
lap and shoulder harnes'ses provided yardarms and hoist he salls at Mon- hamburger,. 
i'n late-modal a~tos; in 'pre-1972 day. morning's sail drill; an ideal Then up Highway 97, past he 
models, the role of. thumb is: wear vantage point for this impressive old stagecoach stops of 70 Mile 
• whatever belts come with the ceremony is the breakwater at the "~ House and 100 Mile House to Ques. 
vehicle, foot of Dallas Road. But be prepared nel's Summer Solstice Celebration, 
And, miieage means "metric". to hike--no cars are allowed in'the. 
Tourists can pick up conversion whaffareaandoutsideparkingisata 
stickers for their speedometers at premium.Am~'tifla~scompetition 
automobiie supply stores or, in un- takes plac~ in Beacon Hill Park's 
posted areas, rely on the twb basic Cameron Band Shell Sunday at 
speeds: 50 km/h for ~ity streets (30 2 p.m. 
mph), 80 km/h for open highways ' More swashbucldihg on.deck for 
(50 mph). ' tourists when a cadets' sunset care- 
'In effect again this summer is many launches EsquimaWs Buc- 
Tourist, Alert, a-special service to caneerDays, June 16-18, 
vacationers on B.C. roads. In ease Floats and clowns, sail down 
of an at-home mergency, RCMP Esquimalt Road at Saturday's 
officers will locate and deliver~ur- 10:30 a.m: parade. Arts and crafts 
gent m~ssages to motoriAg tourists, displays, a flower show and tea 
To.put an alert "into effect, call weigh anchor at the Fraser Strut 
yourlocal police agency with 1) the Recreatioa Centre in the aftemoo|i. 
travellers' names and home address, Adults and seniors: it's full-steam 
2) .destination or possible where- ahead for the Sports Centre dance 
a~uis, 3)reason for the alert, and 4)Saturday evening. Sunday's outdoor 
name and phone number for the .activities get underway at Kinsman 
patty to contact. The local media Gorge Park, 
usually assists by publicizing alerts; Or an auto adventure into B,C.'s 
alerts are also posted on B.C. heartland can start at Kamioops, 
ferries, "Cattle Capital of the West". 
With this information, motorists Although semi-desert,' the sur- 
might start a road adventure this rounding hills this week are still 
June 17-18 where, from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m., visitors can warm up to solar 
heating displays. 
Alternate technology exhibits 
give a glimpse into the future, while 
craft booths celebrate past arts. Di. 
rections are available at the Tourist 
Bureau at the entrance to town. 
Then swi,g west on Highway 16 
into B.C.'s lovely lake country for 
the Burns Lake Stampede, June 
16-18. 
If bingo on Friday evening 
doesn't keep you up too late,join the 
Pancake Breakfast on Saturday at 
7 a.m. and the parade at 10 a.m. 
Then, the whole to~vn turns out to 
root 'and toot at the Tweedsmuir 
Downs Rodeo, 25 kiiometr¢~ east of 
town, where wild-cow milking and a 
greased-pig contest cap a lineup of 
roping and brahe riding. 
This is the week to pack up all 
those cares and woes--then leave 
them at home while you head own 
B.C. roads. 
QUICK AND EAsY RICE PUDDING 
PERSONAL: I~lscernlng 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Sand $1.00 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
catelogue of mm;It,al aids for 
beth ladles and gentlemen.. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. ~/6B 3)(9. 
HELP WANTED: Mature' 
studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per 
hour plus ' bonus with in. 
terestlng sumrher work. 
Write Fuller Brush Co.; Box 
108 care of 808, 207 West' 
Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Diamond, General Delivery, 
Stbtlon 'R', Kelowna, B.C. 
VIX 4K3. (ctf) 
HE'S  A TOR.  
TOISENAPPER 
, CROMER, England (CP) 
- -  Holiday maker Gary 
~nowles was fined &10 ($20) 
at Cromer, Norfolk, recently 
for taking a tortoise from the 
local zoo, Knowles had 
reached ~e zoo gates before 
being detahted. 
BEES NEED PHYSIC.M, 
LONDON (CP) - -  New 
rules to protect honey bees 
from. infection from im- 
ported honey bees carrying a
parasitic mite called Varroa 
jacobsonii come into force 
July 1. Imported bees 
already need health cer- 
tificates, issued after in. 
spectlon of hives in the 
couatry of origin. This in. 
spection ow must include a 
search for Varroa jaeob- 
sonli. 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
a 
Combine all Ingredients except vanilla in a 
saucepan. Cook over medium heat unti thick. 
ened. 25 to 30 minutes, stirring often. Add va- 
• hills. Pour Into serving dish. Serve hot or cold. 
Makes 6 servings. 
3 cupscooked rice 
3 cups milk 
I/s cup sugar 
I/4 teaspoon salt 
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• Today'sCryp~Pu~c+ue JequalsD • semethingnboutit ,  ehatokes l tontonh iminbed l  ~-- - _~-~_  I l l  I~~~:1 ' . '1  I I I~] . JF 'W,~+~I~I I I  "~ W.~.II~ l i te ra l  
1 : FOR DIVORCING BUSINESS AND HOME ~ ~ l e ~  I~~\~L~k~NI  ,I l . l l r~ IW I ~ ' IF~l l  31 .  ~ II I I~UI ,  
• lle Cryploquip is a simple s~t i~t ion cipher In wmc.h each ' + _ . ~ I~_  "~?._~_-..~.,_+.'~_] k \Y~A~\~: I  I l : ;E l l J t~ / J~! l  31 Jk~l r , .<t+. J~L ,  I
letter uaed stsads for another, l lyou .t.h.ln~...thatXequamO,It DEARFORDIVORCINO:MthoushFmanrethare'aa ~)~'~. '~ l~. \ "<~rmcm~ Ilk~\i~"t' ~LII~\"~4P]'~I. l . , I~--~. IU~d - . . ~ + I L J ~ ~  
arm wares nsmg an e~wopr~ can we you cme~ Io loca~ are not "earrbrs"  of a eeourge m mm aumo~e~gea. - ~ . =., n . _m._ . , . . . , , . .~~ . . . . 
voweb. ~lution b accomp~ by trial and error, • , . . . h ~ ,  ' ' ' . ' " • 
, + , ,,. , ~e.~.'~++ . . . .  - Do yH wldn you had.more h~mds? Fer.~e:seeret. ,ol ,  ~ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ ' : " + ~ r ' :  j ' . . . .  '::~ 
+T:'i;,'~;::,':+?~:_"ie_+u+:~i : , i  ' - : , '~v~ .:,,. popearlW,:Ist.kbby,anewhoo~,st::.,aowTom,_rop.Uh~;: n ngnnnuc  ~ /~- - .~  "xn~§ualn~e / ,  ';+:+'+"+"'++""+'":'+'++""+ 
' . l+ l l r lOOl i lgU~J  ~ \ 1 / ~ \  i ou ' reNoverTooYouqurTooOM.  8ond l lw i tbesong,  i n l~mlu~ ~/~t l  ~ ~ f f +  . . . . . . .  m,m~, .+ [ ]  " . 
" "~ ' ;  " . . . . . . .  ~" '~- -~|  ee l f .~ros~,  dun~l~ cents)  i ve lepe  to Abby,  13 ~- i f f~UHg ~ ~ ~ . .  tUN IUUN OrN INU n 
. horoscope ' ~ ~ /  LaskyDdve,  Bever lyH~,C~M.90~lS .  ' a " W - ~ ~ "  l l l~ l i ' .q  ,0 i f "  m 
ne ~r par , yu~ . . . ..... ~ . • 
FoR WEDNESDAY. JUNE14. SAGrrrARIUS _+ &d~sanile, but they certainly dont  ahow. ne~Ly the, . i~ l .  B.P+ • ,, . b~Jobm~k~.  
s~em " " "  INov 23toDec 3D X'll~judgmentinhandlingMYchlldrenthatl~eydi~iwnenzney. • " - -  - -  ' -- ~ - i 
. . . . . . . . . . .  rais me ' . . . . . . . . .  'What  kind of day will Mixed influences, mixed Lsed " "- r--'-d their children with an iron hand No ~- ' f  WOV~. . . .WI~E- t~I~U~ ~/ '+T~. .~.A I~IC)~ -~|  [ 14OWAJ~:~L i~: t~q~t~___  +,| ~y parents me , r 
~m6.rrowbe?Tof~doutwl~_! p_o~_____mUe~__._How___~_ouron_Ct;hack ~dk, we Wdnewe were told, and l lwe  for~o~'ou r / L~T ' .T ' I4~I" .~ . J '  II ' v~ ~ ~ T / / t  '~ ~m~ ~+~r~ ue~~ 
me stars say, reaamex0recem now you me~ cmxq]euu~n - - -  . . . . . . . . .  ~.^ua~.....~-;+ wo, , , ,~ , , - ' tn~rndt tedtoeat  u " -  ---~. I |  Ar'~A,C~.~ / /  " - - -  ~+ . . . .  | 
given for your birth Sign. how you cooperate with . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' '~"  . . . .  " -  hta out at a ~ . r~, .~.~. .  V " , ~ . . .~ . , - -  .~.  hA *-m..  Mints between meals, and we had to  be  m bed wsth lig 1 4atF -~.  e .~ . i ~ - -  J [ ~ . . ' ,  ~ . ,  / 
. o~:  . .  _~ ~ + -  - .~.-+ ,-- ,--6,-.  certain time, and no nonsense'.... • / I I ~ - ~  ,+, . c+~7~, , t  / • V / I r~  -~ ~ ~ " ' I 
. . . . .  m (lay s restore, childrenl A l l  ,.r, I ~ ~Ir - ' -  ,< +u. .  ~mA' - r  20~ "T~- -~,  But you ehould see the way  they inmdle our " I . _~ +:~ ~P~ I ~ ~  I "7  :i+,, "<~i~J - I 
~'~void" a ~'doucy toward CAPRICORN . ~ rules 'and regulations laid down at  home are out .the i ~ ~ ~ i / In'' ~ / .  ' /  - L ~ ~ ' .  ' / 
, letharw You could make some (Dec ~-toJan.  30) ~AI~ rw ind°wat ' thegrandparente  housd.. The kids whine end I. ~: .~ -- ~ I i ~  ~ I ~ d  ~'- ~ . . ' L  I 
unusual ~rides if you put your ~'~-~to • a few minor oh- beg until they get their own way. They talk back,.and are [ ~ " -I1| / M~M~I ~ . / / J M  ~ 111 | 
our ~ fed soft; &~m; candy and cookies--all they want a ta l l  . x'~i?'1 , " . ' 
. t~ . ts  ~ work, Stnm y slaeles, youshould.dowellm, w: h don't have to 'ha or  do an " the . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ ... . . . . . . . .  ~111*"' inunnsual-  . . . . . . . . . . .  - _  .bours .  Andtoy  P . .  , I .  I / ( / .-M'[ .. ,._l uumu~ imtmpmu "7 w0r l  w~m mime wm~ mm _m+~.. a . . ' t  ,..,~t. to do . • "" . / ' I_ / .  , .~ ~.  / . . . .  ' J -~"  """ ' ~ "~< I 
situations, at ~ ~ done, and don'~ - - "  . . . . .  • ' • I " - - . . ' - - '~"  J~~ f ~ ~ ' L • . .- . . _ g _ I love m arents, Abby, but I wmh they d realize how . . . .  
TAURI]S squande~ your fine talents m Y p ' " do hie It's ' " • ' • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I : J4~ '  . . _  ~ . tough they are making ~t for me when the}, t . . • • . 
Q ~ won t think nt s too corny for yoUr column . + ; 
des ls  and ar rangements  , ~--  . .  , -  ~-~- .m ~ ' " " ' . . '  , .+ . .  + . . ,  . . . . . .  : , ' CEDAR RAP IDS,  IOWA L . . I  ~e~em~.m~o~ I m~+m+r+~,p~+ . 
Knud~ down to steaay worn, Som~ unforeseen changes . " • ~l~y~i~r~lZ~ . J]lJl #f~/ :~/~l r~/ / l~  ~ I ~ ~ . . .  . 
forge ~e. ad with a carefully indicatod. Take all in stride. Be DEARCED.4J~RAPIDS:Thbre's'akerneloftruthin ~0#XUWX~01~R:I~ lfllll ~_._w:~v_~,TL~. .  i~m~.~+~'~,  
• ~~o~r lun+ .~.<+~mpe~a~mdemands, do n~'almost ~very corny letter. Let 'ahape~our  lm~entehave ~AP~a<"'~'++'+~'"mm"lNIII ~m~i~z'm+'"+'~+,,  Im~v~v/  / ' 
unmnmu, 21 I I  expect the unresaoonble ano ears, too. Good luekl • I : ~ /  ~ " " ~ +  ~ P  - -  
(M l ly ,  to June ) . ~ tackle as much as you can DI~.AR A~IBY: Iana~ia the U~itedStates Navy. , love the . " ~ 111111. ~ iU I ,  , ~ ,,;J 
Slmne thMlong_es ~.am..m..e uy~ without overiaxlng yourself, service, but most of all, I love my parente. Before I came ~ "-~" ;X  111111 ~ ~_~I~ IIIII ~ , ~ IIIII 
l l ee t l~n- -una~ald .  Wll~Ine _ .  . ..~in~otheservicellultlknewjustaboutaver~hiag, Iwas  ~-~. ~ IIIIII ~ ~ IIUI ~i~ J i i l~  lllJl 
Gemlnlan's Ingenulty_ and r_~c.'e~_.. - -  ~.. )~[E'~T, saremyperentsno.longerneededme, and all I could; think ~.~. ~ i~===~l l  ~ .e ~ ~I ~ '~-~"  ~BI~._==~ 
FeD zu to Mar  ~)  ~ ,, ,, ~ - ," ~] e --+ .foreslghtedness,' you should ( • _ . " . - ' _ . __  Of was the day l would be onmyown.  ' I ~ t ;~ ~ l lm~[~l l  ~ "~ ~11 e '~  ~J~(~ ~.  ~ ' ] i l ' S~W 
solveallsituaUonshandlly. Ate+tdayo.t.som'~)el.ec!y°~ Thefirst t~ne l realized how muchmy parente cared woe ~L~, , , ,q~ ~I I  ~ i  "~ ~ ~1~1 ~ ~ - - ~ ~ 1  
CANCER " , ~ , , , ,~  own..course .tt. you•.'.Preter; w~ the day they took me to the airport o see me off. When my ~ ~  I ~ I  ~ ~ ~ I  ~ ~ ~I  E 
(June ~ to Jul.v 23) ~ .av°mcontenu°nmm~ father said ge°dbye t° me, he broke down md -cried, Ihed  " ~ ] ~ ~ 1  I F  ,'HMM~M- ~ IT ~ lu r~.m[  
You may not biaze any cralls nave a .~ .o.g.ram.+on.wmca ..yoUnever seen my father cry before, andI  won't forge.t it as _ ( (~t=-~'1  ~_  "~== ~ K .--~ " I I I~ I~ 
now, but that shouldn't detur esuysnowaworlx.Conl~aUOalongaslHve. Ihove. h dalotof't~metothink, Inaverteld ~---~'x~'~ f i~ l  ~ % _ ~  ~ I ~  ~ ~  
you horn bell~ tha.dedleate~l  w llpayolL my father I loved him, and I 'pve  both my parentsa hard "----.ll~lr'l~-++ u,q,J,~r,l ~ ~ ~' . ' -+  .... ~ . . . . .  ~ " 
thdlvidual you nsunlLV are. • time when they tried to  guide me for my.own good . . . . .  
YOU BORN TODAY are a wn h m e r wm pay, me, ~th  ~ams of . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mow I .  ' to  o e. vo ye.h.-ee ~ gekandX ~m t+,~.~ to 
oudurk~WOledl. ' mS luy  m~l~nau, ,  u~mlouSmanenpxorall'theneart~lcnes,mnsl~naveca, s+enc,em. Ip~l~f /b~Al~ ' ~,~I~A~ "" " 
LEO , /~ . . - c~ and versaUle individual Both and f0r my failure to be abet ter  son. When my next leave 
uLtLon and memor are m I am h . ' , ' ' (July 24 to Aug, 23) g6 ' l~ '~ int . . . . . . .  ~r~a _ co e s up., going 0me to get  a~quainted, with my 
limitations to your ranarxame m me x~smmunwonaerlul parenm. ' . . . .  , " 
can be overcome.ll you ~ .you have,w~t .area. un~ sto~ I have wr i .~n .this le t ter  ;n ho.pe_ s mat other thoughtless *' " :: 
take time to redefine your alms s,l~. same. when. ,+ comes ...teenagers wm Wa~. e.up oejore it s m late. Thanke, Aony, .,' " . , 
andespaMo atlonsqoemto anumpat i~memun. :~er .e~or  letting me gec t~e on my cneec, " . 
make a Wi~ use of your mthing "supernauu~'" amut " • • " WISER NOW 
takntil. ' • "- the. It Is but a result of Four 
vmGo"  . ' ,,w~t I~ constant search for buowiedge, DEAR WISER: And thank you for m wonderful letter. 
(A,~, 24 to Sept. 23) "V~'  keen olmmmnee of  situations 
' A ~ organized rou~e and an uncanny abm~ ~ sense Are your problems ~ hei~..tp, hu&le' .~oae?.Let A b, hy 
onuldhelpyou tobrin8 ~ .up underouffonIs which heliB you help you. For a p ersanm, anp.pouanou r ept~v, wrne.: ~l)n~: 
to nnalvze them correctly, Box 69700, Los Angeles, t;aln, mme~. ~ncnose a scmmpea, 
to the mark you deldre, maybe When" you take action; sell,addressed nvelope, . . . . .  . 
set a new record. Plan your clay 
welL . . therefore, it Is wlth Imow-how DEARABBY'BOE,,_I~TG ~D' I~PA.  ,n,~,,demooumad 
LIBRA and precision. You .wo~ .~st I am seeing...red, and I'm..eki~_ '~..eh~ r.ed (in debt) ~ .  r 
(SepL 24 to Oct. 23) . / ' k~ when working aline nut+ I~tn8 paying ;or caree aansntore weamnge onat ran over ez , t~ 
"' Thlald~ about new vestur(~ extremely adaptable, can,eaehl . i 
wlll not be enough, Back good produce equally well when . Isayifthe(;roo_m'efan.xil. Ywantsa . l~ . r t~thep~g,  of 
, -o--  c0o.eraUon is required, the weaamg, let them puc up some cnen; omerwise, lt~p one 
Ideas with 'ACTION --  after ~,~.  , .  ~ , ,~ ,  ,~uldexcel' bride's day, and ehe and her family can have the full say 
determining . their value, ~v~'t~ng'~'m~' i 'c / Jo~,  ~!  over all t~e wedding plans. , . .  " 
feasibility. ' ' - thea"te~', the law ~ p0UUcs." .I ,.am_. now !coke .  ,fo~w_ar_d ~ mp...eo.n.8 wedding, ann 1 
SCORPXO ' m ~.  n0.~Mnh, Of" Harriet Beech~ con c wane a moomm ~ ~. ~ wtcn t~e plans ae long as 
(Oct, 24 to Nov, 22) "v~RC" - . - - - - - : .  ~__  John Mc the bride's family fonts the bin. 
: A new prospect may be up for ~towe, aumer; a e~ Burl Ivan, SEEING RED IN SEATTLE 
ecmMeraUon but, before ac- Cormack ,  tog ; ' .  . 
espl/~, ucertain wbetber It is theatrical ontertoiner. . DEAR SEEING: Pernenslly,*l would like to see the If 
whet you REALLY wout, , ©XWemeeP~tunmS~fidie~,~ne, wedding become a Joint effort, gh~ed equt l~ by both , J.~/. 
• ' ' ' ' aides. ' .' ' ., ' . .su~+.~,,.,sr~. ~Y": WANT BODY be transferred from Beirut, °u ............. ~.... ' ' - ' - -  
. .  where they are buried, to his DEAR ABBY: For the .  imp.. pie who conel~mtly~say, " I i~o l ld l tc l~4ml~ 
'BACK, .  BEIRIYP" (Reuters) - -  homeland. Wasu Pasha "Oh, my God,"or"JeouaCbrIst,  to ezprees ~ from "Of  course i f s  dangerous• I d idn ' t  get  'q~ere 's  not much hero. The on 
Albe,qa has requested that ruled Lebanon from 1883 to surprise to anger: ' - : . \ i f  you call o  God too often when you don't need Him, He to  be a general wilhout taking chances." can give us is red socks, brown end white laces-one broken wilh the ripe ~ing . , .  
the.remains of an Albanian- 1892 when it  went under the listening when youdo need Hbu~ AI READER . ' ' 
, .,born, Lqebunese rule~ of the control of the Ottoman rulere maynotbe . , 
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Chef's secret is his recipes 
By ROSEMARY PIT. the recipes in the world 
ClIER won't enable anyone to turn 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Chef out an authentic native dish 
Vincent Belle o~ the Chateau without expertise. 
La~-ior Hotel has o secret SERVED ROYALTY 
that has served him well Itellan-hern, he has been 
ever the years, with ~Cenadlon National 
Foreign di~niter[es who Railways for 26 years. Most 
marvel ever the delicacies of d the time has been sprat in 
their home countrim, deftly 
prepared for them by Bdle, 
frequently send for him to 
compliment him on the 
meal. They. all voice the 
same questions: How did the 
chef learn the favorite 
~Jpos of their countw? 
Had he travelled there? 
Rotund and genial Chef 
Belle aeknowledles the 
compliments but keeps his 
secret. 
Durb~ an interview in ~e 
Chateau Lauri~ kib-J~,.n he 
took out a small key, 
unlocked a drawer, and 
produced a small book ~lven 
to hlm by an aged chef years 
aso. He fllR)ed throuah the 
well-thumbed pages. 
"It contains recipes from 
every country in the world," 
he said. "That's my secret." 
Belle modestly made no 
mention of the fact timt all 
~anmy. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
frequently dines in the 
Chateau Laurler's elegant 
Canadian Grill. n 
"He is not a fussy eater," 
said Belle. "He doesn't ask 
for special disbes." 
But then every it~n on the 
the kitchen of the Chateau menu is somethin~ special. 
Laurler, a CN hotel, where ArcUe char Is frequmtly 
he has prepared meals a listed. An ordinary baked 
number of times for the potato is transformed into a 
Queen, Prince Philip and gourmet delight with dollops 
other members of the Royal of sour ,,~'eam tOlmed wit~ 
crumbled bacon end chives, 
The blueberry cheese cake is 
so l~t  it is disdtcdt to 
ase~fain where the cheese 
cake stops and the whipped 
c~eam bagim. 
At home, Ms. Belle is in 
charge,of the kitchen. 
"The on)y t/me I .  dp 
nsythins is on ocenstons 
when he have invited a large 
number of guests for din- 
nor," her husband said 
"?hen I help out." 
~c,~, ~e. ( .~.)-  
Playing at Magog s one 
movie house during the 
weekend w~e an Italian 
bedroom romp and yet 
another B-movie tradition of 
the killer-sbark theme, both 
dubbed in French. Coming 
up soon is a super-cop movie 
imported frmn the United 
States. 
A short distance up the 
road from this Freneh- 
fpeaking town of 15,000, 
Queb( c film industry 
1__1___  
S I l a K y  de Films du Quebso ts that 
;SO kilometr es their f i lms aren't being 
shown in Quebec movie 
theatres because the film 
distribution system is 
la-,3e]y out of their bands 
and in the hands of in- 
dependent distributors or 
~-ult~tinnais. 
The nssoeiatim represents 
morn than 40 Quebec-based 
film production houses in- 
wived in evewthi~, from 
TV commorleala to films 
about 
southeast of Montreal, the 
unstable eonditlon of 
Quebac's rdmnindus~ was 
bein~ discussed in practical, 
hard-nosed terms by an 
important gathedns of the 
province's French and 
E.~U~b.spoakinS film pro- 
ducers. 
A major complaint of 
many members o~ the 
Association des Preducteurs 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
SKEENA COLORS 
In ter ior  and Exter io r  Pa int ing  Brush Rol ler  
or  Spray 
Reasonable Rates 
A l l  work  guaranteed 
Phone between 8 to 10 a.m. or 6 to 8 p.m. 
Phone Manf red  Bader at  
G38. ]835  
.q 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-IN D IV IDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. S-4 




HBOURY O~AVEN~RE Y~AHA 
(outboard DOLMIR  
motors) "(ohHin saws) 
Hours: Men. .  Sat. 8-~ 
. .= . . .  . Dealer Llcence ~)*~e en~ 
i re  tirelg Number 02013A ego el/&@ 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • IN  
0 ,  MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD RBESE• 
AREA MANAGER ' 
869 - 51"1t AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE,  B .C .  V2L  3K5 
BUS.  564-1408 
RES. 562,2281 
K:,.wooo 
~ A B I N E T S  




3092 HWY. 16 EAST, WALLY  LEFEBVRE 
TERRACE-B C 
3NS' ' ' PHONE (604)635.3863 VaG 
I 
I I l l l l i l  T . . . . . . . . . . . .  
30 Ton Truck- Hydraulic Cranes. 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB N I ESH. 624-4263 Prince Rupert 
~~: ,~.  Dave 
~ ~ ~  Oroussoau, ~ 
~ + ~ ~ . ~ : .  Reroofing Speclalisl 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUI~EAU 
SKEENA GRANE AN Sp:IRINI: R 
SERVIGES LTD, MONITORING TERRACE 6 3 8 - 1 ~ ) 5 5 r ~  24 HOUR SERVIC 'E  S:RVICES 
, . 4~03.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG IV$ 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and ' 
' a©cessor ie l  "in s leek NOW! Tewaee Electrode Repairs Lid, 
SERVINg TERRACE & KITIIIAT 
MAKES OF, T.V. ' ,  
~l~e Warrenty Depot for 
, .~.  z~.::;~,,,,....,,...,, , 
MeN.  - SAT. 8 a.m, - $ p.m. 
1 DL.~'~u'~C I 4909 Graham , 635-4543 ,, 
TOP.!L I . . . . . . . . . .  TERRACE,  B.C. I 
I OUST011.,onm ran. ' or 638-1849 = 1 s,.¢ Gravel, Drain Rook  6364767 i 
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11~ Peter Finch 
1 ~  :~ News i : 15 News 
i :3G Beat ot 
le  :4S Carson 
I~ '  ~1~ :GO Best of . 
I Z : 3 ~  Carson 
i 
,14 
d II ~ .O0 The New 
i i 115 High Rollers 
~ ~:30 Wheelof 
I i :45 Fortune 
8 :00 Card 
• ::3015 Sharks 
Gong ' 
I i | i :45 Show .. 
~ :O0 Hollywood 
7 i~  Squares Days of 
I I ikm 145 Ourllves 
i : 00 Days of 
1$ Our Lives 
i l .  ; ~ The Doctors 
!1~0 Another t er, World 
World . , . . , . .  
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:00 Vlvon Lelgh . Homemade "i:~ cy Sesame 
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d d Ande s Ltd, Go r on an r on  
Store Hours: ,, :, 
Tues.-Sat, h,m,-LL'30p,m, CHARGEX 
Friday h,m. -Bp .m,  : , : ~ ~ 
' OLOSED MONDAY 
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